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Lineage and Lineality 
in Lowland South America 

SOME TWENTY-ODD years ago, in the course of field work among 
the Mundurucú Indians of the Tapajós River, Brazil, 1 found the co
existence of a system of patrilineal descent and an essentially ux
orilocal residence preference. The discovery hardly rates with Wat
son 's and Crick's development of the spiral helix model of DNA, but 
it was of sorne ethnological interest because such redoubtable fig
ures as Alfred Kroeber, Claude Lévi-Strauss, and G. P. Murdock 
were dubious that the arrangement was even possible . Similar sys
tems have been found since that time, sorne in South America and 
others in Africa, and we now know that it is merely improbable, 
something we can say, f or that matter, of ali of social life. 

In my analysis of Mundurucú social structure, certain facts 
emerged clearly from the discontinuity of descent and residen ce. 
Clanship is indeed patriHneal, but the dispersion of male clan 
members through uxorilocality, and matrilocality, prevented the de
velopment of local nucleii of agnatic kin. This, and the virtual ab
sence of genealogical reckoning, effectively blocked the formation of 
patrilineages. The residence preference-and 1 shy away from the 
hard term ' 'rule' '-did, however, produce localized, household clus
ters of kinswomen, related in the female line . Despite the subsequent 
characterization of these household units as ''small matrilineal lin
eage( s)" (Steward and Faron 1959:338), it was clear that they were 
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anything but lineages. They were delineated by neither ideology nor 
genealogy and remained just as 1 described them: women related 
through women who shared a house (Murphy 1956:425) . 

This raises a basic question. Does any group of unilineally re
lated kinfolk who interact with each other in certain contexts and for 
certain purposes constitute a lineage? Are we correct in imputing 
lineages to people who do not define themselves in terms that are 
consistent with the concept of a lineage? This is actually an old 
argument, though it usually revolves around section systems, or 
sometimes moieties, rather than lineages. The question is very simply 
whether there are unarticulated and unstated lineages existing in be
havioral reality, or whether su ch groups may really have their locus 
only in the conceptual system of the anthropological observer. My 
own position is clear on the matter: a lineage exists in the realm of 
social action , to be sure , but it is articulated at the level of social 
thought. Without the latter component- the ideology of the Iineage
one can find lineages wherever one finds kinship. 

The issue of what is a lineage is not a matter of semantics and 
definition, for it has affected our understanding of tropical South 
American social systems. 1 first commented on sorne of these misun
derstandings during a symposium on South American marriage sys
tems in 1971, when 1 pointed to the marked weakness, or absence, of 
lineage depth and delineation in the lowland area. In a recent, and ex
cellent, review of the present status of lowland ethnography, Jean 
Jackson has presented severa! instances in which the presumed unilin
eality, and p.resence of lineages, in societies of the region must be 
called into question (Jackson 1975:320-21) . Dr. Jackson argues that 
many of the so-called unilineal systems are essentially cognatic, and 
descent and existence of lineages have been inferred from kin groups 
constituted by a unilocal mode of residence, as in Mundurucú. She 
suggests that the term ' 'lineage'' would be better restricted to ''gen
ealogically reckoned unilineal descent groups ' ' (ibid: 320) . 

The usual definition of lineage is congruent with Dr. Jackson 's 
own formulation . This sees the lineage as a group constituted by a 
unilineal ideology in which descent is traced from a common ancestor 
through demonstrated genealogies, and which includes at least three 
generations of adults, living and dead, in its calculations. From this 
perspective, there are very few true lineage systems in lowland South 
America. Rat.her, what is usually found are clusters of co-resident kin 
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who are not bound by careful reckoning of common descent nor 
unified by a unilineal ideology . If a rule exists, it is one of residence, 
and the resultant groups are ad hoc in nature rather than jural. At the 
other extreme, where true unilineality <loes exist, it is of the clanship 
variety. That is, descent groups are based upon a myth of common 
origin , quite commonly from a totemic ancestor in the timeless past, 
and genealogies are either absent or highly incomplete; at best, de
scent is putative, not demonstrated . 

One of the more striking aspects of lowland social systems is 
their lack of genealogical depth of any kind . 1 spent two months try
ing to extract genealogies from recalcitrant, discomfited and resentful 
Mundurucú before one old man finally broke down and told me that 
they do not bandy the names of their dead around the way we white 
men do . One could assume, of course, that this is esoteric knowl
edge- covert but known and accessible through ethnographic 
doggedness-but this would miss the whole point of the name taboo. 
Its function is not to keep such information out of the notebooks of 
nosy anthropologists, but to keep it from being information. That is, 
the inf ormants knew a bit more about their ancestry than 1 <lid, but 
not much more. And that is a social fact in the true sense of the 
word, albeit a negative fact. The results of my investigations were 
genealogies that interconnected people by cognatic and affinal links; I 
started off my charts lengthwise on the pages but soon had to tum the 
papers sideways. The absence of genealogies had another result, and 
one that went beyond the failure of the Mundurucú to live up to the 
definition of the lineage- that relations within clans were not inter
nally segmented. Beyond the close circle of demonstrably related 
kin- a bilateral circle at that-relations within clans were diffusely 
recognized and distributed , uninvaded by considerations of relative 
closeness of ancestry . lndeed , this very diffuseness extended through
out the moiety . In short , there are very important structural character
istics that ftow from lineage organization as opposed to clanship and 
these are largely absent in lowland South America. 

Space <loes not permit a group-by-group survey of lineality in 
the forest area, and 1 will tum attention to but two of the better 
known reports of lineage organization, the Yanomamo and the Sha
vante. Jackson notes that the Yanomamo do not have names for their 
lineages-these were bestowed by the ethnographer-and character
izes them as ''convenient analytic terms, ' ' following Needham 's des-
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ignation of Sirionó matrilineages (ibid: 320). If the Yanomamo can be 
said to have lineages, then their nature is typologically unique. First 
of all, the Y anomamo do not maintain genealogies, and Chagnon 
himself tells of the considerable difficulties he experienced in collect
ing this information (Chagnon 1968a: 10-13). According to the eth
nographer, however, the Yanomamo really did know the names of 
their ancestors and used the linkages in ordering social relationships. 
Genealogy does not, apparently, defeat strategy among the Yano
mamo, for they reorder their kin ti es to suit marital convenience 
(ibid:65). These manipulations go even beyond the usual genealogi
cal ploys occurring within the context of lroquois kinship and the 
redefinition of relati ves to place them in the opposed, marriageable 
category. Su ch structural flexibility has been reported by Thomas 
Gregor ( 1969) for the Mehinaku of the Upper Xingu area, where 
basically lroquois systems are also found but in thoroughly bilateral 
societies. With regard to Y anomamo kinship terms, Chagnon states 
that the lroquois system segregates out one 's own lineage mates from 
affines, but if the system is consistently applied, the non-marriage
able category should extend well beyond one's own lineage. In any 
event, the manipulation of kin ties to maximize marriage choices 
within the context of a two line system is a characteristic of bilateral 
groups and would be rather unusual in a lineage organization. 

The nature of the groups and their interna! relations also raise in
teresting questions. Chagnon writes that local descent groups ''rarely 
include more than two generations of males" (1968a:68), but that 
tbese must nevertheless be understood as corporate groups (ibid:69). 
Their corporateness does not líe, however, in scarce resources but in 
control over the marriages of their women. 1 cannot accept women as 
an ''estate'' any more than 1 can view them, in Lévi-Strauss' terms, 
as inert counters in an exchange system. Aside from the usefulness of 
the concept, one can ql;lestion it in practice. It would seem that what 
really governs marriage among the Yanomamo is brother-sister 
equivalence, and adult brothers govern the disposition of their sisters 
(ibid:69). This, and competition over available women are responsi
ble for the fact that the closest ties of solidarity are with brothers-in
law and not with brothers. In summary, lacking genealogical depth, 
residential continuity, self designation and interna! solidarity, 1 would 
question the utility of reifying patrifiliation among the Y anamamo 
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into lineages, a conclusion borne out by Judith Shapiro's research 
among the Brazilian Makiritare (1971). 

The Akwe Shavante present an interesting parallel with the 
Mundurucú in that both combine patrilineality with uxorilocality. 
Lineages having local nucleii are possible in the former group, how
ever, because marriage is usually endogamic to the local community. 
The lineages are, nonetheless, of a quite different order from the 
common African models. Genealogies are shallow and rarely include 
more than three generations, including children (Maybury-Lewis 
1974:342 ff.). The lineages are not named after ancestors but after 
qualities of the group; the same lineage can have several names, and 
different lineages can have the same name (ibid: 170). Membership is 
not fixed by genealogy despite the ascription implied in the term 
''lineage. '' One can switch lineages when moving from one group to 
another, and such moves are apparently frequent. The lineages are, 
however, said by Maybury-Lewis to be corporate groups, though 
their only discernible corporate function is to ~tick together in fac
tional disputes. Even here, one finds only a general overlap between 
faction and lineage, for most factions are eclectically composed, with 
one or another lineage as the core of the faction. Given these circum
stances, one may consider Maybury-Lewis' statement that "Shavante 
consider people of their own faction to be fellow clansmen rather 
than to assume that they consider fellow clansmen to be members of 
their own faction'' (ibid: 168) and ask whether this is also true of the 
dynamics of lineage recruitment. 

It has been well known since Evans-Pritchard 's Nuer research 
that on the ground social relations often differ from cultural models 
and that all sorts of shifts and strategies are possible within the frame
work of a lineage structure. These shifts and strategies, however, 
occur within the context of culturally articulated lineage units, and 
the anthropologist is not entitled to parse lineages out of the strategies 
and then declare their vagueness and fluidity as primary properties. 
Let us turn now to the notion of the corporation, which, following 
Morton Fried ( 1957), is characterized by ''continuity of possessiort to 
an estate which consists of things, persons, or both" (ibid:23). Given 
the evanescent and shifting nature of lineages among both the Sha
vante and Yanomamo, one may question whether they possess the 
requisite continuity. Moreover, the corporateness of both consists ex-
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clusively of an estate in persons, in one for marriage purposes, in the 
other for solidarity in feuding . 1 would question the usefulness of ei
ther as a criterion of corporateness , for, to the extent that a group has 
any cohesion or internal authority at all, it may be said to exert rights 
over people and therefore be corporate . In short, it is close to tau
tology . 

It would be much more useful for our purposes to consider in
stead the corporate rights of lineages in scarce resources, for here we 
find useful comparative data. In 1956, Peter Worsley published a 
reanalysis of Fortes' Tallensi data and concluded that the strength of 
the lineage principle and degree of corporateness within Tallensi soci
ety were contingent on pressure on agricultura! land, this being the 
principal ítem in lineal estates (Worsley 1956). This theme was la ter 
developed by Mervyn Meggitt in his analysis of the Mae Enga of 
New Guinea, in which he showed that agnation and lineages become 
firmer in areas of land scarcity (Meggitt 1965) . Meggitt poses the 
basic question of why a people disposed to patrifiliation do or do not 
use this principie as a mechanism to determine, bound, and delineate 
ascriptive groupings with clear-cut memberships. The answer is very 
simply to keep other people away from access to a scarce resource, 
for any principie of membership is also a rule of exclusion. The for
malization of the lineage sets clear boundaries around its personnel 
and, thereby, sure barriers around its estate. 

South American lineality has certain resemblances to descent in 
New Guinea, whose students many years ago realized that they were 
being misled by African lineage models. John Barnes describes High
land New Guinea descent systems as often being genealogically shal
low with gaps between founders and remembered ancestors, as fail
ing to extend genealogies outward to include ancestral siblings-the 
major point of fission in lineage systems-and as being characterized 
by a lack of lineage activity , qua lineage (Barnes 1962:6). Each of 
these characteristics is equally applicable, and to a greater extent, to 
Lowland South America descent. And the reasons, in both cases, in
volve the relative plenty or shortage of productive natural resources. 

New Guinea differs from the area of our own interest in greater 
population pressure on land and a fuller development of lineage orga
nizations. Not all Highland New Guinea societies have lineages , but 
most are patrilineal. On the other hand, unilineality has a quite spotty 
distribution in South America, and true lineage systems are rare. The 
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reasons for this líe in the tropical forest productive system, based as it 
is on slash and burn horticulture and a mixed economy of hunting, 
fishing and collecting. With the exception of such anomalies as the 
individual hunting trails of the Cashinahua, hunting areas throughout 
the region are open to all members of communities within their reach, 
and it is difficult in most cases to determine from ethnographic re
ports whether there are even village hunting territories. Fishing rights 
are similarly held by local groups, if indeed they are held at ali, but 
even where the local unit is conceived of as a descent group there 
seems no pressure toward tight closure of access through rigid deter
mination of group membership , that is , through the lineage mecha
nism. Thus, the Cubeo sibs control sections of river, but Goldman 
specifically states that the sibs are not lineages (Goldman 1963:99). 

It may be generally conceded that hunting and fishing rights 
usually fall under the proprietorship of local groups rather than kin 
groups, and that the usual form of corporate kin group estate is in ag
ricultura! iands. In this connection, it is important to note that the 
results of ethnographic research in the region show the virtual univer
sality of lands as general community property, entailed to neither in
dividual nor kin group and falling only under usufruct rights which 
result from the expenditure of labor in clearing the terrain . One can 
venture only guesses as to what the situation may have been in times 
past, when population density was greater, for our evidence comes 
only from the recent period. Moreover, it is not necessary to speak of 
land scarcity today in terms of finite carrying capacities and other 
such considerations , for the lack of pressure on land is _amply bespo
ken by the lack of social closures upon access to it . That land is arel
atively free resource may also account for the egalitarianism of low
land South American society, an egalitarianism that fits well with 
diffuse ties of clanship rather than with the incipient stratification ten
dencies inherent within lineage systems, based as they are on a cal
culus of distance from one 's ancestors and one 's fellows. This is a 
theme that has, of course, been richly developed by Paul Kirchoff 
( 1955), Morton Fried ( 1957) and by lrving Goldman with specific 
reference to the forest area (1963:99) . 

For the first time in the history of South American studies , we 
are in a position to make quite definitive generalizations about the 
social systems of the region. Not only have large and growing inven
tories of societies been studied , but they have been the subject of fine 
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et~n?graphy, the richness of which allows us to do ethnography 
w1th1n the ethnograp.hy, to make reinterpretations from one angle of 
':hat has been perce1 ved from another. In making these reinterpreta
t1ons, I would urge that we not become trapped in the metaphors of 
other areas, but to see in South America contrastive phenomena as 
well . In the case of descent, the contrast is clear. Lineage systems 
and segmentary process are virtually absent and descent is either bi
lateral or of .the undifferentiated type of unilineality that goes with 
cl~n. a~d mo1ety organization, a kind of descent that incorporates 
w1th1n 1tself qualities of timelessness. 

=====IEILIEWIEfil= 

Canela Kinship and the 
Question of Matrilineality 

WHEN BRAZILIANS SPEAK of the Canela, they refer to two tribes 
of Gé-speaking Indians, the Apanyekra and the Ramkókamekra, liv
ing about thirty miles apart and about fifty miles south and southwest 
of Barra do Corda in the center of the state of Maranhao (see figure 
11.1). Kinship among the latter, the Ramkókamekra-Canela, will be 
the major focus here. The monograph The Eastern Timbira by Curt 
Nimuendajú (1946), translated and edited by Robert Lowie, is largely 
devoted to this group, as are also at least two reconstructive kinship 
analyses. 1 

The Canela are of particular interest because of the great number 
of field studies being done among Ge-speaking tribes by scholars of 
the Harvard-Central Brazil Research Project as well as by sorne other 
active teams. These tribes include the Shavante and Sherente among 
the Central Gé (Maybury-Lewis 1974), and the Kayapó (T. Tumer 
1966 and J. Turner 1967), Apinayé (Da Matta 1973), Gavióes 
(Laráia and Da Matta 1967), Kñkati (Lave 1967), Pukóbye (Newton 
1971) and Krahó (Melatti 1970) among the Northem Ge. All of these 
except the Kayapó are known as the ''Timbira, '' with the Tocantins 
River dividing the group into an eastem and western branch. The 
Canela belong to the eastem branch and the Apinayé to the western. 

Special thanks go to Darrell Miller, graduate student at the University of Florida, for a number 
of ideas incorporated in this chapter. 
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GE INDIANS OF CENTRAL BRAZIL 
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Figure 11.1. Ge lndians of Central Brazil (after Nimuendajú 1942). 
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The many current studies of Ge-speaking tribes represent a cli
max of interest in a people who have been misunderstood since their 
first encounter with the white man . The first chroniclers to report on 
the Ge-speaking tribes were almost unanimous in their opinion that 
they were among the simplest people of South America with an ex
tremely rudimentary material culture. In addition, Ge-speakers, who 
are now scattered over large areas of the plateau of Central Brazil, 
were often mistaken as members of other groups and, as such, mis
named. Clark Wissler (1922), in bis classification of New World In
dians, speaks of the "Tapuya," an early misnomer for the Ge. He 
states that: 

on the interior plateaus were the Tapuya (the Botocudo, etc.), who stand 
somewhat apart from their neighbors . Ali reports considered, these tribes are 
of low culture, and notorious cannibals. They were non-agricultural, did not 
work stone and made little pretense of weaving. These negative traits and a 
few positive ones tend to group these people with the Patagonians. (Wissler 
1922:255). 

In bis article on the Tapuya in the Handbook of South American 
lndians, Robert Lowie notes that, apart from the Ge, the groups of 
Indians which have traditionally been called ''Tapuya'' or ''Tapuia'' 
are actually separate tribes speaking six different, unrelated languages 
(Lowie 1946c:553). He points out that Wissler's assertion that the 
Tapuya did not practice horticulture was based on reports of early 
chroniclers who were impressed with the rudimentary nature of Ta
puya or Ge horticulture as compared to that of their more advanced 
Tupi neighbors. He concludes by saying that '' 'Tapuya' is a blanket 
term like 'Digger Indian' or 'Siwash' in North American (Lowie 
l 946c:556). 

It was not until the work of Curt Nimuendajú, a German-bom 
Brazilian anthropologist, that ethnologists became aware that the Ge 
tribes had elaborate systems of social organization usually associated 
with far more complex societies. Nimuendajú 's work was followed 
by that of comparative analysts such as Claude Lévi-Strauss, Robert 
Lowie (in conjunction with Nimuendajú), David Maybury-Lewis, 
and a number of contemporary anthropologists including R. Da 
Matta, T. Tumer, J. C. Lave, and J. C. Melatti. Because of dif
ferences in the type of training and the foci of these various research
ers, relatively little progress has been made, however, toward ex-
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plaining the great disparity between the simple material culture of the 
Ge-speakers and their complex social organization. (See Gross article 
in this volume.) 

Steward (1946) classified the Canela as "Marginals" because 
they depend largely on hunting, fishing, gathering, and simple slash
and-burn horticulture. However, historical documents indicate that, 
since 1814 when the Ramkókamekra-Canela first sought the protec
tion of the Brazilian government, they have continually lost land to 
local Brazilians, except for two recent periods. This has caused a 
scarcity of food and brought about depopulation of an earlier rather 
large Canela population (estimated in documents at over 1,000). 
''This consistent lack of foodstuffs from year to year has been a fac
tor in the development of the begging trip pattem that has become so 
prevalent, as well as in increasing the general dependency upon the 
sertanejos (hinterlanders) and the Service" (Indian Protection Ser
vice, Crocker 1961:72). 

Consistent with their pronounced intratribal focus, the Canela 
manifest a high level of group solidarity and social cohesion. 
"Various ties bind the individual to his family, such as obligatory 
food exchanges, mutual economic responsibilities, and food and sex 
taboos when another member is sick or in a crisis situation. On the 
ideological level, 'giving to please others' and 'compromising to sat
isfy another' are stressed values so that many confiicts are avoided or 
f ai 1 to continue f or 1 ong" ( Crocker 1961 : 7 5). 

Because of their relatively early surrender to the government, 
and consequent familiarity with the hinterland settlers, the Ramkóka
mekra may have been ready earlier for adaptive acculturation and 
population maintenance than many other Timbira tribes. If so, this 
may be a factor in explaining why they have been able to sustain their 
complex social organization as a functioning unit to such a significant 
extent. Another very important factor contributing to their survival as 
a sizeable community is the relatively undesirable territory in the Bra
zilian hinterland in which they live-having no Brazil nuts, poor ag
ricultura! riverine forests, and barely marginal cattle grazing savan
nas. Moreover, the Canela, located near the headwaters of small 
streams instead of along navigable rivers, have been relatively iso
lated from outside influences. Feeder roads to the famous Trans
amazónica highway bypass the Canela by at least forty miles to the 
north and fifty miles to the south. Access to the northern highway is 
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by an ungraded dirt road, passable for jeeps and trucks with official 
permission, while movement to the south is possible onJy by horses 
and mules . 

History 

Nimuendajú states that the Portuguese probably did not come into 
close contact with any Timbira tribes until well after 1624 (Nimuen
dajú 1946:2). In that · year Bento Maciel Parente established a fort 
near the coast and began to afftict the tribes of the interior with slave 
raids, but whether these confticts included any Timbira tribes remains 
uncertain. Nevertheless, it is clear that the Timbira and the Por
tuguese had a one-sided relationship over the next three centuries, the 
Timbira being the losers of territory and population as encroachments 
by Europeans and Brazilians increased. 

Severa! chroniclers and explorers have dealt with the Timbira, 
the earliest of whom is Francisco de Paul Ribeiro, an officer in the 
army who fought against tribes in the area between 1800 and 1823 
(Nimuendajú 1946:6). The second was Dr. Carl Martius (around 
1819) whose legacy is the identification of the Ge language family 
(Nimuendajú 1946:8). Further study of the Ge languages was under
taken by Dr. Karl von den Steinen in 1886. He grouped the Ge 
together with the Botocudo and Goytaca to form the Tapuya family. 
Paul Ehrenreich conducted further research and elaborated on Von 
den Steinen 's classification. Both Von den Steinen 's and 
Ehrenreich 's work helped to establish a solid basis for further distinc
tions, using principally linguistic materials (Nimuendajú 1946:8-9). 

In 1925, the anthropologist Paul Rivet published a new clas
sification of the Ge tribes with special emphasis on the Timbira. 
Nimuendajú characterized his system as " retrogressive" because it 
classifies a number of tribes for which there was Iittle or no eth
nographic or linguistic information (Nimuendajú 1946:9). Rivet 's 
work was followed by that of Wilhelm Schmidt and Heinrich Sneth
lage. Schmidt corrected Rivet's errors and put the Timbira tribes back 
into their proper classifications. Because of the different interpreta
tions given by these various authors, however, there is general confu
sion concem~ng the correct name for various tri bes. As Nimuendajú 
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observed, "The same tribe under three synonyms occasionally fig
ures as three separate tri bes, even in the same publication' ' 
( 1946: 13). 

In this book The Eastern Timbira, Nimuendajú gave the history 
of various Timbira tri bes and attempted to clear up the confusion. He 
also set down sorne of the main characteristics of the Timbira tri bes. 
His approximately fourteen months of fieldwork between 1929 and 
1936 served as the basis for his volume. 

The Timbira know that they are the several tribes of a major ethnic unit, 
which they define above all-apart from the greater or lesser linguistic ho
mogeneity-by the presence of the hair furrow, earplugs, circular form of 
settlement, and log racing. Whenever I told them about sorne strange people 
they invariably questioned me as to the occurrence of these traits in order to 
determine whether I was speaking of congeners or aliens. (Nimuendajú 
1946: 12) 

The three tribes known traditionally as the Canela were the two 
already mentioned, the Apanyekra and the Ramkókamekra, plus the 
Kenkateye. How these Indians obtained the name Canela is not clear. 
Nimuendajú speculates on the meanings of the Portuguese word 
"canela," or "canella." lt -signifies both "shin bone" and "cin
namon." He finds little to support the reference to "shin bone" since 
it has no valid significance to any Canela trait. On the other hand, 
there is sorne evidence that the meaning ''cinnamon'' is relevant: 
. . . ''in northem Brazil there are several trees whose bark emits a 
cinnamon-like odor and which are for that reason quite generally 
called canella. Conceivably-but only conceivably-the Serra da 
Canella (fina) got its name from a (slender) cinnamon tree, and the 
Indians in turn were called after the mountain in their country" (Ni
muendajú 1946:30). 

The Kenkateye (Ge: hill people, or sierra enemies) Canela, no 
longer exist. They were dispersed among the Apanyekra and Krahó 
after a massacre in 1913 by a local rancher and his followers. The 
second group, the Apanyekra (derived from the Ge word apiin, refer
ring to the ftesh-eating fish, the piranha), are located near the head
waters of the Río Corda. Originally, these two tri bes were often at 
war with the third Canela tribe, the Ramkókamekra, but since 1814 
relations have been less hostile. In 1929 the Apanyekra-Canela num
bered about 130 (Nimuendajú 1946:31) and by 1975 their population · 
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had grown to 225. The size of the Ramkókamekra-Canela (in Ge, 
riim-ko-kám-me-' kra: almeceiga-tree grove in pluralizer children-of: 
people of the almeceiga grove) was placed at about 300 in 1936 
(Nimuendajú 1946:33). By 1975 , their numbers had grown to 514. 

Ecological Setting and Economic Base 

The Northern Ge are essentially Brazilian ''closed savanna'' (cer
rado) adapted peoples relying for subsistence on hunting and gather
ing, and to varying degrees on horiculture. The Northem Kayapó 
groups who inhabited an area of comparatively heavy rainfall (60-80 
in ches per year) (T . Tumer 1966) and larger gallery forests aborigin
ally practiced slash-and-bum horticulture to a greater extent ( cf. 
T. Tumer 1966 and Frikel 1968) than did the Canela who lived in 
regions of lower rainfall (35-45 inches per year) and smaller gallery 
forests . Even the Krikati who live just sorne 100 miles to the west of 
the Canela apparently do not suffer from the crop insufficiencies 
(Lave 1967:31) which, at least since the 1930s, have been a major 
Canela problem. This economic uncertainty has forced both Canela 
tribes to work frequently for local Brazilian hinterland families to ob
tain food and supplies. In addition, the Ramkókamekra make and sell 
Indian artifacts in the cities. Since the early 1960s this has been a 
growing source of in come. 

Most of the Timbira groups had surrendered to Brazilian military 
detachments or local communities in the first half of the last century. 
Since that time, the Timbira have undergone so much deculturation 
and acculturation that their social and cultural forms must be studied 
as vestiges of earlier structures. Among the Timbira, the Ramkóka
mekra-Canela constitute something of an exception, in that their cul
ture is still fairly well preserved. This can be explained in part by the 
fact that their over 160 years of culture contact has been mild and rel
atively non-exploitative (see Crocker 1964:342), and in part by the 
larger population of the Ramkókamekra village. 2 A fundamental eco
logical difference between the two tribes of the Canela is that, while 
both live in the savanna, the Apanyekra are situated near the Corda 
River on the edge of uninhabited dry forests . They ha ve suffered con
siderably less from lack of protein because the area is abundant in 
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fish and wild game. The Ramkókamekra have had to make the best of 
the lesser savanna game and the fish of small streams, living as they 
do away from the dry forests on the Santo Estevao. In spite of these 
drawbacks, they have been able to maintain many of their traditions . 

Nimuendajú reports that the Canela tribes practiced horticulture, 
and he lists fifteen plants which he believes were cultivated aborigin
ally (Nimuendajú 1946:58). These include maize, manioc, sweet po
tatoes, yams, peanuts, and cotton, among other products. He re
counts the failure of the manioc supply among the Brazilians of the 
small city of Barra do Corda in 1930 when ''the Ramkókamekra sud
denly appeared with severa! horseloads of manioc ftour and saved the 
townsmen since by an odd chance they alone had saved their yield'' 
(Nimuendajú 1946:61). 

Nimuendajú reports that aboriginally the Ramkókamekra had no 
domestic animals, but by the early l 930s there were at least two dogs 
per household. In the last century, the Ramkókamekra adopted the 
use of chickens and pigs, along -with most of the material culture of 
the neighboring hinterlanders. Whereas horses, mules, and donkeys 
were sometimes utilized, cattle could scarcely be raised because 
calves were eaten before they could mature . 

All Northern Ge and Timbira villages are traditionally circular. 
Paths run from each house on a circular street to a round plaza in the 
middle. This village plan reflects the uxorilocal residence pattern 
whereby women who are sisters or parallel cousins through female 
kinship links live in adjacent houses, while their husbands come from 
houses "on the other side of the village circle," as Canelas say. 
Villages are periodically moved to keep them near the farm plots 
because a new clearing has to be cut from the stream-edge jungles 
each year since the soil cannot support the principal crops for a sec
ond year. Land encroachments by the local Brazilians sin ce the mid
dle of the nineteenth century have limited such movements, leading 
to a decrease in crop yields. Because of these earlier encroachments 
and the later fixed location of the Indian service posts, the Ramkóka
mekra village has remained in the same general area for thirty-eight 
years except for a brief period from 1963 to 1968 when it was forci
bly removed to a forest region thirty miles away (Crocker 1972a) . 

In short, there are three significant changes among the Ram
kókamekra-Canela since the middle of the last century which have af
fected their adaptation to the environment . First, land encroachments 
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by local farmers and cattle ranchers have decreased the size of land 
holdings which in turn has caused a decline in harvests and available 
game. Second, the relative stability brought about by protection 
through the government lndian service (SPI and FUNAI) since 1938 
has resulted in a population increase from about 300 to over 500. 
Third, because of the necessity of working for local farmers and liv
ing in close contact with government agents, there has been an in
creasing adaptation to local Brazilian customs, mostly material but 
sorne social. 

Social Organization 

The social organization of the Ge tribes is complex. For the Ram
kókamekra, Nimuendajú isolated nine separate social units to which 
the individual may belong. They include: 1) the individual family; 2) 
the matrilineal extended family; 3) matrilineal exogamous moieties; 
4) non-exogamous rainy season moieties; 5) the plaza groups; 6) the 
plaza moieties; 7) the age classes; 8) the age-class moieties; and 9) 
six men 's societies (Nimuendajú 1946:77). There were al so fonna
li.zed friendships, informal friendships, and ceremonial rankings 
(hamren). 

Nimuendajú described the groups as follows: ' 

Of these, the first four embrace both sexes, the remainder only men except 
that most of the primarily masculine organizations each have two gid associ
ates. Membership in the matrilineal extended family and the exogamous 
moieties is hereditary; in the rainy season moieties, the plaza groups, and 
the plaza moieties, it is hereditary in the sense that it hinges on the bearing of 
certain names transmitted from an older kinsman. An age class is constituted 
by joint initiation into adult status. Admission into the Clown society de
pends upon one 's talent for buffoonery; into other societies a male enters by 
virtue of his names, which determines affiliation of an individual with two 
of the five organizations. (Nimuendajú 1946:77) 

It must be pointed out, however, that the Ramkókamekra-Canela 
extended family is a bilateral kindred and not matrilineal; there are no 
matrilineal exogamous moieties, and most probably never were (see 
Crocker 1973); 3 and the principal active units are the age class moie
ties. The non-exogamous rainy season moieties are all but non-func-
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tioning and, besides the six men's societies, there are others, 
sorne of which are entered, instead of by talent for buffoonery and by 
virtue of name-relatedness, through "ritual matrilineal" inheritance, 
that is, largely by membership in a ceremonial house or segment of 
houses (haakat) along the village circle. Membership in no Ramkóka
mekra-Canela social unit ''hinges on the bearing of certain names; '' 
name-related memberships are transmitted from a name-giver (an 
older kinsman) to a name-receiver (that kinsman 's sister's son or his 
classificatory sister's son). Thus it is the transmission relationship and 
not the name that matters (Cracker 1972b).4 

The Ramkókamekra kinship terminology reported by Nimuen
dajú and Robert Lowie (1937:573-576), has severa! similarities with 
both the N orth American Crow and Omaha bifurcate merging type 
terminologies. 5 The Crow similarities. include using the same term f or 
father's sister's daughter and paternal aunt, despite the fact that they 
belong to different generations. In addition, the father's brother and 
the father are classed together, as are a man 's brother's children and 
his own children, and a woman 's sister's children and her own chil
dren. 

Since the time of Nimuendajú 's study, there have been two im
portant shifts in the Canela social order (Crocker 1961). The first of 
these involves the breakdown of the forces of political and social au
thority. In Nimuendajú 's time, the chiefs were still relatively power
ful. A chief would assign tasks to individuals and to each of the age 
classes. · At the end of the day, he would verbally shame wrongdoers 
and slackers in f~ont of the evening council meeting. 

In 1951, the Indian Protection Service appointed a much 
younger man who could speak good Portuguese as chief after the 
death of the old chief. The replacement of the traditional leader in 
this manner reinforced an already developed attitude that the service 
was the highest line of authority, even higher than that of their own 
Canela chiefs. This fundamental change caused a certain amount of 
unrest. In 1955 personal rivalries between the young chief and the 
older age class leaders were factors in dividing the tribe into two sep
arate villages. 

A second change ·involved the shift in the disciplining of a boy 
from his mother's brother to his father. The partitioning of the tribe, 
which weakened the social structure, often made uncle and nephew 
roles difficult to carry out. Nimuendajú reports that these maternal 
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uncles played a major role in the socialization of their nephews. They 
accomplished this through a process similar to fraternity hazing 
whereby they would shame their nephews in public if they did some
thing they should not have done. With the arrival of the Indian Pro
tection Service and their families, and increased contact with local 
Brazilian families, this practice disappeared. A man began to spend 
less time in the home of his mother and sisters and more time with 
bis wife. This change in emphasis reflected both the mother's 
brother's weakened authoritarian role and the example set by the hin
terland Brazilians. 6 The trend continues. Not only is the prestige and 
influence of a boy's mother's brother in the socialization process 
shifting to bis father, but the control of a man over bis daughter 's 
husband, his son-in-law, is also significantly decreasing (Crocker 
1973). These are two of the most obvious examples of the relative 
loss of traditional authority between older and younger people-a 
generation gap (Crocker 1974: 192-94). 

Although the weakening of traditional practices and role rela
tionships ha ve brought about sorne societal disorder, social cohesion 
has been maintained relatively well. This is a reftection of the fact 
that most social institutions have not been abandoned entirely, but 
rather have continued to operate with slight chan.ges and adjust
ments. It is nevertheless obvious that the Ramkókamekra-Canela ad
aptation to the environment is no longer in its aboriginal state of ever
changing relative balance. No warfare, very reduced postpartum 
taboos, and little social or ritual control over fertility has resulted in 
over a 4 percent per annum population explosion since 1969. 

In fieldwork done from 1966 to 1971, a large collection was 
made of both real and ideal terminological responses between ego 
and most of the possible consanguinal and affinal alters. The ideal 
responses were necessary, partly because the real data were so incon
sistent and contradictory due to the existence and interplay of the 
numerous terminological systems and subsystems. Ideal materials fol
lowed a regular pattern and contained only a few variations. They in
dicated the existence of a fully extended Crow-like terminological 
system. They also showed that the Canela divide their world into 
those persons who are terminologically ''first-linked'' (biological 
parents, siblings, and children) (see Crocker 1971:338), or who are 
structurally equated as such ("parents," "siblings," and "chil
dren "), and those who are "further-linked" (m ehüükye )-a dualism. 
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The biologically first-linked individuals only, however, not the struc
turally equated ones, are held together by the belief that they share 
very similar blood so that when one such "close blood" person 
breaks a taboo, this adversely affects any weakened biologically first
linked member in the blood system, such as a sick person or a new
bom baby. 

Ego 's first-linked relatives-biological and structural-are 
usually treated somewhat differently from further-linked relatives, so 
that social roles and terms of address at this general level can be held 
to be somewhat consistent. 7 The general distinction contrasting these 
two terminological spheres is that the first linkers, who may be called 
"nurturers," 8 are supportive and serious, whereas the second-linkers, 
"the jokester-counselors" (my expression), mix counseling atti
tudes with joking. The former type of relatives play important roles 
in matters dealing with birth, physical and psychological nurtur
ance, and economic support. The latter are important in societal and 
ceremonial affairs. They have the right to discipline and counsel ego 
in matters of food and sex taboos, marital and extramarital problems, 
juridical rights in the Council of Elders, and the transference of 
names, ceremonial rites, and privileges (Crocker 1971). This 
Canela first-link/further-link terminological dichotomy could be con
gruent with either a Crow or an Ornaba type of terminological pattem. 
(See Da Matta 1976:193 and Crocker 1977:263-64.) 

Matrilineality 

Particularly because of Nimuendajú 's earlier claim (1946:77) that the 
Canela were matrilineal, it is important to carefully consider the pos
sibility that they were once more fully matrilineal than they are now. 
Did they have the following usual characteristics of lineality not 
found among them today such as deep, daily functioning lineages 
with traditional special names, and were these groupings thought of 
as being ancestor-oriented and corporate through time? We know 
early sources raise the possibility that similar Timbira tribes num
bered over a thousand, so a current residential kin structure such as 
the "longhouse" (a series of non-ceremonial houses, adjacent along 
the village circle and connected by all female kin links) might ha ve 
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" been more extensive, exhibiting more completely the traditional char-
acteristics of lineality. (The haakat, mentioned earlier, is always cere
monial and contained within the limits of a longhouse [ikre-[ii": 
house-long] .) 

It is now clear that Ramkókamekra informant kinship specialists 
can reckon their kin system more extensively in general depth (in one 
longhouse, seven generations) and in the number of matrilines in
cluded in a kin unit (in the largest longhouse, between twenty and 
thirty lines) than has been recognized by current anthropological Ge 
specialists. 9 The Ramkókamekra inf ormant kinship specialists even 
have a word with which to distinguish what would be a person 's 
"lineage" (kwe: a part of any whole)-or his/her father's, mother's 
father 's, or father 's f ather 's "lineage " -whi ch groups together the 
proper cross-generational kinship terms and persons almost exactly as 
they can be found in certain classical matrilineages (see Eggan 
1950:23- 24). This expression, kwe, however, is general in its usage 
in many part-to-whole distinctions applied throughout the society in
stead of being specific to such lineages. Moreover, there are no 
special traditional names for any particular lineage of this sort these 
days, and the principal Canela kin groupings are usually thought of 
by the Canela as being ego- rather than ancestor-oriented (Scheffler 
1973: 7 56) 10 and bilateral rather than unilineal. For instan ce, it is 
ego 's kindred (mehüükye), not just matrilateral kin, who assemble 
for the frequent life-cycle rites. 

On the other hand, matrilateral kinsmen do unite orare empha
sized over patrilateral ones in certain limited situations. A man 's ter
minological sisters related through ali female links (uterine sisters and 
parallel cousins) make an effort to support him in jural matters. In ad
dition, it is more likely to be the matrilateral uncles who become 
male and female ego 's strong counselors and discipliners (see note 
6) . Moreover, the observer of Canela life cannot help but be over
whelmed by the pervasiveness of their matrilocality: Canelas say hus
bands are " bought," sisters living in the same house help each other 
extensively, and a matriline has a permanent sun-oriented location on 
present and future village circles until the line dies out. 11 

Since the Ramkókamekra-Canela rely to a greater extent on 
genealogical blood links for defining their longhouses and kin groups 
than other Timbira tribes appear to do in the literature, their mem
bership distinctions in these matrilateral units are more precise and 
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permanent, approaching corporateness. Membership in these units 
can be defined precisely by Ramkókamekra kinship specialists, but 
for most Canela such delineations are vague so that _what could be 
commonly recognized as longhouse membership corporateness when 
seen through time, is actually scarcely thought about and even often 
violated by individuals, especially today . Consequently, these units 
are not fully matrilineal in the classical sense because their mem
bership is not sufficiently precise through time (i.e., corporate); they 
have no special, distinctive names; they do not act together in daily 
Iife as specific units; and they come together only infrequently and 
when they do, they usually meet with patrilateral kin, as they always 
do in the case of life cycle rites . 

Turning to a different but specific Canela kin unit with more 
aspects of matrilineality than can be found in the longhouse, a partic
ular longhouse-or part of a longhouse- may possess a specific, 
named, festival rite (not a life cycle rite) which is held by a matriline 
or certain matrilines within the longhouse until this matriline or these 
matrilines die out. In performing this festival rite, the longhouse 
members handle the activities completely matrilaterally without any 
assistance or participation from the patrilateral kin in sharp contrast 
with the attendance at life cycle rites. While sorne festival rites are 
transmitted strictly within the prescribed matriline or matrilines (i .e. , 
in correct matrilineal practice), others are passed on in connection· 
with name transmission (again, not in connection with a particular 
name) so that they do not necessarily remain within certain traditional 
matrilines or even a specific longhouse but rather go to sorne distant 
''sister 's '' son in sorne other longhouse. 12 Keeping the rite within the 
longhouse may be brought about where this is traditionally necessary 
either through deliberately close name transmission or simply by 
passing the rite to any suitable younger member in the festival long
house regardless of name transmission relationships . Sometimes ali 
male and female members of a longhouse perform in a certain rite, but 
usually the ceremony is owned by a particular older woman of a 
matriline who holds the rite for the performers-maybe for her 
brother, son, daughter, or for others. 

When a rite must remain within a longhouse, a set of matrilines, 
ora single matriline within this longhouse, depending on the particu
lar rite 's tradition, is restricted to the haakat of that rite. 13 A haakat 
always has a special name, not just a general one, namely, the name 
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.. 
of the rite. The number of matrilines of the longhouse included in the 
haakat usually depends on direct descent from an alive ancestor. This 
kind of rite transmission is referred to as being haakat-kót (its-vine
origin following) in contrast to being "name-following" (hapre
' kot), that is, name transmission following. In this institution, the 
haakat, the Canela have named, corporate, ceremonial descent groups 
or ceremonial lineages. The only aspects in which these ceremonial 
groupings of persons are not fully matrilineal in the traditional sense 
are: first, that the haakat is only occasional in activation; this varies 
from twice ayear to once in about every five years; second, a number 
of longhouses do not possess haakat rites at all so that the haakat is 
not a universa/ characteristic of even the occasional festival structure; 
third, the haakat is not, in most cases, dead ancestor-oriented, as 
should be the case of traditional matrilineality; the rite tends to be 
passed on to descendants of alive persons so that the festival haakat 
comes to pertain to a narrower range of descendant matrilines within 
its longhouse as older people in the direct line of ascendency pass 
away. This general, but not unexceptional, limitation to the descen
dants of alive rite holders may be the practice because the dead are 
seldom remembered for more than one or two generations, except by 
certain Ramkókamekra informant genealogical specialists. The ordi
nary Canela explain longhouse genealogical relationships, at least 
these days, reckoning from ego "up" and "across" through alive or 
recently dead "sisters" (i.e., parallel cousins) not "up" to and 
"down" from a common great-ancestor, link by link, as do certain of 
the Ramkókamekra informant kinship specialists. Keeping these con
siderations in mind, a haakat may be said to be "alive ancestor
oriented." 

Recruitment to Ceremonial Groups and Ecology 

Considering sorne kinds of memberships in the various ceremonial 
groups, the Canela practice the following ways of recruiting: by 
female ceremonial lineage or ceremonial descent group membership; 
by male ceremonial lineage or ceremonial descent group membership; 
by male name transmission relatedness within a ceremonial lineage or 
ceremonial descent group; by male name transmission relatedness 
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outside of a ceremonial lineage or ceremonial descent group; by both 
male (Crow) and female (Omaha) name transmission relatedness ~ot 
in a ceremonial Iineage or ceremonial descent group; by the age of .1n
dividuals for age class membership. (For brevit~, th~' express1?n 
''ceremonial lineage '' will be understood to perta1n to ceremonial 

descent group '' as well.) 
A careful study of the Ramkókamekra festivals reveals that sorne 

kinds of recruitment to ceremonial group membership are more char
acteristic of certain festivals while other kinds are more typical of 
other festivals. An associated observation to be taken up later is that 
the kind of recruitment to a ceremonial group may be related to a fes
tival 's relative antiquity as well as to the ecology of the location 
where the festival might have evolved. 

Quite conspicuously, ''female ceremonial lineage . . . mem
bership'' appears only in two of the Fish Festival societies. ~n one ?f 
them, the right to perform the Có-yampró (water-foam) role 1s held tn 
one ceremonial lineage and passes ideally from a wo~an to her 
daughter. Name transmission relatedness is not a question. 

The other festival society where the membership follows female 
matrilineality is the Crab Society (Pay) of the Fish Festival. Here all 
of the female members of two related longhouses and the older males 
boro into the same longhouses carry out the rite. Again, membership 
is not name transmission related. This is also true for the one male 
role in the Cümtüm (capivara: a large water rodent) Rite of the Fish 
Festival. It is important, nevertheless, to note that whenever male 
ceremonial lineage transmission is found without being accompanied 
by female ceremonial lineage transmission, m~mb.ership . through 
name transmission relatedness within the ceremorual hneage is some
times (not always) a convenient altemative to Canela lineal rite trans-

. . 
nuss1on. 

Although sorne festival lineage recruiting for male roles is com-
pletely lineal, and other such recruiting is more often lineal tha~ ~ot, 
still other festival society recruiting is entirely by name transm1ss1on 
relatedness. What may ha ve been a hermetic separateness between 
these two systems of rite transmission has most certainly _brok~n 
down· the result is that if the Canela find it difficult to transm1t a nte 
one ~ay, they will do it the other way . Consequently, distinctions by 
either ceremonial lineage or by name transmission recruitment h_ave 
become arbitrary for the Canela and therefore cannot be used as d1ag-
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nostic factors to determine which rites were once held in ceremonial 
lineages and which rites were passed on in ceremonial societies 
through name transmission relatedness . Only the Fish Festival can be 
quantitatively set apart from other festivals as being more fully char
acterized by ceremonial lineal (non-name) transmission . 

In a continuum of festival groups ranging from high ceremonial 
lineage to low ceremonial lineage frequency of elements, the socie
ties of the Fish Festival are the most highly lineal, while the societies 
of the two initiation festivals (Keetúwaye and Pepye) have almost no 
ceremonial lineage elements. The remaining festivals fall somewhere 
in between, all having festival lineage elements in varying numbers , 
or relying to different degrees on name transmission relatedness, ac
cording to their respective places on the ceremonial lineage element 
frequency continuum . 

Another special characteristic of the Fish Festival is that a 
number of its societies are named after fish and animals typically 
found along a large river with lakes and swamps and not in and 
around the small headwater streams of the present Canela savanna 
location. 14 In contrast, the names of the initiation male societies 
(plaza groups) and the names of the creatures in the origin myths of 
the initiation festivals are more associated with a savanna than a 
riverine environment. 15 These details , on the one hand associating 
festival lineages with a riverine ecology, and on the other hand associ
ating festival name transmission related recruitment with a savanna 
environment , allow the researcher to start thinking about a social 
structure transformation from a near matrilineal to a more generally 
bilateral system, as well as about an hypothetical migration from an 
earlier geographical location to a later one. 16 

Tuming to the incidence of festival recruitment by name trans
mission relatedness, this kind of membership in festival societies can 
be found in the plaza groups and in the men 's societies of every sum
mer season festival. Moreover, the winter season moieties, which 
lack festival lineages entirely, are characterized by both male (Crow) 
and female (Omaha) name transmission relatedness . Consequently, 
sorne kind of name transmission relatedness, whether within the fes
tival lineage or independent of it, male only or by both sexes, can be 
found in every major festival , whether summer or winter season 
oriented. 

This broader reliance on name transmission relatedness for fes-
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tival group recruitment together with the extent to which name trans
mission is a pan-Ge phenomenon suggests the hyp~th~sis tha~ th~s 
principie is more ancient than the festiv~l lineage pnnc1ple wh1c~ is 
found Iess widely spread among the festtvals . Such a reconstruct1on 
includes three festival recruitment structures possibly related to dif
ferent ecologies. Wh~reas the association of male and fema:le name 
transmission relatedness to the earliest period must be held very ten
tatively, the later festival lineage (haakat) association with riv~r 
ecology and the still later age class association with a savanna env1-
ronment (and warfare) 17 seem to be more tenable hypotheses . (For 
pertinent evolutionary approaches, see Service 1962 and Dole. 1972.) 

Expanding this line of thinking, the following hypothet1cal sce
nario is suggested. Winter season moiety membership follows the 
pattern of name transmission which currently exists in daily living
Crow formen and Omaha for women, and this principie is the same 
for ali the Northern Ge tribes , whether they are Crow-like (Canela) or 
Omaha-like (Kayapó) in terminological orientation (see Bamberger 
1974) , Together with uxorilocality, this parallel, nepotal (both" sexe~) 
type of name transmission seems to be a pan-Northern ?e. baste 
social structure, and therefore, could be held to be charactenst1c of a 
pre- "lineage'' development era. (Full lineages ~ith ~11 the clas~ical 
matrilineal aspects probably never evolved.) Dunng th1s hypothes1zed 
near full lineal period, developed under affluent and stable riverine 
influences, Omaha female name transmission recruitment, being in
consistent with matrilineality , could have been replaced by mother
to-daughter succession within the ''matrilineage' ', while male ~ame 
transmission recruitment could have been retained and/or new hneal 
transmission could ha ve been developed, depending on the particular 
' 'matrilineage. ' ' (These ''river era' ' ''matrilineages'' could have .still 
evolved ancestor-focus, a specific term for "lineage," a term1no
logical differentiation between "uncles " and "grandfathers '." etc · , 
and the elimination of certain Omaha elements from the term1nology 
before encompassing all classical Crow matrilineal aspects.) Then, 
when the near-lineal river era had terminated , due to pre-contact and 
post-contact pioneer front influences, the named daily .ope~ating ~in
eages could have lost their bases in economic and k1nsh1p reahty , 
being retained la~er only as named ceremonially activated lineages in 
a festival context. The principal "summer" festival structures left 
after such a transformation, would have been male (only) name trans-
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mission relatedness within a ceremonial lineage and male (only) 
name transmission relatedness outside of any lineal structure together 
with sorne near-lineal remnants-the case with the present-day Ca
nela (Ramkókamekra and Apanyekra) festival systems. It is quite per
tinent to this hypothesized scenario that in the Fish Festival , the Fish 
Otters, though a plaza group, are said-as an exception to plaza 
group recruitment practices- to come from two particular long
houses . 

An alternative explanation of the Ramkókamekra-Canela festival 
diversity may be that the different sorts of festival en ti ti es ( ceremo
nial lineages, plaza groups, men 's societies, winter moieties, and age 
class moieties) may actually have come from various tribes that 
merged with the Ramkókamekra-Canela during the pre-contact or 
early contact times of conflict and tribal movements . 18 

From the above materials and their obvious uncertainties, the 
most recommendable hypothesis for early testing is that the Ram
kókamekra-Canela, or a closely related Timbira tribe, once lived for 
a considerable length of time near a large river basin with marshes 
and lakes, and that during this river era, their tribal population was 
probably considerably larger and more stable so that it could support 
a society with more of the traditional aspects of matrilineality . 

Summary 

After a survey of historical and ecological data from Nimuendajú 's 
monograph on the Ramkókamekra-Canela ( 1946) and a review of a 
number of concepts found in this author's earlier publications dealing 
with the same tribe, the question of early fuller matrilineality for the 
Ramkókamekra-Canela, and by implication for other Timbira tribes, 
was raised. In comparison with other Timbira tribes, the social struc
ture and festival system of the Ramkókamekra-Canela appear to be 
better preserved, due possibly to their more protected location and to 
their greater numbers. 

Today, a relatively extensive Crow-like terminological system 
can be identified, with cross-generational terms up to three and four 
generations in depth, and theoretically even more. The Canela have a 
term for the concept ''lineage'' (kwe) which they can use to identify 
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what is essentially ego 's lineage (' 'people '') as well as his/her fa
ther 's, mother's father 's, and father's father 's " people." These " lin
eages'' are not named , and in daily life are ego- rather than ancestor
focused. The consanguineal terminological system as a whole can be 
divided into terms that are first-linked to ego-parents, siblings, and 
children-and into further-linked terms (mehüükye)-the rest. This 
dualism corresponds to a certain extent with actual behavior. 

Marriage these days takes place between distant relatives and 
nonrelatives. For any one person (including same-sex siblings), the 
village universe may be divided differently into three categories of 
people-consanguines, affines, and individuals not related in any 
way. 

Socialization, life crisis rites, and matters of justice are handled · 
for any person by both the matrilateral and patrilateral relatives
his/her kindred, but the matrilateral relatives carry out at least three
quarters of these duties. 

Rights to perform roles in rituals and festivals are given to the 
younger generation mostly either because of their membership in fes
tival lineages, because of name transmission, or because of their 
membership in age classes. It happens that festival lineages (haakat) 
are far more highly developed in the Fish Festival than in any other 
festivals, all of which have ritual lineages to a lesser extent except for 
the initiation festivals which almost have none at ali and are charac
terized by age classes that do not even exist in the Fish Festival. 
Another contrast is that the names of the ceremonial groups in the 
Fish Festival-fish otter, swamp <leer, great turtle, etc.-suggest the 
environment of a large river basin with swamps and lakes, whereas 
the names of creatures found in ceremonial activities of the initiation 
festivals (Keetúwaye and Pepye)-armadillo, roadrunner, field rat, 
etc.-suggest "closed" savanna (cerrado) living or the adjacent dry 
forests more than river living. 

Quite characteristic of cultural lag in general, the consanguinal 
terminological system has remained largely Crow-like but is currently 
disintegrating in "lineage" depth, extensiveness, and maintenance of 
the father 's sister 's son as ''father. '' There is a tendency for every 
term beyond the biologically first-linked ones to become further
linked (' 'uncle/nephew'' and ''aunt/niece' '), with the reciproca} 
choice of ''senior/junior'' address being determined by relative age as 
is already largely the case between Apanyekra-Canela cousins. Most 
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probably, this trend toward the utilization of relative age as a kinship 
principie reftects the great influence of hinterland Brazilians on the 
Canela. 

The hypothesis is then offered that the Canela once lived with 
more nearly corporate, daily activated, named matrilineages near a 
large river, but because of contact pressures with pioneer fronts , 
migrated into their present, small stream savanna lands , turning more 
to their war-related age class system to defend themselves from the 
intertribal turmoil caused by the advancing pioneer fronts . In the 
course of this migration, it is hypothesized that named matrilineages 
were abandoned in daily living, but retained as occasionally activated 
ceremonial lineages, especially in the Fish Festival. During the same 
period of transition, responsibilities with respect to ego 's socializa
tion and village rights may have shifted into a more bilateral pattem. 

Notes 

1. Roger M. Keesing and Carol Steffens Schilling have written manuscripts which 
ha ve been of considerable help. Drs. Priscilla Reining, Floyd Lounsbury , Gordon 
Gibson, and Gertrude Dole have also been of great assistance in discussing certain 
conceptual problems. 

2. Apinayé in 1962 (Lave 1967:20): 150 and 80; Krahó in 1963 (Melatti 
1972:4): 169, 49, 109, 50, and 130; Gavióes in 1962 (Laráia and Da Matta 
1967: 138):23, and 17 , Krikati and Pukóbye in 1964 (Lave 1967: 19): 152, 58, 90, 30, 
and 25; Apanyekra in 1959 about 170; Ramkókamekra in 1960 (Crocker 
l 972a:240):269 and 143, but in very el ose contact and recent in separation (1956). 
Around 1930 (Nimuendajú 1946: 13-36) it appears that the Ramkókamekra numbered 
just under 300, and that ali other Timbira villages were well under 200. 

3. The current Canela bel ief is that each man married "across the village " (90 to 
270 degrees) from his natal house, wherever that was, and not that the tribe was 
divided into exogamo~s halves. In 1970, of 117 Ramkókamekra-Canela men, 70 had 
married in the "other half " of the village, 27 on their own side, 17 into a neighbor
ing "longhouse," and 3 into their own "longhouse" (formerly forbidden) , though 
several houses away. (For "longhouse," see 9.) 

4 . A man passes a set of names to sorne "sister 's" son, seldom to his full sister 's 
son, and may give a rite with these names or with the transmission of sorne other set 
of names which he also possesses. He may even convey a newly created name to a 
"sister 's" son, transferring a rite to him . Rites may have once been transmitted, at
tached to specific na mes but not during this century , because 1 ha ve traced most rite 
ownerships back several generations. The more deculturated and acculturation altered 
Krikati rely almost entirely on name transmiss iOn for defining relationships, with the 
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genealogical kinship applying only to ego's nearest relatives-not the cousin terms 
(see Lave 1967:217) . 

5. Crow terminology tends to be matrilineal with the mo~her's brother bein,g t~e 
most important individual in relation to the speaker. The ch1ldren of the father s s1s
ter are called by the same terms as paternal uncle and aunt while m~ther 's brother:s 
children are classed with fraternal nephews and nieces. Omaha termmolo~y ~ften ~s 
patrilineal and as such represents the mirro~ image of Crow. The fat~er s s1ster 1s 
most important. Her children are classed w1th sororal nephews and meces and the 
mother 's brother's children with maternal uncles and aunts (Murdock 1960: 102). Old 
Ramkókamekra-Canela informants maintain that a person 's father'~ sister's ,da~gh
ter 's daughter, and even this latter woman 's daughter, are classed w1th father s s1ster 
(ti"y: "aunt " or even better, "grandmother"). Likewise, these women's brothers are 
classed with a person 's father. Actually, the recently collected Canela data supp~rt 
the distinction that these people are not Crow/Omaha-type (see Lounsbury 1964) m 
kinship classification but rather are characterized by the ''parallel transmissi?n' ' pat
terns of Scheffter and Lounsbury (1971). (See Crocker 1977:272.) Further tnforma
tion on kinship will appear in a monograph soon to be published by the author. 

6. A person 's "senior, " male mehüükye include bis/her mother's brother, mother 's 
father, father's father, and certain other relatives, ali classed as " uncles." More co.r
rectly, the expression, "grandf athers" should be utilized:, but th~, Canela _pr~fe~ rio 
(uncle) to avo (grandfather) in most cases. Any of these u?cles may ~d1s~1plme a 
"nephew" (who may really be a grandson). The express1on, menquet-ye _means 
"uncles," "grandfathers" or "ancestors"; and tiimtswe signifies oppos1te-sex 
"sibling 's" children, "grandchildren," or " descendants" (including children and 
''children '' in the latter context). 

7. Male and female ego 's mother's brother, their principal further-linke~ m~le ~oun
selor, and their name-giver (these three separate roles mayor may not ~omctde m_ the 
same person) counsel and discipline but do not joke. Ali other furt~er-hnke~ r~lat1v,es 
of male and female ego such as their grandparents and also the1r father s s1ster s, 
their mother's, father's sister's and their father's father's sister's uterine descen
dants-with the exception of these "father's sisters' " brothers, who are called "fa
ther" (therefore, structurally first-linked)~oúnsel and joke a great deal. 

8. Lave ( 1970:69), Da Matta (1971:356) , and Melatti (1971:34?-53)_emphasiz.e th~t 
whereas the primary Timbira family procreates the child, nounshes tt, and ra1ses 1t 
physically (i .e., the " nurturers " ), the na me transmitter forms it socially and ceremo
nially; but I find that a principal Canela counselor ora mot~er's brother, wh? ~ay be 
some person other than the name transmitter, usually carnes _out a more s1gmficant 
role in the social formation of the child than the name transm1tter. 

9. Among the fourteen Ramkókamekra-Canela "!ongh~use" residenti~l units, out of 
a total of 58 houses (in 1975), five longhouses existas smgle houses w1th one mature 
woman in each; a sixth consists of 2 small houses and two senior women. The largest 
longhouse is comprised of 14 houses, whose women are ali direct ~esce?dants of the 
longhouse 's oldest living woman 's great-great-grandmother, Amy1-yakop, who was 
born an Apanyekra-Canela and whose direct female line descenda!1t's names are ~ll 
known. Consequently, ali these women are, most correctly, ~~any~kra-Canela m 
ethno-tribal affiliation, according to Canela reckoning. The trad1t1on is that men a~e 
affiliated with the tribe of origin of their father and women with the tribe of the1r 
mother. 
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10. The concept of "ancestor-focus" may not be necessary to the definition of a 
"lineage" in lowland South America as it has been in Africa and the United States 
because " lineage" depth of more than two or three generations and memory of an
cestors beyond grandparents were generally not characteristic of the area except in 
the northwest Amazon (see Murphy article this volume). 

11 . When asked about the location of their ka-tsa (breast-place: the place of their 
mother 's breast) , certain men pointed to a position between two houses on the village 
circle saying, " there is the place of my mother 's ashes "-ali that was left of their 
matriline and probably their natal longhouse. 

12. Canelas say that rites which are transmitted by name transmission relatedness 
(membership in plaza groups, men's societies, etc.) "circle around the village." 
This is because while such rites may be given to a matrilateral "sister's" son within 
the same longhouse, they may also be given to a patrilateral "sister's" son across the 
village plaza, such as the son of a father's sister's son's daughter, who may be a 
Crow ''sister . '' 

13. A festival lineage (haakat) comes to an end for a longhouse when they have in
sufficient personnel to carry out their rite or fail to have the appropriate person or 
persons in age or sex to perf orm their particular ritual. Then, the Elders transf er the 
haakat to another longhouse which does have the appropriate personnel who are 
willing to accept the responsi bility. A haakat can, however , be shifted to another 
matriline, or other matrilines, within the longhouse simply by agreement between 
key persons in the longhouse. 

14. The swamp deer (sufuapara: Blastocervo dichotomus Illiger), the fish otter 
(ariranha: Pteronura brasiliensis Zimmerman and Gmelin), the heron (garí-·a), the 
large anaconda and large turtle, and other creatures that inhabit sizeable rivers and 
the adjacent areas do not exist in the present Ramkókamekra lands, though they are 
featured significantly in the Ramkókamekra Fish Festival. 

15. Sorne of the names of the creatures found in origin myths, festival activities and 
ceremonial societies of the initiation festivals are the following: armadillo, emu 
(South American ostrich), roadrunner, bat , falcon, wild boar, hurnmingbird , field 
rat, jaguar, parrot, great falcon, etc.-of both the savannas and their adjacent "gal
lery f orests. '' 

16. The obvious large river area from which the Canela, or similar tribes, could 
have come is the Tocantins-Araguáia basin. This region is linguistically central to the 
Northern Ge, but pioneer fronts of Maranhao generally forced tribes westward not 
eastward . The Sao Francisco must not be left out as a possibility, however, and nei
ther must the lower Parnaíba around the town of Porto, the lower Itapicuru near 
Coroatá, nor the Mearím below Bacabal. The Sao Francisco and Parnaíba seem too 
far, while the Itapicuru and Mearím seem too smr.11, but at least the latter two would 
be consistent with the known pioneer front movements and be in earlier Timbira ter
ritory. Hopefully, more precise ecological studies will eliminate four of these five 
areas in the years to come. 

17. The term "Pep-," as found in Pepye and Pepcahac, is said by Nimuendajú to 
mean "warrior," though the Canela cannot explain this toda y. Nevertheless, the per
formances of the " troops" in these festivals leave líttle doubt that these groups had 
something to do with warfare. 
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18 . A recent study by the author of Canela (both tri bes) war stories suggests ( see 
Cracker 1978) that, during the late pre-pacification period , warfare was very ~e.vas
tating with the result that sorne tribes were greatly diminish:d in s~z~ and rruht~y 
strength , and it became necessary for the purposes of secunty to JOIO forces w1th 
other reduced tri bes in order to facilitate the survival of both groups. Apparently, 
because of this warlike orientation, it was extremely difficult and dangerous to at
tempt intertribal visits. There are stories of individuals caug~t in anot~er tribe's area 
being killed on sight and of visiting groups being temporan~y take.n m but slaugh
tered later. Unlike the Kayapó and the Shavante, for whom 1nter-v1llage movement 
for certain purposes was traditional, Canela-like tri bes appear to have mixed with 
each other principally through the merging of already weak tri bes. T?ese "mergers" 
have been institutionally preserved in the Tiim-hac (King Vulture) Rite of the Pepca
hac Festival where six remnant groups of formerly independent tribes identify them
selves (see Nimuendajú 1946:223). In contrast, Melatti (1975:336-37) offers a less 
war-oriented, more intervillage related early picture for the Krahó. 



=========~wrn~wrn== 

Secrets, Exclusion, and the 
Dramatization of Men's Roles 

MOST SOCIAL GROUPS draw their significanc.e from the functions 
they perform for their members. Families socialize children and pro
vide an outlet for sexuality and reproduction, while lineages define 
territorial or economic rights and politically organize those who 
belong to them. Groups such as these are best studied in terms of the 
substantive things they do for their members, their structure, and the 
rule of recruitment that maintains them. 

There is another, though smaller set of groups, however, which 
are quite different. These groups draw their primary significance not 
from whom they include, but from whom they exclude. Their main 
functions are not usually to provide substantive services for their 
members (though they may do so), but rather to patrol the group 
boundaries and dramatize the difference between members and out
siders. The analysis of such groups requires a methodology sensitive 
not only to pattems of communication, inclusion and interaction, but 
also .the secrecy and exclusion which give these groups their special 
character. A case in point is men 's secret societies, and specifically a 
men 's cult among the Mehinaku Indians of the Northern Mato Grosso 
in Brazil 's tropical forest. 

250 
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Men's Cults 

The striking similarity of men 's soc1et1es in historically and geo
graphically separate areas of the world is an old anthropological 
puzzle. Nearly everywhere women are rigidly excluded from partici
pation in the cult, often on pain of gang rape or even death (Murphy 
1959). The cult is commonly associated with secret initiations or par
aphemalia su ch as bull-roarers, masks, ftutes, or trumpets, all of 
which are used to intimidate the women and terrorize the uninitiated. 
An origin myth frequently forms the charter of the cult? asserting that 
in ancient times the women controlled the ritual objects and acted out 
masculine roles until a revolution by the men reordered social rela
tionships as they are today. 

A surprisingly large number of men 's cults seem to lack mani
fest, substantive functions within the comrnunities in which they ap
pear. Although they are almost invariably socially important, they are 
usually not organized around explicit economic or political tasks; in
deed, much of their attendant ritual and social activities seem self
generated. As Rivers aptly remarked in a discussion of sorne Melane
sian men 's societies, they "exist for the sake of existing." Similarly, 
Wedgwood,. in a classification of men's societies by the functions 
they perf ormed, was f orced to provide a category of men 's secret 
societies wnich had "no ostensible functions'' (1930:130). 

- Although men 's cults show considerably more variation than this 
sketch indicates, the similarities outlined abo ve and the dramatic con
duct associated with the cults have stimulated a large anthropological 
literature. Diffusionists (Lowie 1920; Loeb 1929) have argued that 
the common traits exhibited by men 's societies spread from an an
cient common source. Evolutionists have regarded men 's cults as 
having grown out of the development of puberty initiations (Webster 
1932) or even the cooperation of hunters in early periods of human 
evolution (Tiger 1969). Investigators influenced by Freudian psychol
ogy have focused primarily on the cults' initiation rituals and myths 
which are often redolent with obvious sexual i91agery. Reik (1975) 
attributed sorne of the features of cult initiations to Oedipal rivalry, 
and Bettelheim ( 1954) examined the same material as a manifestation 
of male envy of female genitalia and sexuality. Whiting, Kluckholn, 
and Anthony ( 1958) have taken a social-psychological perspective, 
and argued that initiation rituals are a method of severing the bonds 

t 
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between mother and son that develop during a prolonged period of 
childhood intimacy. 

A rnore structural approach is exemplified by Murphy ( 1959) 
and Allen (1967). Murphy argues that, although many features of 
men 's cults may retlect the tension inherent in a universal dilemma, 
the Oedipus contlict, why, then, do not ali societies have men 's 
secret cults and their associated rituals? · "Why . . . are we not ali 
swinging bull-roarers or playing sacred tlutes?" (1959:96). The an
swer, according to Murphy, is that the themes of sex antagonism and 
the rituals that seem to retlect the basic psychological contlicts be
come institutionalized primarily in technologically simple societies 
which encourage the cooperation of persons of the same sex in the 
performance of their work. Allen ( 1967) is in agreement w,ith Mur
phy, and attempts to show that in Melanesia the men 's cult is most 
prominent where kinship and residence encourage the solidarity of 
groups exclusively composed of men or women. 

The structural and psychological perspective taken by Murphy 
and Allen seems to me to be substantially accurate. My own ap
proach is somewhat different in that it does not seek to explain the 
presence or absence of men 's cults, but instead explores a facet of the 
institution that has been given only passing theoretical attention: 
namely the secrecy of the cults and the patterns of concealment and 
exclusion which guard it. 

The element of secrecy and the pattem of exclusion should re
ceive direct attention because it is a central feature of the institution. 
Many of the focal activities of the cults seem designed to conceal rit
ual knowledge and exclude outsiders. lmportant ceremonies are care
fully screened from public view, ritual performers are commonly 
masked when they appear before the uninitiated, novices are sternly 
enjoined against revealing cult secrets, and female intruders may be 
gang raped or even put to death if they trespass in forbidden regions. 
So significant is secrecy to sorne of the men 's cults that it appears 
they are otherwise empty of content. 

The Mehinaku Men's Cult 

The Mehinaku lndians are one of a number of culturally similar 
tropical forest tribes located along the afftuents of the upper Xingu 
River in Brazil 's Parque Nacional do Xingu. All subsist on a combi-
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nation of manioc horticulture and fishing. Each group is firmly tied to 
its neighbors through intertribal marriages, ceremonies, and the barter 
of specialized trade goods. 

The ground plan of the Mehinaku village, like the other Xingu 
villa ges, is roughly circular, the large extended family residen ces 
forming the perimeter around the central plaza. Facing the east to
wards the rising sun, near the center of the village circle, is a small 
men 's house that functions as a temple and a social club. Here the 
men assemble to engage in idle conversation while they work on 
arrow baskets and other crafts. Here too they play the sacred ftutes 
representing a spirit called Kowka. Unless the men play the fiutes and 
drink manioc porridge in the name of the spirit, Kowka will become 
angry and "take away" sorne of the villagers' "souls" (lit. shadows, 
iyeweku). The representation of other spirits, in the form of masks, 
bull-roarers, and costumes, are slung from the rafters of the men 's 
house. 

The rule of recruitment to the Mehinaku men 's organization is 
simply that "all men belong." There are no formal initiation rituals. 
The rule of recruitment, however, is sociologically trivial next to the 
rule of exclusion; for uppermost in the villagers' minds is not that 
"all men belong," but that "all women are forbidden." 

Policing the Boundaries: The Politics of Exclusion 

The men 's house in the center of the Mehinaku village is heavily· 
defended against female intrusion and surveillance. Despite its promi
nent position, the building itself has been designed to minimize ex
posure. The doorways are smaller than those of any other house, and 
they are often partly blocked with grass skirts or old clothes. The 
sacred ftutes hang suspended from the framework of the house, 
usually wrapped in a tattered blanket to protect them from feminine 
gaze. 

A double edged sanction protects the men 's house from female 
intrusion. The women explain their exclusion in terms of fear of the 
men: 

"No, we never enter the men 's house or see the sacred ftutes. 
We die without ever having seen the inside of the men 's house. If we 
were to enter the men 's house the men would rape us!" 
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The men, however, are inclined to offer what is from their 
perspective a more frightening explanation: 

''The women can 't come in here! The spirit Kowka would kili 
us if a woman carne in here. The women must not see the spirit 's 
ftute; women 's eyes are disgusting to the spirits. '' 

Admittedly, not all the men are so theologically minded. Sorne 
explain the custom of gang rape simply by pointing out that it has 
always been done: 

"That's the way it is with us Mehinaku ." 
A woman who enters the men 's house commits an offense 

against ancient traditions, and may even jeopardize the life of a hus
band, a brother, ora son. The only way to prevent such a death is for 
the men to gang rape the woman in the name of the spirit. 

The threat of gang rape is a real one. Women are fearful of 
approaching too close to the men 's house and avert their eyes when 
they pass by. During certain rituals, when the ftutes are played on the 
plaza, they sequester themselves in the houses and make no effort to 
peer through the thatch walls . On such occasions the women call 
through the walls, begging the spirit to go away: 

"There is no manioc drink or fish here. Our gardens are empty 
and my husband did not go fishing! '' Kowka, the spirit of the flutes, 
unlike many other Mehinaku spirits, evokes great respect and serious
ness . 

Under these circumstances it is not surprising to leam that the 
women never actually enter the men 's house or intentionally see the 
sacred ftutes. On rare occasions, however, a woman will accidentally 
come upon the men while they are playing the ftutes . The last time 
this misfortune occurred, the flutes were outside the men 's house . 
Normally, ali of the women would have been wamed in advance, but 
in this case one unmarried girl was not told . She blundered into the 
village and to her horror saw the trio of musicians and their ftutes. 
Although thirty years have passed since this incident took place, the 
Mehinaku chief recalls the course of events in lurid detail : 

At night one of the girl 's lovers lured her outside where we were hiding. We 
dragged her off to a distant spot in the forest where the rest of the men were 
waiting . She screamed and cried, but we held her finnly . The men began to 
rape her. 1 decided not to do it because her legs were befouled with semen. 
All the while the flutes played for the spirit Kowka . 
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Unlike what occurs in sorne tribes in South America and 
Oceania (Murphy 1959), a woman who enters the men 's house is not 
put to death as part of her punishment. The woman in the preceed
ing case was taken back to the village and bathed in the river by a 
kinswoman. For a short time she was ashamed of what had occurred 
and participated only minimally in public village activities. Subse
quently she became pregnant and gave birth to an oversized child that 
was "too big because it had too many fathers." Like ali unusual 
births, this child was put to death . 

The ·sanction of gang rape and the respect owed to the spirit of 
the flutes is the most dramatic but not the only device that separates 
the activities of men from women. This separation is also enforced by 
notions of cleanliness and personal hygiene, ridicule and joking, su
pematural sanctions, and even beatings. Let us now take a close look 
at the mysteries and secrets these sanctions conceal. 

The Sacred Flotes and Their Musicians 

The most closely guarded secret is the appearance of the flutes and 
the identity of the musicians. The flutes themselves are made. by a 
specialist in the villa ge who knows how to select and carve the wood. 
There are very few individuals in the Upper Xingu who can do this 
prope~ly, and they are invariably older men. The flutes are expensive, 
and they must be paid for only with "true wealth," a class of valued 
things including the finest ceramic pots, headdresses, shell belts, 
collars, or rifles. The ftutes are carved only in the men 's house, well 
out of the women 's view. 

Each flute has four stops toward the far end, so that the musician 
must extend bis arms at full length to play them. As the ftutes are 
played the musicians take two steps forward, tum and then two steps 
back. Long chains of dried pods wrapped around the ankle of the 
center musician enables him to set the rhythm to each of the songs as 
he stamps the beat. This musician is called the ''master of the songs'' 
(apaiyekehe). The remaining two are referred to as "those on the 
sides. '' As is typical of other Mehinaku rituals the participants are 
also identified as husband and wife; the central musician is the 
''man'' and those on the sides are his ''wives. '' 
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When a song master wishes to organize a concert he secretly 
asks two other musicians to meet him in the men 's house. These ar
rangements must be clandestine, since the men 's identity of the musi
cians must be kept from the women. The song master provides urucu 
(Bixa or e/lana, a pigment) , and all three musicians oíl and omament 
their bodies and adjust their fiutes. The master of the songs rehearses 
his accompanists in the tunes that will be played, for each has his 
own slightly different repertory of songs . The songs are titled and 
played in a set order. lyepe, for example, one of the most proficient 
Mehinaku musicians, plays "Worthless Fishtrap, " "Angry Woman 
Spirit," " Lizard," and "Sadness." All the songs have a hauntingly 
beautiful quality which is enhanced by the deep bassoon-like tone of 
the ftutes. 

Taking frequent breaks between numbers, the musicians adjust 
their fiutes and whisper together. They are anxious to play well, since 
the entire community is listening. They will have played severa! 
hours before the sponsor of the fiutes brings them large tubs of man
ioc porridge which they will distribute to all the village men. This is 
the spirits ' food , and although the men consume it, Kowka, the spirit 
of the ftutes , has eaten. 

The concerts of the sacred fiutes are one of the few formal activ
ities in \vhich the men make a deliberate effort to mystify the women. 
As we shall see, the more casual events in the men 's house are 
usually performed so that the women are often aware of the identity 
of the men, and ideall y, impressed by their behavior. 

Why Secrecy? 

The Mehinaku cult seems to resemble many men 's secret orders in 
that there seems to be no objective basis for withholding secrets from 
the women at all . Indeed , a village girl who managed to slip unseen 
in to the men 's house would certainly be disappointed. As Val entine 
(1961:481) remarks of the Lukalai of New Britain: 

Ali the supplementary mystification which surrounds the masks and the per
formances not only contributes to masculine pride, but heightens the atmo
sphere of secrecy and the sense of the uncanny as well . . . . Yet virtually 
the only real secrets beneath ali this elaborate cultural camouftage are the de-

. 
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tails of the interna! structures of the masks and the procedures surrounding 
their construction. 

And , closer to home, Noel Gist (1940), in a comprehensive survey of 
American fraternal orders, reports that candi dates are often disap
pointed to discover that the only thing secret about the organization is 
its ritual of initiation. In short, the biggest secret about many secret 
societies is that there is nothing of great importance to conceal. Why, 
then, the secrecy? Precisely what is it that the men ha ve that must be 
so carefully guarded from the women? A myth gives usa look at the 
Mehinaku answer: 

''In ancient times the women occupied the men 's house and 
played the sacred fiutes. We took care of the children, processed 
manioc ftour, and spent our time in the residen ces, just as the women 
do today. In those days the children even nursed at our breasts . A 
man who dared enter the women 's house would be gang raped by all 
the women in the village! 

''One day the chief got us all together, and showed us how to 
make bull-roarers to frighten the women. As soon as the women 
heard the terrible noise they dropped the sacred ftutes and ran into the 
houses to hide. We grabbed the fiutes and took over the men 's house. 
Toda y, if a woman comes in here and sees our ftutes, we rape her; 
toda y the women nurse babi es, process manioc ftour, and hang 
around the· houses . . . . " 

The myth suggests that the men 's house and the sacred ftute are 
the throne and scepter of male power within the Mehinaku society, 
and that being a man or a woman is dependent on access to the 
secrets and admission to the cult. But why is the definition of sex 
roles associated with secrecy and exclusion? Here Georg Simmel 's 
theoretical work is useful to us . Simmel ( 1950) argued that all social 
relationships are characterizable by the extent of knowledge that the 
participants have of each other. In order to get along, social actors 
must know who they are with respect to one another. But this knowl
edge must be circumscribed and limited if relationships are to be dif
ferentiated from each other. To know someone in a specified rela
tionship-that of colleague, for example- is to know him from a 
certain point of view, a point of view quite different from that of 
kinsman or spouse. Of course, persons may simultaneously be kins
men, spouses, and colleagues, but only at the cost of leveling the dif
ferences between these kinds of relationships. 
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Simmel 's position is supported by sorne experimental data. The 
psychologist Sidney Jourard ( 1971) constructed a questionnaire in 
which respondents were asked to indicate whether they concealed, 
misrepresented, lied or gave inaccurate information conceming their 
finances, personality , attitudes, body, and work. The degree of dis
closure, Jourard discovered, varied in a predictable way according to 
the relationship in question. Spouses, parents, friends, kin, and 
members of particular class, ethnic and religious groups produced 
their own characteristic pattem of secrecy and disclosure. Further, the 
balance of information and concealment was a reliable index to the 
mental health of his respondents. These results, Jourard argued, 
suggest that boundaries to communication are part of the maintenance 
of self-identity, the organization of important relationships, and the 
definition of social groups. 

Although there are many ways of establishing ooundaries to 
communication, secrecy, perhaps because of its inherent fascination, 
is an especially effective device for differentiating social rela
tionships. Georg Simmel wrote: "whether there is secrecy between 
two individuals or groups . . . is a question that characterizes every 
relation between them'' ( 1950:330). It may well be that the 
psychological origins of this fascination is in the similarity between 
that which is secret and that which is sacred. Hence Amold Simmel 
notes that both the secret and the sacred are ''set apart, isolated, un
touchable except by special people with special dispensations. '' 
( 1968:482). 

Whatever the source of our fascination, we know that those who 
have access to secrets are united by bonds of trust and mutual con
fidence; those who are kept in the dark will be differentiated from 
those who are in the know. 

What then , of the secrets of the Mehinaku men 's house? 
Clearly, they serve to separate and dramatize the differences between 
the sexes. The fact that the Mehinaku men conceal neither strategic 
nor dark secrets is theref ore less important than the f act that they 
have something to conceal, something which they and the women 
regard as important. And a word with the Mehinaku is sufficient to 
establish that these secrets are important. Not only are the men at 
pains to conceal them from the women, but the women are undeni
ably fascinated and even intimidated by the men 's activities. The 
women 's gossip frequently has it that one of them has seen the fl.utes, 
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and the men are planning to take retribution in the name of the spirit. 
Rich in their secrets and mysteries, the men thereby participate in a 
world hidden from the women; a world apart from the everyday 
round of village activities, a world about which the women can only 
speculate. 

Exclusion and secrecy have effects which go beyond the defini
tion of social relationships. They not only draw a psychologically 
meaningful line between the sexes, but provide the men with a stage 
for dramatizing their position within the society. 

The Dramatization of Men's Roles 

In small-scale societies such as the Mehinaku the same limited set of 
actors must perf orm a number of separate parts. That is, the same 
two persons may be simultaneously kinsmen by blood and by mar
riage, work partners, members of the same ritual team, and of the op
posite sex. Segregating these relationships can be a problem. Max 
Gluckman, in his well-known article "Les Rites des Passages," 
( 1962) suggests that the rituals and etiquette which are so common in 
such societies serve to differentiate relationships even though they are 
performed by the same small cast. 1 am essentially in agreement with 
Gluckman, but I believe his position can be carried a bit further. A 
ritual, or an observance of etiquette, is a kind of communication 
designed to tell actors who they are with respect to one another, and 
to define an interactional situation. In a small society, however, an 
unambiguous communication may sometimes have to go further. Not 
only should it identify the part that is being played, but it should also 
eliminate portions of .the message that suggest sorne other part. A 
mask, for example, not only identifies a man as a ritual performer, 
but partly effaces his identity as a kinsman, a comrade, and an ordi
nary citizen. In short, the actor in the small-scale society must not 
only communicate who he is, but often conceal who he is not. The 
most effective devices for handling this dramaturgical problem are 
those that limit communication. Masks, veils, avoidance taboos, and 
even joking relationships are sorne of the more ethnographically fa
miliar of these methods. 1 would suggest that the seclusion of the 
men 's house provides a forum for precisely the same kind of com-
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munication; a communication that dramatizes the message while con
cealing man y others. A line of evidence supporting this conclusion is 
the location of men 's houses in primitive communities. 

The Location of Men's Houses and Meeting Grounds 
and the Content of Interaction 

One of the interesting facts of men 's secret societies is that the exis
tence of the society is seldom in itself a secret. On the contrary, 
many men 's houses are located in the most prominent part of a com
munity, and when they are located outside of it they are seldom very 
far from the village. Even the secret meetings of the highly secret 
men 's societies of the Banks Islands are near enough to the village so 
that the agonized shouts of the init~ates and the whirl of the bull
roarers is audible to women and children. 

Sometimes the location of the men 's activities is a matter of de
liberate stage management. Bateson writes of the Iatmul: 

Even such purely male affairs as initiation are so staged that parts of the cer
emony are visible to the women who form an audience and who can hear is
suing from the ceremonial house mysterious and beautiful sounds made by 
the various secret musical instruments-flutes, gongs; bull-roarers, etc. 
. . . the men who are producing these sounds are exceedingly conscious of 
that unseen audience of women ( 1958: 128). 

Among the Y ahgan of Tierra del Fuego the stage management of 
the men 's activities is even more deliberate. Far from hiding the ini
tiation hunt or kina, the men move the family dwellings to the hilly 
place where it has been auspiciously located (Gusinde 1961: 1323). 
Although the women are kept at a distance of about 55 meters, it is 
apparent that it is they who are the intended audience for the men 's 
ritual performance. 

These facts suggest an unexpected puzzle. Men 's societies delib
erately isolate themselves from their surrounding communities with 
Draconian sanctions, but they then tum around and deliberately ex
pose sorne of their activities to the public. This problem is under
standable if we regard the men 's house as a theater for the dramatiza
tion of men 's roles, but a theater in which the members of the 
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audience are kept in distant seats. They can follow only the loudest 
and most raucous interaction , and only those scenes which the men 
choose to put on for their benefit. 

The notion that the men 's house is a kind of theater is not a new 
one. Bateson makes this point with reference to the latmul ceremo
nial house: 

. . . we see the men . . . managing to work together to produce a specta
cle which the women shall admire and marvel at. Almost without exception 
the ceremonies of the men are of this nature and the ceremonial house serves 
as a Green Room for the preparation of the show. The men put on their 
masks and ornaments in its,privacy and thence sally forth to dance and per
f orm bef ore the women who are assembled on the banks at the si des of the 
dancing ground. ( 1958: 128) 

The message of the drama produced by the men is surprisingly 
uniform from culture to culture. lndeed, as 1 read the literature, 1 am 
continually impressed by the reports of the loudness of conversation 
and banter and the bold style of quarrels within the men 's house. 
Where in ordinary life based on domesticity and kinship, relations are 
low-keyed and civil, in the men 's house they are loud and even bois
terous . Writing of the Brazilian Carajá, for example, William Lip
kind notes that the men "behave with a shy and deferential modesty 
resembling but exceeding that of the Victorian maiden . . . only in 
the men's house or on fishing or hunting trips is the behavior of men 
relaxed enough to permit horseplay and casual joking ( 1948: 187). 

If interaction outside the men 's house encourages bragging and 
forcefulness, within the men 's house it is even more exaggerated. 
Thus, among the Bororo lndians we learn that the hub of their exis
tence is the men's house, and, compared with the incredibly noisy 
life that goes on there day and night, the family huts are scarcely 
more than an abode for women and children (Steinen 1966). And, 
once again , Bateson is quite explicit about the contrast between Iat
mul domestic activities and the men 's house: 

... the menare occupied with the spectacular, dramatic , and violent activ
ities which have their center in the ceremonial house while the women are 
occupied with the useful and necessary routines of food-getting, cooking, 
and rearing children-activities which center about the dwelling house and 
the gardens. The contrast between the ceremonial house and the dweJling 
house is fundamental f or the culture. ( 1958: 123) 
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Finally, we note that among the Ge-speaking tri bes, Maybury
Lewis ( 1974) suggests that the men 's house inculcates bellicosity 
among its members, and may be responsible for the factionalism and 
aggresiveness in sorne Ge societies. 

Surely the "spectacular" and "violent " activities associated 
with man y men 's houses are not the only events that occur there. 
Men interact as kinsnien as well as comrades or rivals in the men 's 
house setting , but this interaction is normally of a quiet sort, based on 
codes of respect and deference, and unlikely to reach the women. In
teraction between men as men, however, is often boisterous. and 
therefore more audible. 

The extreme conduct characteristic of men 's houses, whether 
bragging, joking or involvement in initiations, may in itself be a 
product of the rules protecting the men 's house from the women 's in
trusion. A wide range of data from social psychology supports the 
proposition that conformity to social norms is partly a function of ob
servability. Out of the women 's sight, the men are freed from sorne 
of the rules of kinship and domestic obligations that constrain them 
outside the men 's house. Their resulting ribald , bellicose, or raucous 
conduct becomes one way in which they dramatize their masculinity, 
and differentiate themselves from the women. The characteristics of 
the setting are thereby a determinant of what constitutes ''masculin
ity. " Perhaps for this very reason men 's house behavior is cross
culturally very similar. 

The Mehinaku Men's House: The Dramatization 
of Sex Roles 

Stage center on the village plaza , the Mehinaku men 's house is ide
ally located for the kind of performances we have described . Since it 
is approximately twenty yards from the nearest house, quiet conver
sations are not easily overheard. Shouted comments, obscene re
marks, and whoops of laughter, however, resonate through the entire 
village. Whenever several men are together , such boisterous interac
tion is the rule. In the men 's house the villagers seem to temporarily 
forget the constraints of kinship and age· differences, and behave as if 
they were ali comrades. Outside the men 's house the good citizen is 
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generally quiet, circumspect, and soft-spoken. A man who regularly 
behaves like this within the men 's house, however, may be regarded 
as sullen, and derisively referred to as a "trashyard man. " 

The boisterousness and raucousness of the men 's house is 
closely related to the number of men present. A few men in pairs 
quietly discuss what is appropriate to their personal relationship. As 
the men 's house becomes crowded, however, the topic of conversa
tion, the conversational style, and the noise level all change no
ticeably. A comment by one man is picked up and amplified by 
someone for whom the remarks were unintended. The original 
speaker may respond with a joke, and then ali the men punctuate the 
exchange with a tremendous whoop. 

A frequent topic of conversation among groups of men is sex 
and sexual joking. The crudest sexual jokes are usually aimed at 
more marginal individuals within the community who are considered 
fair game for teasing . On one occasion, for example, Kama had just 
walked into the men 's house when one of the men called attention to 
his pubic hair: "Hey, look at that forest, " shouted one of the men. 
"Are there monkeys there? Where <loes the jaguar live?" Soon sev
era! of the men were speculating about the fauna in poor Kama 's 
forest, while the others roared with laughteL 

Much of this boisterous masculine behavior is audible to the 
women as they sit in the doorways of the houses. When a number of 
men are joking it is sometimes difficult to say exactly who. said what; 
both the distance and the walls of the men 's house provide the men 
with a degree of anonymity . Nevertheless, the meaning comes 
through, and the women are aware that sorne of the jokes are in
tended for them. The men often make derisive comments about fe
male sexuality and offensively describe the size, odor, and color of 
womens' genitalia. From time to time one of the men will shout in a 
high falsetto whoop ''Grab clay ! '' meaning go ha ve sexual relations. 
The result of this boisterousness is that the women, especially the 
sexually active women, are visibly intimidated near the men 's house; 
while walking around the plaza they pass by as quickly as possible 
and avert their eyes. 
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Wrestling 

In the late afternoon of almost every fine day, the men participate in 
wrestling matches. This pattem is a pan-Xingu culture trait (Galvao 
1953), known in the literature as huka-huka (a Kamaiura word) and 
in Mehinaku as kapi. Wrestling ability is both the measure and ex
pression of strength . Powerful culture heroes and mythical human
like animals are all described as great wrestlers who were able to 
throw ali their opponents. Great chiefs, important men, and the vil
lagers' ancestors are all spoken of in the same terms . Champion 
wrestlers are considered kowkapapai, i.e., being worthy of fear and 
respect. The women especially admire powerful men and champions, 
and seek them as their lovers. · 

Each village has a number of informally ranked master wrestlers 
kapí wekeke, who are called upon to wrestle at ínter-tribal events. 
Curiously these champions are not always the best in the village. 
Kuyaparei , for example, is at present the most powerfully built and 
skillful wrestler in the Mehinaku community. He is considered a 
wrestling master, however, because he is hirikya, aged, having fa
thered four children. Being a wrestling champion, then, involves 
social as well as physical attributes. A champion must not only wrestle 
well but he must be at a stage of life when men are thought to be 
most vigorous, youthful, and sexually potent . A villager who is not 
a champion must also participate in wrestling. To fail to do so would 
be to mark himself off as a weakling, asocial, or aged. 

The late afternoon, after the baking midday sun is lower in the 
sky, is known as "wrestling time" in the Mehinaku language. At this 
time the men gradually assemble in the men 's house and in front of 
the log bench outside it. They rub their bodies with oil so that their 
bones will not be brittle, and smear their faces and torso with ashes. 
The first to wrestle are the adolescent boys. Wrestling is an activity 
essential to their growth, and even when they are not wrestling and 
are in seclusion, they are instructed by their fathers to imagine that 
they are. After the adolescents have wrestled, the mature men and 
champions begin . There is no set order. When a man wants to wrestle 
he simply invites one of the others to join him. Although there are no 
limitations on who can wrestle whom other than sanctions against 
matches between young men and their fathers-in-law, observations of 
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man y pairs of wrestling partners show that they tend to be of one 's 
own generation, friends, and brothers-in-law. 

Once partners have been chosen they step in front of the men 's 
house, stamp the ground, and circle about counter-clockwise rhyth
mically grunting: "huh-huh-huh-huh." They sink to their knees and 
approach each other on all fours, generally making first contact with 
their right hands. The object of the wrestling is to "throw" (awain
tya) the opponent, or to force him onto his back. Wrestling with 
fellow Mehinaku , however, is quite different from wrestling 
members of other villages. Within the village the daily matches are 
regarded as practice for intertribal bouts. Consequently, throwing the 
opponent or pinning him heavily. is not sporting. It is enough to gain 
a hold that would enable a wrestler to throw his partner if he wished. 
An example of su ch a hold is to get a grip on the opponent 's legs, or 
to encircle him from above. 

Although the wrestling is always vigorous it is very seldom that 
anyone is badly hurt : Punching, jabbing, biting, and pulling hair are 
simply not fair play. A bout will stop immediately if a wrestler is 
thrown, and he will always be helped to his feet by his opponent. The 
men who are spectators to the matches tend to insure that the rules 
are followed. A man 's reputation as a good citizen is worth far more 
than what he might gain with a few ingenious but illicit holds. 

I have argued that wrestling is associated with being a man, and 
that it is a presentation of physical strength, youthful vigor, sexual 
potency, and masculine power. The women are an important audi
ence to this presentation. As soon as they notice that the men are 
preparing to wrestle they bring their work to the doorways of the 
houses and sit on their benches to watch . They make critica} com
ments about the men who are poor wrestlers, and they are visibly 
impressed by the stamping, the grunting, the shouts of pain, and the 
skill of the champions. A good wrestler is awitsiri, beautiful. A poor 
one, however, is laughable . The men are aware of these judgments, 
and their strenuous efforts are intended to impress the women as well 
as their opponents. 

Much of the other interaction that occurs within and in front of 
the men 's house also is oriented towards the women. They are kept at 
a distance, so that the men can present themselves to the women as 
men, and not simply as kinsmen. The reasons for secrecy and exclu-
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sion now begin to be a little clearer. The cult of the flutes and the 
mysteries that surround them are among the least important informa
tion concealed by the men 's house . lnstead the cult and the sanctions 
against female intrusion guarantee the men a setting in which they 
can behave as men do in Mehinaku society. In this back region they 
are free of the expectations that the women may have toward them as 
sisters, daughters, and wives. In the shelter of the men 's house, the 
men create a life apart from the domesticity of the daily round, a life 
of comradeliness, ribaldry, and roughhousing. But, as 1 have shown, 
this life is never wholly isolated from the women. They are always 
present as an unacknowledged audience to be impressed by the men 's 
physical prowess and intimidated by their boisterousness. 1 therefore 
interpret the men 's house as a theatrical setting designed to conspicu
ously highlight the differences between the sexes. The secrecy, the 
sanctions against female intrusion , and the sacred flutes, are the stage 
rules and props that make the performance work . 

Male Identity and Evidence of Insecurity 

Men who do not play the sacred flutes, wrestle regularly, and engage 
in the ribald comradeliness of the men 's house may be derisively 
labeled as ''women. '' Being a man among the Mehinaku means par
ticipating in the cult and guarding its secrets. Why should sexual 
identity and group activity be so closely linked? A full answer to this 
question takes us well beyond the scope of this article, but a number 
of investigators suggest that the origins of men 's institutions may be 
in the ecological circumstances of many of the tropical societies 
where they usually are found. Whiting, Kluckholn, and Anthony 
( 1958) argue that among many of these people protein capture is a 
serious problem. The response is prolonged infant nursing, and often 
exclusive mother-child sleeping arrangements. Boys grow up strongly 
identified with their mothers, and require the crutch of severe initia
tions and men 's cults before they can regard themselves as men. 

In sorne important respects the Mehinaku fit this model. Mothers 
and their children sleep in the same hammock, and are virtually in
separable until the birth of a younger child-an event which may not 
occur until well into the child 's fourth year . According to Whiting, 
Kluckholn, and Anthony, the male personality type created by this 
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pattem of development is relatively insecure . Among the Mehinaku, 
the cultural evidence tends to support this hypothesis. The myth of 
the origin of the men 's house is a case in point; according to this 
myth men and women are not ''naturally'' or irrevocably different; in 
fact their differences are explained simply by the men 's current pos
session of the ftutes and the occupation of the men 's house. This mu
tability of sexuality is also evident in other myths, transvestite rituals 
and an important earpiercing ritual in which the men ''menstruate. '' 
Ambivalence toward the opposite sex and insecurity in the male role 
is also suggested by fear of excessive contact with women, fear of 
menstrual pollution , informal hostility toward women , and numerous 
rituals incorporating elements of sexual antagonism. 

Whether or not Whiting, Kluckhohn, and Anthony are correct in 
associating this pattern with exclusive mother-son sleeping arrange
ments, we may reasonably conclude that there is sorne pressure on 
the definition of men's roles among the Mehinaku and other peoples 
with a similar pattem. The men 's house with its attendant mysteries 
may therefore be regarded as an artificial device for conspicuously 
dramatizing the differences between the sexes in a cultural setting 
that tends to submerge them. Interestingly from a cross-cultural per
spective, secrecy and exclusion seem to be widely used for this pur
pose; for other than clandestine radical political groups, most secret 
societies, no matter what their avowed purpose, exclude members of 
the opposite sex (MacKenzie 1967: 15). Needless to say other devices 
than the men 's house with its attendant codes of secrecy and exclu
sion might also have done the job of status dramatization. Frank 
Y oung ( 1965), for example, demonstrates the importan ce of initiation 
rituals in dramatizing male status. The possibility of this and other 
functional altematives <loes not allow us to conclude that secrecy and 
exclusion have their origin in the men 's incomplete identification 
with the masculine role . The intention here, however, has been to ex
amine the functions rather than the sources of the secrets and sanc
tions that guard the men 's cult. 

Secrecy, Exclusion, and Group ldentity 

The fact that secrecy and exclusion in male cults seem to accomplish 
little beyond differentiating men from women should not come as a 
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surprise. Secret organizations of ali kinds appear to be prone to be
coming ever more occupied with patrolling their bound~ries and 
maintaining themselves as distinct from their social environment 
rather than serving sorne other definite business. In fact, the require
ments of security may sabotage any other kind of activity. Hence 
Ritchie Lowry, a former employee of the Army 's Special Operations 
Research Office (SORO), the think-tank that spawned the notorious 
Project Camelot, reports that secrecy in governmental organizations 
becomes an end in itself: ''Secrecy systems take on latent functions 
leading to the protection of relatively useless and unreliable knowl
edge. The producers of such knowledge thereby maintain job secu
rity, and security systems become increasingly involved in matters of 
sensitivity'' ( 1972:437). 

Needless to say, SORO is a very different kind of enterprise 
than men 's organizations in simple communities. Nevertheless, there 
is a parallel here that we should not ignore. Organizations and events 
such as men 's houses, college fraternities, SORO, and even first 
nights at the opera are all institutions that differentiate those who par
ticipate in them from those who are excluded. Obviously they do 
other things as well; certainly sorne of those who attend the first night 
at the opera are there primarily because they like music. Similarly, 
sorne men 's institutions (particularly the West African examples as 
described by Little (1949)) are clearly organized around important 
economic and political activities. In many cases , however, men 's in
stitutions and other similar organizations require a sociological de
scription that is somewhat different than the traditional approach to 
groups and social action . This description should be sensitive to the 
rule of exclusion: the blackball, the secret, and the sanctions that give 
the group shape and differentiate it from the wider community. 

A second area of inquiry should be how the exclusive society 
dramatizes the identity of its members. In the case of men 's cults we 
have seen that their main line of business is the conspicuous celebra
tion of masculinity. As such, those activities in which the women 
participate as an audience take on a special significance. The sanc
tions against intrusion screen out the men as brothers, husbands, and 
fathers, and present them as anonymous members of the opposite 
sex. A key to the study of the men 's cult, then, is its appearance from 
the outside. The ethnographer must be sensitive not only to the inter
na! activities of the men 's organization from the point of view of the 
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insider, but must al so record the sounds and look of the cult from the 
perspective of the women, for it is their expectations that stimulate 
much of the men 's behavior. 

. The ~aradox of the men 's cult is that apparently it is an organi
~at1on wh1~h face~ in~ard . Preoccupied with secrecy and patrolling 
1ts boundanes aga1nst 1ntruders, we could easily believe that it must 
carry on weighty business . And yet a good part of this business turns 
out to be confirming the identity of its members and differentiating 
them from those who are refused admission. In short, the fact of who 
are excluded and how they are kept out is at least as important as who 
are members and how they are brought in. 
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Umbanda and Class Relations 
in Brazil 

I HAD DINNER one evening recently at a small country inn owned 
. by friends . lts atmosphere is informal, but rather cosmopoli
tan-many of the diners are academics from a local college or profes
sional people visiting from New York City . As we were leaving , the 
owner, seated at another table, called us over to introduce us to her 
guests, one of whom was a Brazilian man. The Brazilian seemed 
very surprised to find in this rural area an American who greeted him 
in Portuguese. He urged us to sit down and he and 1 began to chat. 
He was an expatriate businessman originally from Rio , and showed 
polite interest at discovering that 1 was an anthropologist and had 
recently done research in Rio. Their dinner arrived and we were just 
about to leave when he inquired casually about the topic of my 
research. 1 hesitated . Umbanda , the religion which 1 had studied , is a 
controversial subject for Brazilians, and often leads to lengthy and 
heated discussions which at that point in the evening did not seem 
desirable. 1 replied briefty that my research had been on Umbanda, 

This paper is based on research conducted in Brazil on Umbanda during 1966 and 1 96~69, and 
the ethnographic present which is used throughout refers primarily to the period 1960-70 . The 
research was supported by the Metropolitan Summer Field Training Program of the Ford Foun
dation, a Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Research Grant, and the lnstitute for Latín American' Studies 
at Columbia University . 1 wish particularly to thank Dr. Mario Bick for his extremely helpful 
contributions and criticisms in the paper 's preparation. 
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gathered my pocketbook and started to get up, hoping to head off any 
further discussion. 

But even I was unprepared for the extent of his reaction . He put 
down his knife and fork and stared at me, and his face- his whole 
body-took on a quality of extraordinary intensity. As if there were 
no one else present, he began a most probing and intensive effort to 
leam my reasons for this research- my state of spiritual preparedness 
for such a study , my understanding of the forces which had impelled 
me to undertake it , and the extent of my awareness of the many spiri
tual dangers which it presented for a foreigner, particularly an Ameri
can woman such as myself. Then, hardly pausing for my responses, 
he went on to describe his own deep involvement with Umbanda and 
with other forms of Spiritualism and theosophy in Brazil, and his en
counters with various spiritual entities and forces . He then described 
his more recent involvement in the United States with the works of 
Edgar Cayce, and various other American and English exponents of 
Spiritualism . He could not be shaken from bis topic, which he pur
sued throughout the main course . His food remained untouched as he 
talked, and he grew increasingly agitated as he stared fixedly at me . 
He was now speaking in English, at the request of bis other dinner 
partners , and they were astonished by the conversation. None of them 
had had any notion of his spiritualist interests , and they appeared 
both uncomfortable and rather embarrassed by them, and tried , un
successfully, to divert him from his topic. Finally, as the plates , 
including his full meal , were cleared away, he seemed to recollect 
himself and abruptly stopped speaking. The conversation shifted to 
other matters and ·we soon left. 

Reftecting upon this incident 1 was struck by how incongruous 
this sudden and passionate revelation of Spiritualist convictions had 
seemed to ali of us , coming so unexpectedly from an educated and 
worldly middle-class man in these strongly rational and familiar 
bourgeois surroundings. For me, his behavior recreated vividly the 
series of emotional responses which 1 had experienced many times 
during the early period of my fieldwork in Brazil . Invited to a purely 
social gathering, a cocktail party celebrating the publication of some
one 's book, a women 's aftemoon tea given by my landlady , a univer
sity student party, a dinner at the home of a prosperous lawyer, poli
tician, or businessman, 1 would introduce Umbanda into the 
conversation and immediately someone, often many of those present, 
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would react in a manner similar to the Brazilian guest at the inn, and 
launch into a discussion of their spiritualist convictions with the same 
intensity and passion which he showed. My sense of ease and famil
iarity with the social setting and with the ideas and attitudes of my 
companions would be shattered, and would leave me confronting an 
underlying stratum of alíen beliefs, beliefs which violated my image 
of the Brazilian ''middle class. '' 

As my research progressed, the shock which accompanied these 
encounters diminished. 1 worked a great <leal with Umbandistas who 
were members of the prof essions, successful businessmen, and high
ranking military officers, and grew accustomed to the participation by 
these well to do, well-educated men and women in Umbanda, and to 
their interest in discussing various mystical and theosophical tradi
tions and in recounting their experiences with spirit communication, 
spirit possession, and spiritual healing. These experiences, in addi
tion to other data 1 was gathering, made it clear that many members 
of the "middle class" were involved in Umbanda and in other forms 
of Spiritualism and occultism as well. 

Yet their participation in these phenomena was little evidenced 
in the general picture of religious stratification presented in the social 
science literature on Brazil. This literature, at the time ( 1968-69) 
implied a clear distinction between the ''orthodox' ' religions or 
churches found within the middle and upper classes and the 
"unorthodox" cults and sects found within the lower classes. The 
middle classes, with the exception of immigrant minorities, were por
trayed as following the Catholic orientation of the upper classes, and 
while an extensive degree of nominalism was acknowledged to occur 
among these sectors, almost no one had taken seriously the existence 
of either alternative or simultaneous participation in other religions. t 

Since the time of my original research there has been a growing 
awareness of the social complexity of participation in Spiritualist 
religions. For example, the revised edition (1971) of Wagley's 
widely read lntroduction to Brazi/ incorporates both earlier indica
tions of middle-class involvement in these religions and the prelimi
nary results of my own research on the middle class in Umbanda. 

Nevertheless, most discussions and interpretations of Umbanda 
still place it within the context of "lower-class" religions (Willems 
1966, 1969; Bastide 1960; Camargo 196la, 196lb; DeKadt 1967), 
along with "folk" or "popular" Catholicism (Bastide 1951b; Aze-
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vedo 1963), pentecostal forms of Protestantism (Willems 1966, 1967, 
1969), Afro-Brazilian cults (Bastide 1960), and Spiritism (Willems 
1966, 1969), a form of Spiritualism derived from France and known 
as Espiritisn10 or Kardecis1no. Discussions of these religions often 
stress their unorthodox, exotic features: spirit possession, talking in 
tongues, the use of and belief in the efficacy of various magical rit
uals, miraculous cures, and in general their high degree of emphasis 
on ritualism and emotionalism. 

Perhaps because of this emphasis on the common features of 
these religions-Umbanda, Pentecostalism, and Spiritism-as new 
urban movements (Willems 1966, 1969) there has been a tendency to 
consider them as new urban mass movements. Umbanda is thus re
garded as an urban variant of folk Catholicism (DeKadt 1967), or 
because of the African elements in its rituals and pantheon, as a more 
acculturative, capitalistic form of older, lower class Afro-Brazilian 
religions (Bastide 1960). These comparisons in turn have led scholars 
personally unfamiliar with Umbanda to treat it as another example of 
the religions of the oppressed masses (Lanternari 1963) oras a typical 
form of salvationist sectarian response found among "the less edu
cated and less emotionally controlled sectors of the population" 
(Wilson 1973:104). While it is certainly true that Umbanda has an 
extensive lower-class following, my concern in this discussion is to 
demonstrate that its classification as a lower-class religion <loes not 
conform either to its real social composition or to its place in 
Brazilian society. 

This tendency to view Umbanda as lower class has not been 
unique to social scientists; it has been shared as well by the Brazilian 
public . Catholic Church leaders, responding to the increasing en
croachment of Afro-Brazilian religions, Spiritism, Umbanda, and 
Pentecostalism on their once undisputed religious hegemony, ha ve 
made active attempts to denigrate them collectively. This campaign 
has been marked by general allegations that these religions represent 
ignorance and social inferiority and, in the case of Afro-Brazilian 
religions and Umbanda, by implicitly racist references as well (see, 
for example, Kloppenburg 1961a, 196lb). And until the mid-1960s 
the same type of denigration characterized almost exclusively the 
treatment of Umbanda in the Brazilian press and popular magazines . 

Thus it is not surprising that its practitioners as well as its de
tractors have often been inftuenced by this negative stereotype. The 
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great majority of adherents who are not lower class have as far as 
possible concealed their participation from public view, which has, in 
turn, contributed to Umbanda 's lower-class image. In the past few 
years, as Umbanda has begun to gain a degree of social legitimacy, 
middle-class practitioners have been increasingly open in their adher
ence as reflected, for example , in their willingness to give interviews 
for newspaper and magazine articles. The news media increasingly 
treat Umbanda seriously, whereas in the past it was written about in a 
condemnatory and condescending manner. Nevertheless, the general 
visibility of its many middle-class, and possibly as well upper-class 
practitioners remains low, 2 and its image for most Brazilians and for
eign~rs remains that of a lower-class religion. 

Why this contradiction between Umbanda 's public image and 
the social composition of its membership has not received more atten
tion from social scientists is an interesting question . It would appear 
that many scholars writing on Brazilian religion have simply accepted 
too readily the pervasive negative labeling of Umbanda as lower class 
by the Brazilian general public . However, since contradictions be
tween public statements and actual behavior are considered standard 
features of all societies, social scientists might have been expected to 
view these statements more critically . What seems to have happened 
in the case of Umbanda , and often with Spiritism as well, is that the 
Brazilian view of religious stratification has gone largely unques
tioned. It fulfills the expectations of a model of religious stratification 
widely accepted in the social sciences in which a distinct universe of 
lower-class religions and religious behavior, emphasizing emo
tionalism, spontaneity, and magical manipulationism, is opposed to 
and contrasted with a universe of middle-class religions and religious 
behavior which emphasizes control, rationality, ethical concems, and 
an instrumental orientation . The major elements in this model derive 
from the work of Weber, yet while he himself cautioned against 
viewing these particular forms of religious manifestation as Iimited to 
particular social classes or occupational sectors, particularly within 
middle- and lower-class urban environments (see Weber 1964), so
ciologists of religion have not always exercised equal caution (see, for 
example, Lanternari 1963; Wilson 1973). 

This model of religious stratification derives from a model of so
ciety based on studies of the industrialized nations of W estero Europe 
and the United States which delineates three social classes, each with 
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relatively clear class boundaries and distinct life styles. The middle 
class, in particular, is viewed as relatively ta:ge, stable, a~d ~u
tonomous, and a middle-class universe of behav1or and val~es is d1s
tinguished from and opposed to a .lower-clas~ universe, with ª. ~lear · 
break implied between the two . D1fferences in the ~orm of rehg1ous 
expression, then, appear to be both natural and pred1ct~b.le results. of 
different class memberships. In fact, this model of rehg1ous strat1fi
cation has come to be used almost reflexively by students of religion 
without reference to the particularities of social structure in the socie-
ties under study. 

In terms of this model Umbanda presents an anomaly . Religious 
beliefs and practices which the model would classify as lower class 
and which would lead to the assumption that they are practiced only 
within the lower class are, in Umbanda, as I will show, practiced 
without distinction by both the lower and the middle classes . 

I am not principally concerned here with using Umbanda to 
ch ali erige the validity of the model. Its inadequacies are evident even 
in industriali:?.ed countries such as the United States, where the recent 
growth of charismatic movements within institutional church~s . has 
introduced significant elements of so-called lower-class rehg1ous 
practice within the middle classes. However, its applicability is cer
tainly more questionable in industrializing nations, where patte~s of 
social stratification differ in important respects from those of indus
trial nations. In Brazil, for example, many scholars working outside 
the area of religion have argued in the I 960s that, while Brazil p~s
sesses the aspects of a three-class occupational a~d stat~s syst~m, 1~s 
''middle class ' ' differs substantially from that of 1ndustnal nat1ons in 
its relatively smaller size, its lack of social and ideological cohesion, 
and its political behavior. They have come to favor the term ' 'mi~~le 
sectors " or the use of an essentially bi-modal model of Braz1han 

' social structure for analyses of socioeconomic and political behavior. 
y et the applicability of an essentially three-class model of re

ligious expression has not been similarly challenged, nor has there 
been any attempt to explore the utility of a bi-modal model for the 
analysis of religious phenomena. It is this which 1 propose to do here 
through a discussion of Umbanda. Whereas Umbanda represents an 
anomaly within the three-class model, I will argue that it can be bet
ter, more adequately understood and interpreted within. t~e fram~
work of a bi-modal model , and will then discuss the vahdtty of thts 
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model for analyses of Brazilian social structure as a whole. 
1 will begin by discussing Umbanda within the framework of the 

three-class model of religious stratification, and will present material 
on Umbanda ritual and ideology and on its class composition to in
dicate the areas in which it diverges from this model. During this dis
cussion 1 will retain the use of the terms "middle" and "lower" 
class to refer broadly to occupational and status sectors. "Middle 
class·' ' refers to members of the professions, career military officers, 
those at managerial levels in firms and indush'Y, middle-level busi
nessmen and small shop owners, bureaucratic employees in the gov
emment and civil service, office workers ~ and clerks. "Lower class" 
refers to industrial workers and other manual laborers who range 
from skilled and semi-skilled to unskilled laborers and un
deremployed and unemployed marginal laborers. I will then discuss 
the bimodal model of Brazilian social structure and aspects of pa
tronage and will present a reinterpretation of Umbanda on the basis of 
this latter model. · 

Background of Umbanda 

Far from being a· minor sect, Umbanda is a major contemporary 
religion conservatively estimated to now have between five and ten 
million followers, that is, between one-tenth and one-twentieth of the 
Brazilian population. Since 1965 it has been given a separate cate
~ory in the official yearly religious census. 3 It is found in virtually all 
cities from Porto Alegre to Belém, though its popularity appears to be 
greatest in the large industrial cities of the south. Its adherents in
clude both men and women, the great majority of whom are urban 
bom (see Brown 1974), and a significant number of whom can be 
classified as members of the middle class . Rio de Janeiro, where Um
banda began around 1930 and where the research on which this 
chapter is based was principally conducted, has upwards of 20,000 
Umbanda cult centers (known as centros espíritos or terreiros) and 
over two million practitioners, as well as sorne ten or more U mbanda 
federations. These are umbrella organizations which affiliate many 
but not all individual centros, offering legal protection to members 
and publicizing Umbanda. In addition, a number of Umbanda politi-
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cians and other officials have represented Umbanda interests in the 
state government since at least the mid-1950s . 

To further illustrate the significance of Umbanda in contempo
rary Brazil, it is interesting to look at the Yemanjá festival held in 
Santos (the port city for Sao Paulo) in 1975. Both newspaper and 
Umbanda sources estimated that at least 300,000 people participated 
in this ceremony, and sorne 3 ,500 buses were used to transport the 
various centros from greater Sao Paulo to the beach to make their of
ferings to Yemanjá, the reigning goddess of salt water. This phenom
enon is not limited to Sao Paulo. For many years, equivalent an.d 
even larger numbers have attended similar ceremonies in Rio and 
Porto Alegre. And it is generan y recognized that attendance at these 
ceremonies does not include anywhere near a majority of the partici
pants in Umbanda. 

Additional evidence for the pervasiveness of Umbanda in Brazil 
is provided by the astounding numbers of Umbanda stores selling the 
books and articles used in its rituals, the Umbanda periodicals sold 
openly at newsstands, government sponsorship of and publicity for 
Umbanda ceremonies and rituals, and the high visibility of Umbanda 
religious offerings made at points of national ceremonial interest, 
including Catholic holidays and Brazilian national soccer champion
ships . Given its size, the extent of its popularity in the most urban 
ano industrial areas of Brazil, and the social class composition of its 
adherents, Umbanda cannot be seen as a minor sect, but instead gives 
every indication of moving in the direction of competition with the 
Catholic Church as the national religion of Brazil. 

Umbanda is a syncretic, popular religion, and not surprisingly, 
the beliefs and practices found among its centros show considerable 
variation, tending toward a greater resemblance to one or the other of 
the poles formed by its two main parent traditions-. One of these, 
Spiritism, carne to Brazil from France in the mid-nineteenth century 
and became extremely popular among the urban middle class (see 
Renshaw 1969; Warren 1968b; Brown 1974). The other, whi-ch has 
often gone under the generic (and now pejorative) term "Macumba,'' 
includes diverse Afro-Brazilian religious practices which spread 
throughout the lower classes in Rio de Janeiro at the end of the nine
teenth century. Due to U mbanda 's ongoing syncretic tendencies, the 
Afro-Brazilian elements found w-ithin it vary somewhat in the severa} 
regions of Brazil, refl.ecting different regional traditions. Umbanda 
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?as also become extremely eclectic. In addition to being significantly 
1n~u~nced by. ~atholicism, it has absorbed elements from the great 
rehg1ous trad1t1ons of Asia, European, and Jewish mysticism, and 
other occult and mystico-historical sources of the past two centuries. 

Umbanda Ritual 

Lik~ both of its. par~nt traditions, Umbanda is a religion of spirit pos
~ess1on. Its. maJor ntuals are the religious "sessions" (sessoes) held 
in the even1ngs two or three times a week at Umbanda centros. These 
may be located in a room in the leader's home, in a rented house or 
in ~ building specially designed for the purpose. During the sessi~ns, 
wh1ch are almost always open to the public, benevolent spirits of the 
Umbanda pantheon are called down from their astral abodes to take 
possession of the bodies of specially trained initiates and, acting 
through them, to offer individual consultations to individuals in the 
congregation who have come in search of cures for their illnesses and 
solutions to their personal problems. 

Part.icipant~ in these rituals may be divided into two groups. 
~ne, wh1ch I w1ll refer to as the ritual corps, is composed of the indi
v.1duals who dress in ritual uniforrns and regularly carry out specified 
ntual. roles during the sessions. They occupy the ritual area, which 
conta1ns the altar, and which is separated from the benches of the 
~ongregation, often by a low fence with a gate. The ritual corps 
1nclu~es the leader o~ ~hefe, the mediums, 4 who are ranked according 
to the1r degree o~ sp~r~tual preparation and ability to enact possession 
r?les, and. other 1ndiv1duals who are not mediums but have specific 
ntual duties. Al~ º.f these individuals participate collectively in 
prayers a~d the s1ng1n~ of hymns to the spirits and in addition they 
have spe~1fic roles dunng the major part of the ritual when spiritual 
c~nsultat1ons .(consultas) are offered to those in the congregation. The 
s1ze o~ the ntual corps varies considerably from centro to centro, 
averag1ng somewhere between thirty and sixty individuals. 

The other group of participants, referred to here as the clients 
~ttends Umbanda sessions in order to obtain spiritual aid in the solu~ 
tlon of problems. The clients sit on the benches until the time comes 
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for consultas, when they leave their seats, remove their shoes, and 
líne up to enter the ritual area for individual consultations with the 
spirit of their choice. The numbers of the clients also vary consider
ably among various centros, averaging somewhere between fifty and 
a hundred clients per session. These clients range from regular partic
ipants, who may even be members of the centro, contributing small 
sums monthly to its support, to those who attend infrequently, ac
cording to necessity, or who are participating for the first time. 

Rather than describe Umbanda rituals in detail (see Brown 1974, 
ch. 5; also bibliography), 1 will confine my discussion here to two of 
its central and defining features, spirit possession and spirit consulta
tions. Spirit possession is the most crucial aspect of Umbanda, since 
it provides visual evidence of the existence of spirits: benevolent 
spirits who dramatize their willingness and availability to help man
kind by offering their services as curers and advisors, and malevolent 
or ignorant spirits who are revealed to be at work in the daily lives of 
ordinary men and women. 

Possession is common among clients as well as members of the 
ritual corps. Within this latter group chefes and high-ranking me
diums are possessed by the spirit benefactors, while other mediums 
help to remove, and in the process are often possessed by, the nega
tive spirits discovered to be plaguing and persecuting the clients. Pos
session is also induced among clients by spirit consultants during 
consultas as part of the diagnosis and treatment of spirit persecution, 
and may even occur spontaneously while clients are seated in the 
congregation. In contrast to the extremely controlled possession states 
achieved by experienced mediums, possession among those inexperi
enced in controlling it is often violent, and such individuals must be 
protected from injury to themselves and to others. 

It is worth noting here that those overcome by spontaneous pos
session include non-believers who may be attending an Umbanda ses
sion for the first time, and that such individuals appear to be just as 
liable to possession as seasoned participants. In fact, many of my 
U mbandista informants emphasized to me their shock and fright at 
becoming possessed during their first visit to a centro. This suggests 
that belief in, or familiarity with, Umbanda is not a necessary condi
tion for possession. However, among clients, possession often serves 
as an inducement to enter the ritual corps, since it is often taken as a 

' 
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sign of mediunidade (inherent potential mediumship), and clients are 
warned that unless they develop this potential further, harm may 
come to themselves or their families . 

The other crucial feature of Umbanda rituals is the consultas, 
which dramatize Umbanda 's acknowledged raison d 'etre- the pro
viding of spiritual aid to the needy , or caridade (charity). While 
members of the ritual corps are concemed with the presentation of 
consultas, members of the congregation are con cerned with obtaining 
help from them. They may be suffering from illness, family troubles, 
unemployment, financia! difficulties, or any number of bureaucratic 
problems, and they often seek Umbanda as a last resort after all avail
able secular channels of aid have failed to resolve a persistent prob
lem. 5 They come first to a consulta on the recommendation of a fam
ily member, a friend or a neighbor. When their tum comes they enter 
the ritual area for a consulta with a Caboclo (the spirit of an unaccul
turated Brazilian lndian) ora Preto Velho ("Old Black," the spirit of 
an African enslaved in Brazil). 6 Caboclos stand, wearing stern ex
pressions, puffing on large cigars and often uttering loud piercing 
cries, while Pretos Velhos, elderly and humble, give consultas while 
seated on low stools, smoking their pipes. The client receives a ritual 
hug, a passe (a ritual cleansing in which the negative ftuids are drawn 
from bis body into the medium 's own hands and shaken off' with a 
snapping sound), and is anointed with large puffs of smoke. Then 
the spirit consultant may ask, "Now, my child, what is your prob
lem?'' and the consulta begins. 

Clients, depending on their problem, may receive spiritual 
cleansings, blessings , exorcisms, herbal remedies, ritual obligations 
to perform, or practica} advice. The successful solution of the clients' 
personal difficulties and their feelings of being helped by consultas 
generates or strengthens belief in Umbanda 's spiritual powers and 
forms the basis for continued interest and participation. As is com
monly said, "O Umbandista entra pela porta do sofrimento" ("Um
bandistas come to Umbanda through the door of suffering ' ') . 

The aid offered during consultas may be supplemented by other, 
non-ritual activities within the centro . Chefes may provide for or ar
range individual favors for members, su ch as employment, loans, or 
access to urban services, thus acting as redistributive agents. Sorne of 
the wealthier centros even provide medica! and dental care, psychi
atric aid, legal services, and also distribute food and clothing. These 
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resources derive from members or sympathizers and are made avail
able free or at minimal charge. 

Thi·s description of the principal features of Umbanda ritual and 
practice would be interpreted by most social scientists, mistakenly in 
this case, as a manifestation of a lower-class religion . Differences in 
the ritual setting in which these activities are carried out, and con
sequently in what might be called their ritual tone, might suggest the 
presence of interna! class differences within this religion. At one ex
treme may be found the immaculate, well-lighted centro where me
diums of both sexes, dressed in white nurses' uniforms, white socks, 
and tennis sneakers, line up in neat formations to begin the service 
punctually at the appointed hour, while attendants distribute tokens to 
the clients with the name of the requested spirit consultant and the 
order of the consulta marked upon them. The singing of Umbanda 
hymns (pontos) which precedes and accompanies spirit possession is 
a capella or accompanied by hand-clapping, while mediums stand or 
sway gently in their places. In these centros the prevailing tone is one 
of solemnity, restraint, and order. 

At the other extreme, participants dress in a variety of extrava
gant outfits , women in long, white, lace-trimmed or highly colored 
skirts, men in white pants and colored satín shirts. Mediums when 
possessed by the spirit consultants may wear elaborate paraphernalia. 
Caboclos, for example, don enormous feather headdresses. The 
singing of the hymns is accompanied by drums and dancing of a 
samba step. Members of both the ritual corps and the congregation 
engage in bantering conversations during the ceremonies, and pro
spective clients leave their seats well in advance of the consulta 
period and surge toward the entrance to the ritual area, jockeying for 
an advantage among the throngs awaiting consultas . 

It is true that these differences in ritual setting do have a histori
cal basis in class differences. However, as will be shown, there is no 
longer a high degree of correlation between ritual setting and social 
class. 

The Umbanda Belief System 

While Umbanda ritual suggests a lower-class religion, its ideology 
presents a far more complcx problem. It is not fully integrated, but is 
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rather responsive to the various interests of its adherents. Thus as 
with ~ll religions, it works on a number of levels. Obtaining tr~at
ment 1n an Umbanda centro does not necessitate, although it may 
lead to, conversion to the beliefs of Umbanda. Many utilize Um
?~nda wi~h no thought of converting to it, and even among those who 
JO•n. the ~tual corps a~~ profess the articles of Umbanda faith, many 
~eta1n the1r former rehg1ous beliefs and affiliations . The great major-
1ty of these are Catholic-Umbandistas , and there is a small minority 
of Jewish-Umbandistas as well, though no examples were founcl of 
dual religious affiliation among Protestants. Umbanda Ieaders con
cem themselves very little with conv.ersion or with exclusive adher
ence on the part of participants. However, considerable numbers of 
Umbandistas do become "converts," defining themselves exclusively 
as Umbandistas and drawing a strong distinction between Umbanda 
and other religions, particularly Catholicism. 

The most basic ideological differences, however , relate Iess to 
the degree of commitment to Umbanda than to the degree to which 
the rituals are interpreted within a framework of Catholic belief. 
!h~se who utilize this Catholic framework include not only the ma
JOnty of those who occasionally attend Umbanda centros for in
strumental purposes, but many chefes and mediums as well. The 
~nclusi~n of c~efes. here is important , since they provide the general 
1deolog1cal onentat1on for other members of the centro including the 
members of the ritual corps. 

Catholic, or Catholic-Umbandista, participants in Umbanda can 
fi~d much in Umbanda rituals with which to identify, including Cath
ohc prayers and ritual practices. But the most important Catholic ele
ment in Umbanda is the presence of the chief figures of the Catholic 
~eligious constell.atio~, including God , the Holy Family, and many 
1mportant Cathohc sa1nts. These sacred Catholic figures always have 
a dual African identity as Orixás (African dieties drawn from the 
Yoruba pantheon, these figures are found in Brazil in di verse Afro
Brazilian religi.ons). Thus, for example, St. George is also Ogum, the 
Yoruban Warnor God , while Yemanjá, the Yoruba goddess of the 
sea and salt. waters , whose festival was mentioned earlier, is iden
tified ~th the Virgin Mary . One or the other of these aspects, the 
Cathohc or the African, tends to be more emphasized in the various 
centros. 

These divinities are considered too powerful to descend to earth, 
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sending instead their emissaries, foremost among whom are the Ca
boclos and Pretos Velhos. However, they are considered important 
protectors and patrons of mankind, and are almost invariably repre
sented , in either their Catholic or their African fonns, on the altars of 
Umbanda centros. They are worshiped in hymns , prayed to for aid 
and protection, and are. frequent recipients of ritual offerings . 

As patrons and objects of petitions for spiritual aid, they bear a 
strong resemblance to, and are clearly influenced by, the folk Catho
lic tradition, with its emphasis on the Cult of the Saints (see Azevedo 
1963; Gross 1971; see also Foster 1963). As in folk Catholicism, 
these figures are also regarded as capable of working miracles . Thus, 
general familiarity with the beliefs of folk Catholicism undoubtedly 
facilitates the acceptance of the roles and activities in Umbanda of 
these Afro-Catholic divinities and of the Caboclos and Pretos Velhos 
as well . This familiarity also facilitates belief in the claims of Um
bandistas that spiritual aid can be obtained and problems solved 
through their offices. 

These same folk Catholic beliefs undoubtedly help as well to 
explain the frequency with which Catholic-Umbandista participants in 
Umbanda tend to perceive Catholicism and Umbanda as parts of a 
single religious system (see Brown 1974) . The fact that middle-class 
as well as lower-class infonnants expressed beliefs often considered 
to fonn part of ''folk'' rather than ''orthodox ' ' Catholicism (see Bas
tide 1951 b; Azevedo 1963), suggests that folk Catholicism may al so 
require reconsideration as a multi-class rather than a lower-class phe
nomenon. 

Just as the benevolence of the Caboclos and Pretos Velhos may 
be interpreted within the framework of folk Catholicism, negative 
spirits may be interpreted more generally as agents of the Christian 
underworld. Exús, spirits which are believed to work for either be
nevolent or malignant ends, according to their inclinations and the fi 
nancial resources of their clients, along with their female counter
parts, Pomba Giras, are often portrayed as Devil figures. Still other 
less clearly identified wandering spirits believed to plague and per
secute humans may find their counterparts in similar spirit beliefs 
which survive from medieval Portuguese Catholicism (see Warren 
1968a). 

,) 

Umbanda ntuals may also be interpreted within other ideological 
frameworks, including those of the Kabbala, Rosecrucianism, and 
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other European occult and theosophical traditions which ftourish in 
Brazil. Of these, the most important is Spiritist, or Kardecist ideol
ogy. This form of Spiritism, which was heavily )inftuenced by the 
social philosophy of Auguste Comte, introduces into Umbanda an 
emphasis on evolutionism (interpreted as inevitable progress), ra
tionalism, and scientism, to which are added the concepts of reincar
nation and the Law of Karma, or Divine Fate. Evolution refers to the 
transformation of the individual spirit from a state of ignorance and 
darkness to one of enlightenment, a process which spirits begin with 
a series of earthly incarnations, through which they move slowly and 
inevitably away from the impurities of earthly life toward a state of 
spiritual perfection and a permanent. abode in the astral spaces. How
ever, according to the Law of Karma, this process may be retarded, 
for a wasteful or immoral life, lacking in inner self-improvement and 
charity, will necessitate expiation and bring reincarnation as a suf
ferer from the very ills which were previously visited on others. 

According to this philosophical scheme, the realms of Heaven 
and Hell are reinterpreted in terms of enlightenment and ignorance. 
The benevolent spirit helpers, Caboclos and Pretos Velhos, and the 
dual Afro-Catholic divinities, thus become highly "evolved" spirits, 
while the Exús and other harmful spirits are defined as ignorant or 
"backward," in need of, and susceptible to, moral training. Illness 
and suffering are due not to original sin, as in Catholic belief, but are 
generally attributed to the activities of ignorant spirits, to the low 
level of an individual 's own spiritual development, which Iowers 
physical resistance and increases vulnerability to such externa! inftu
ences, or to the Law of Karma. Problems may also be attributed to 
mankind 's generally low level of spiritual development, which breeds 
much general suffering-organic illnesses, poverty, and other prac
tica! difficulties not direétly caused by particular spirits. The resolu
tion of these difficulties can be found through the guidance and help 
obtainable at Umbanda centros from the more evolved spirit benefac
tors. 

This ideological system, and variations upon it, are extremely 
common among the many Umbandistas who are former Spiritists or 
who have had sorne contact with Spiritist doctrine, 7 but may be 
taught as well by Umbanda chefes and are available in the dozens of 
popular books on Umbanda, although many of these books present 
different orientations . Although this ideological position is explicitly 
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rejected in centros of the most Afro-Catholic type, there are ev1-
dences of its increasing acceptance within Umbanda centros . 

A final area of ideological interest among Umbandistas deserves 
mention here, for although it is far more restricted in its appeal, it is 
found precisely among the more educated, more intellectually 
oriented middle-class Umbandistas who are of particular interest in 
this discussion. These individuals are concerned with understanding 
Umbanda as a metaphysical science. The points of departure for such 
interests are the phenomena of possession and of spiritual healing and 
aid, which are taken as providing tangible evidence of the existence 
of paranormal phenomena. Those who seek a deeper understanding 
of these phenomena and an explanation of the mechanics of spiritual 
causation turn to the answers provided by other belief systems-to 
the already mentioned writings of Allan Kardec, to the numerology 
of the Kabbala, to Far Eastern philosophies, to Theosophy, Magne
tism, Mesmerism and, often, to modern science. 

The "normal" scientific viewpoint, of course, defines individ
uals who communicate with or become possessed by spirits as de
viant, mentally unstable, or deranged. Thus, Umbandistas turn to the 
peripheral areas of parapsychology and studies of extrasensory per
ception which embrace paranormal phenomena. From these diverse 
studies Umbandistas seek explanations of ftuidic emanations, vibra
tions, and energy transmission which they, in turn, utilize as empirical, 
scientific evidence of the existence of spirits. They place Umbanda in 
the forefront' of the new age of "psychic science" which will super
sede the paradigm of "postivistic science, " and thus resolving the 
conftict between religion and science, declare their religion as a 
revelation of the science of the future. 

It is interesting t~ note that the three Umbanda ideologies just 
mentioned, the Umbanda-Catholic, the Spiritist, and the ''scien
tific,'' closely resemble hierarchical distinctions which Bastide de
scribed within Brazilian Spiritualism and which he classified respec
tively as lower class, lower middle class, and professional middle 
class (195lb:353-54). However, while he linked Umbanda primarily 
to the first and lowest level of this hierarchy, the Afro-Catholic, it is 
in fact practiced in conjunction with all of these ideologies and, as 
will be shortly seen, at ali of these social leve Is. 

One final dimension of Umbanda ideology concerns the 
nationalist emphasis which has been given to this religion by Um-
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banda intellectuals and leaders. These leaders portray Caboclos and 
Pretos Velhos as symbols of Brazil' s indigenous populations, and 
together with the Catholic divinities see them, sometimes with ex
plicit reference to the writings of Gilberto Freyre , as symbolizing the 
blending of three traditions, the lndian , the African, and the Iberian, 
which represents Brazil's unique racial and cultural heritage . Um
banda is thus described as the only truly national Brazilian religion. 
Sorne leaders go even beyond this and relate Umbanda to Brazil's 
potential as a world power, thus projecting it as the new world reli
g1on. 

.While this position is held consciously by only a minority of 
Umbandistas and is probably discounted by non-Umbandistas, it is 
the only such nationalist manifestation among the non-Catholic re
ligions in Brazil, and provides an interesting comparison to the Cath
olic Church 's efforts to maintain itself as a source of national cultural 
identity for Brazilians. The potential nationalist appeal of Umbanda 
makes it a formidable competitor of Catholicism, since its symbols 
touch the middle classes, who are familiar with their use in Brazilian 
Romantic Nationalist literature. For the lower classes, the Caboclos 
and Pretos Velhos may serve as valorizations of Brazil 's oppressed 
minority groups. 

Umbandas and Social Class 

While in ritual and practice Umbanda resembles religions generally 
regarded as lower class , 1 have tried to indicate that its ideology is far 
more ambiguous and complicated in its class ascription. Tuming now 
to examine the actual class composition of this religion we find that 
its divergence from strictly lower-class religions becomes clearer. 

The multi-class composition of Umbanda can best be illustrated 
by examining briefty the membership of a range of centros found in 
Rio de Janeiro. Data for this section are based on participant observa
tions and interviews in over 200 centros in Rio over a period of three 
years, and on a questionnaire applied in fourteen centros ch osen to 
represent the widest possible variations. 

As in the area of ritual and ideology, striking differences may be 
found in the social class of the participants and in the physical set-
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tings of the centros. At one extreme are the centros located infavelas 
(hillside slums) where narrow paths, also serving as open sewers, 
Jead to barracas (wooden shacks) with dirt ftoors-small, precari
ously lit , and crowded with people. Here both members of the ritual 
corps and the general clientele are likely to be extremely poor, and 
often predominantly black.8 One such centro, which 1 visited severa! 
times, was run by a woman who made her living by washing clothes. 
Other members of the ritual corps included eight domestic servants, a 
dishwasher, a worker in a dry cleaning establishment, and three un
skilled laborers, one retired. Of these people, all but three were 
black. This centro closely approximated the most prevalent image of 
Umbanda, and it was this stereotype which originally led me to 
choose to live in a favela to conduct fieldwork on this religion. Even 
in this setting, however, it was quite normal for a couple dressed in 
tailored clothing and wearing expensive jewlry to arrive from jora 
( outside the fa vela) to ~ttend the session and await a consulta. One 
such couple, somewhat embarrassed at my finding them there, ex
plained that they had heard of the forfa (power) of the spirits there 
and , desperate for help, had decided to come for a consulta. Explana
tions for the presence of such middle-class people in favelas and 
other lower-class neighborhoods where they normally would not care, 
or dare, to venture were generally based on the centros' reputations 
for unusually effective spiritual powers. 

The other fourteen centros located in this extremely large favela 
of sorne 35,000 to 50,000 people generally resembled the centro just 
described, though sorne were located in more accessible, better con
structed buildings. What was most interesting, however, was that the 
great majority of Umbanda participants residing in the favela did not 
attend these centros, but preferred to go to others outside the favela, 
sorne similar to those within it, and others which were far wealthier, 
constituting the other extreme of this socioeconomic continuum. 

In these other centros , the same basic rituals take place in far 
more sumptuous settings . Since centros of this type have received 
less attention and are especially germane to my discussion, 1 will 
describe them in somewhat greater detail. It should be noted that they 
are not entirely middle class~ but rather tend to be run by persons of 
the middle class; their clientele come from various sectors of the 
middle and lower classes. 

One such centro was located in a large house rented and redeco-
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rated for the purpose in one of the most expensive residential suburbs 
of Rio. Here, the majority of the ritual corps were middle class. Its 
chefe was a wealthy and well-placed financia! consultant. Other me
diums included the head of purchasing for one of the largest Brazilian 
department store chains , the head of financing for a large local indus
try, and the wife of a dental surg~on. Still others belonged to the less 
affiuent middle class, as, for example, an accountant, a retired 
teacher of physical education, the daughter of a tax collector, the 
wives of small businessmen and civil servants, and several secre
taries. Still other members were of the lower class, a bricklayer and 
several domestic servants. Thus the ritual corps ranged from afftuent 
middle to lower class . As is true in the general population, and in 
Umbanda centros as well, most, though not all of the middle-class 
participants at this centro were brancos (whites), while lower-class 
participants included a greater number of mulatos and pretos 
(blacks). 9 A similar social range is reftected in this centro's clientele, 
judged on the basis of such extemal markers of social position as 
manner of speech, clothing, jewelry, and manner of transportation 
(arrival at the centro in expensive cars or by taxi). 

Another centro of this type, located in a specially constructed 
building in a middle-class suburban neighborhood, had been run for 
many years by an engineer employed in an important managerial 
position in one of Brazil 's largest factories. Other afftuent middle
class members of the ritual corps included his son, also an engineer 
preparing to take over the direction of the centro when his father re
tired, and two friends, one a wealthy banker, and the other a highly 
placed civil servant. Also among those in the ritual corps were an ac
countant, a despachante (bureaucratic middleman), a retired barber, a 
shopclerk, the wives of a grocer and a minor public functionary, a 
stonemason, a telephone lineman, an electrician, a taxi driver, a re
tired (female) textile worker, a fioorwasher, severa) female domestic 
servants, anda biscateiro (a marginally employed odd-jobber). Thus, 
in this centro as in the other, the ritual corps was socially very 
diverse, as was the clientele. 

A more homogeneous middle class centro, again in a redeco
rated rented suburban house, was run by a high-ranking military 
officer who taught at the military academy. The ritual corps here was 
composed almost entirely of army officers and their wives, almost ali 
of whom were school teachers. However, as in the other centros 
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mentioned, the clientele varied from middle class (friends and col
leagues of the members of the ritual corps) to lo~er class, ~nd one of 
this latter group, a domestic servant, was prepar1ng at the time of my 
research to begin training as a medium. . . 

Sorne middle-class centros undoubtedly do restnct theu atten-
dance, and may thus preserve a more homogeneous soc~al composi
tion. However, even when attendance is restricted to fam1ly members 
and acquaintances it need not necessarily prohibit a multi-class com
position. I attended one session run by a chefe who .was the daug~ter 
of one of Rio's millionaire families . It was held 1n the consulting 
clinic of her husband, a medica} doctor and high-ranking officer in 
the naval reserve, who was al so a member of the ritual corps. After 
the medical equipment had been moved out of the way, the Caboclos 
descended to her, three members of her family, two of her husband 's 
business colleagues, his medical assistant, and a household servant. 
The clientele here was limited to invited relatives and acquaintances. 

A few centros have become very large and offer extensive social 
welfare services. One, a huge, multi-story building located on a cen
tral city thoroughfare, was run by a retired military officer who held 
services every night of the week, and maintained ª.ritual corps of 
sorne 1,500 mediums. These ranged from affluent m1ddle-class m~n 
and women to the poorest residents of several nearby favelas, in
cluding the one in which I lived. Participants from this ~avela explained 
to me that they carne here in preference to the centros in the favela be
cause the ambiente (atmosphere and surroundings) was better, the 
people mais elevado (of higher social status), and because of. the. so
cial welfare services it offered. In fact, this centro ma1nta1ned 
medical and dental clinics, a pharmacy where medicines donated by 
pharmaceutical firms were distributed free, and from time to time 
clothing and food donated by the members also were ~istributed .. In 
addition it ran an orphanage housing sorne forty ch1ldren, wh1ch ' . . . . 
occupied an upper ftoor of the building. These chantable acttv1ttes were 
organized and run by a large volunteer administrative staff, made up 
mainly of the husbands and wives of mediums. 

Between the extremes of very poor and predominantly afftuent 
middle-class centros are found a great many others, probably the 
great majority, which are located in working-class or lo.wer middle
class neighborhoods and whose members come pre~om1nantly from 
these sectors. Such centros are composed of domestic servants, fac-
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tory workers, shopclerks, and low-ranking civil servants. One I at
tended was run by a worker in a munitions factory, and the ritual 
corps also included his wife, his daughter, one of his fellow workers, 
four other factory workers, two machinists and their wives, two low
ranking civil servants, a detective, an army sergeant, two saleswo
men (one retired), a manicurist, a clotheswasher, and two domestic 
servants . 

These examples illustrate both the range of class composition in 
Umbanda and the tendency toward multi-class participation in Um
banda centros, the significance of which will be considered below. 
According to my selected survey, these examples are more or less 
representative of the class composition found in Umbanda centros in 
Rio at that time. During this period I was also able to do sorne 
research in other cities, and was able to confirm the presence of a 
similar range of participants and of multi-class centros in the city of 
Sao Paulo, in smaller cities in the interior of Sao Paulo state, such as 
Taubaté and Guaretinguetá, in Porto Alegre, the capital of the south
ern state of Rio Grande do Sul, and in other cities in the interior. The 
presence of middle-class participants in Umbanda has also been con
firmed by researchers in the northem city of Belém (Leacock and 
Leacock 1972; Vergolino e Silva 1976). My own ongoing research in 
Campinas (an industrial city about an hour away from Sao Paulo) 
presently in its preliminary stages, indicates considerable lower- and 
middle-class participation in Umbanda, and at the same time has 
revealed sorne middle-class adherents as well as the active involve
ment on the part of at least a few members of the local social elite. 

I am not trying to argue here the numerical predominance of 
middle class participants in Umbanda. In Rio, and elsewhere in Bra
~il,_ the majority of members are probably lower class. I want only to 
1nd1cate that persons of the middle classes participate extensively in 
all aspects of Umbanda activities. In the survey which I made of 
members of the ritual corps in fourteen Umbanda centros my aim was 
limited to obtaining a representative sample of the range of variation 
in size, location, ritual orientation, and socioeconomic composition 
~mong Umbanda centros. A random sample would undoubtedly have 
1ncluded a larger proportion of centros primarily composed of Iower
class membership. However, at the time of my research, a random 
sampling of centros was not possible since the boundaries of the 
sampling universe could not be ascertained. 1º 
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1 will discuss very briefly sorne of the data from this survey (see 
Brown 1974) since it demonstrates the range of socioeconomic dif
ferences and thus supports my central argument. The sample 
(N = 403) deals only with members of the ritual corps (chef es, me
diums, and ritual helpers) in these fourteen centros, since these were 
judged to be the most committed to Umbanda practices and beliefs. 
For the purposes of ·analyzing this sample, respondents were first 
classified into middle class and lower class on the basis of the broad 
occupational distinction between non-manual and manual labor. 
Here, 1 followed the approach used by Soares (1966; 1968) and 
Adams (1967). 11 According to this distinction, the respondents in the 
sample fall more heavily into the middle class (57 percent) than into 
the lower class ( 43 percent). When class is correlated with income, 
the lower class is composed almost equally of individuals who earn 
the mínimum wage or less (the mínimum wage in Rio de Janeiro in 
1969, when the sample was taken, was Crs 156, or US $39 per 
month, just under US $480 per year), and those who earn somewhere 
between $40 and $100 per month ($480 to $1,000 per year). The 
middle-class group contains only two individuals who earn the míni
mum wage or less. The salaries in this group fall into the categories 
of $40 to $100 per month (35 percent), $100 to $200 per month (27 
percent), and $100 per month or more (37 percent), ranging up to a 
maximum 9f $30,000 per year. 

Correlating social class with education, the 35 percent of the 
sample who had not completed primary school were almost exclu
sively found within the lower-class group, while of the 44 percent of 
the sample who had sorne high school, and the 22 percent who 
had further specialized training in normal or technical school, or 
in college, almost all were in the middle-class group. Thus, the dis
tinction between manual and non-manual labor in this sample appears 
to correlate significantly with income and education as well. 

The sample was then classified into occupational sectors. Thirty
eight percent identified themselves . as housewives and 3 percent as 
full-time students. These individuals were subtracted from the sam
ple, which then included only those employed in or retired from paid 
labor. Of the remaining middle-class group, 42 percent was involved 
in commerce, 25.4 percent in the civil servive, 20 percent in the pro
fessions, most of them teachers, and 13.5 percent in the military 
officer corps. The lower-class group showed an almost equal distribu-
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tion between skilled labor (47 percent) and semi- and unskilled 
labor (53 percent). The great majority of these individuals were either 
self-employed or employed in small shops, and very few in large fac
tories. The possible implications of these sectoral percentages will be 
discussed below. 

Another aspect of the sample which is indirectly related to so
cial class concems participation by sex. l. M. Lewis has suggested 
that low status possession religions often have a predominance of 
female adherents although they may include low status males as well 
(1971:88). The female/male ratio of 2:1, which appears to be rela
tively constant in Umbanda and is confirmed as well in the sample, 
would suggest that Umbanda falls into this category. However, a 
number of factors again make such a simplistic classification un
tenable. While female participants are almost evenly divided between 
middle and lower classes, male participants are located primarily in 
the middle class, where the number of male participants is double 
that found in the lower class. In other words, male participation 
increases with higher social status. Also, while the 2: 1 ratio holds 
generally in Umbanda, sorne centros in fact have a predominance of 
male participants. Thus, with respect to the greater overall numbers 
of female participants, it could be suggested that, given the considera
ble amount of time demanded of active participants in the centros 
(often several hours two or more times a week), men as a group are 
more likely to be restricted from participation in Umbanda by long 
and set working hours dictated by their employment than are women, 
many of whom are housewives. 

lt is also significant that while females predominate numerically, 
males tend to predominate in leadership positions. Despite their 
smaller numbers there appear to be more mal e than f emale ch efes. In 
my sample, for example, eight of the fourteen chefes are men. Men 
are also found almost exclusively at the higher positions of leadership 
and influence in Umbanda federations. Moreover, active partici
pation of men in Umbanda is not a recent phenomenon, but dates to 
the early days of Umbanda in Rio in the period around 1930. During 
this time, the first group to self-consciously and acti vely -promote 
Umbanda as a religion, and to codify its practice and ideology, were 
a group of men from the middle class . These men, and others who 
have since joined or competed with them, founded what are today tt¡e 
largest and sorne of the best known centros in Rio. Their influence, 
through their own activities and their connections with directors of 
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radio programs, journalists and politicians, has been extremely im
portant in gaining both publicity and legitimacy for t~is religion. 
Thus the fact that Umbanda is a religion of spirit possess1on does not 
imply in this case either marginality or the low social stat~s of its p~r
ticipants. Individuals who participate actively in posses.s1on r?le~ ~n
clude significant numbers of successful and even prom1nent 1nd1v1d-
uals from the middle classes. 

I want to mention here another aspect of multi-class participation 
in Umbanda centros which relates back to the discussion of the rela
tion between ritual setting, ideology, and social class. Differences 
were noted in the discussion on ritual between the more controlled, 
sedate settings and the more colorful, expressive ones. Similarly, in 
the area of ideology the more intellectualized, "scientific H orienta
tion was seen to contrast with the more magical one. It would be easy 
to assume that the more sedate rituals and intellectual orientation 
correlate with middle-class participation and that the more expres
sive, magical orientation is found within the lower class. This assump
tion has sorne basis in fact, since historically the more middle class 
orientation has derived from Spiritism which, as has been seen, is 
a more middle-class religion. In fact, the early middle-class leaders 
of Umbanda were former Kardecists and were responsible for 
developing the more Kardecist-oriented form of Umbanda. The more 
lower-class orientation is historically linked to the Afro-Brazilian tradi
tion which, as has been seen, was lower class. 

Today, however, while there is still sorne degree of truth to 
these class correlations, the multi-class composition of the centros 
conf ounds su ch neat correlations. While the majority of the wealthier 
centros may adopt the more middle-class ritual setting and ideological 
orientation, Iower-class participants in these centros participate in 
middle-class Umbanda, while individuals of the middle class who at
tend lower-class centros, among which the Afro-Brazilian orientation 
is more frequent, participate in this more lower-class orientation. 
Founders of new centros have generally undergone long training as 
mediums and tend to follow the orientation of the chefes under whom 
they have received their training. Thus, for example, in the first cen
tro described above, in the favela, the ceremony was of the more 
sedate, middle-class type, although the ritual corps were lower class. 
The chefe had first attended a Spiritist centro, then had become a me
dium in a wealthy centro outside the favela which practiced a middle
class form of Umbanda, and when she founded her own centro 
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she followed the same orientation. The reverse of this situation 
also occurs, and individuals from the middle class open centros with 
a strongly Afro-Brazilian orientation. 

In other words, social class is not a reliable gauge of the ritual 
and ideological orientation of the participants at any particular centro, 
nor ~oes knowledge of the particular ritual setting and ideological ori
entat1on followed by a specific centro allow for an accurate prediction 
of the social class of the participants . Multi-class centros appear to 
result from two quite different principies of attraction: one of prestige 
and the availability of social services, which frequently attracts 
lower-class individuals to wealthier centros, and one to which I re
ferred earlier as for~a or power, which might perhaps be Iabeled ''su
pematural charisma. '' This is attributed to certain spirit consultants 
and may be, but is not necessarily, present in the individual medium 
outside of his or her possession role . For~a may operate in ali cen
tros, of whatever social class, and it draws individuals to the centro 
on a basis which does not obey class principies. It is capable, as has 
been seen, of drawing wealthy clients to poorer centros. One final 
aspect of multi-class participation in Umbanda concerns the lack of 
connection in Umbanda centros between the ritual status hierarchy 
and the secular social class hierarchy. This results in frequent in
stances of ritual inversions of the secular class relations between indi
viduals . Members of the lower class often achieve high ritual rank 
~ithin middle-class centros and ritually domínate others of higher so
c1oe~ónomic status within the ritual corps. And the same applies to 
relattons between members of the ritual corps and clients. For ex
ampl.e , it is common to see a poor black medium possessed by a high
ranki~g Cabo~lo or Preto Velho receiving homage and extremely def
erenttal behav1or from wealthy, white clients. The hierarchy of status 
and role based on spiritual powers which dominates Umbanda rituals 
denies the significance of class differences among the participants , 
and of class boundaries between them as well . 

Discussion 

It should now be clear that the social composition of Umbanda does 
not permit its classification as a lower-class religion and that in many 
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respects Umbanda diverges from the expectations of class partici
pation in religious phenomena generated by the three-class model . I 
want to discuss the bi-modal model of Brazilian social structure and 
reexamine Umbanda within this framework. 

Scholars agree that Brazilian class structure differs significantly 
from that of Western Europe and the United States. Industrialization 
in the presence of an already industrialized world, foreign powers and 
with high interna! rates of population growth, has resulted in the per
petuation of an extremely uneven income distribution and low rates 
of social mobility within the context of an increasingly strong and 
centralized state. 12 A relatively closed small elite continues to control 
the essential economic resources of Brazil and exercises an important 
degree of control over political institutions as well. Counterpoised 
against this small elite are the overwhelming majority of Brazilians 
who form the lower classes or ''masses, '' and who have virtually no 
control over economic resources and comparatively little control over 
the political apparatus although, because of their numbers and their 
poverty, they represent a continua! política! threat. 

The middle class, so important in the Euro-American sphere, 
remains, for the period under discussion, relatively small, lacking 
ideological cohesion, and composed of interest groups representing 
different occupational sectors with different social origins. These dif
ferent groups tend to act independently of each other, and to be prag
matic in· their economic interests and poli ti cal behavior, sometimes 
showing patterns of sectoral, rather than class alliance with either the 
elite or the masses. In fact, there is not a cohesive, bounded and self
conscious middle class in Brazil, but instead a series of often distinct 
groups who, while defining themselves as middle class, often fail to 
share political and economic interests. 

Sorne researchers have argued the relevance of a three-class 
model for Brazil, considering the middle class or ''middle sectors ' ' a 
significant and independent group on the basis of economic position, 
life style, and self-identity (see, for example, Wagley 1968: 196; Ger
mani 1973: 115). Man y others, however, have treated these middle 
groups as pragmatically dependent in both political and economic 
terms on various sectoral alliances, and particularly, at their lower 
levels, as dependent on the government bureaucracy. Rather than a 
middle class acting in terms of its own class interests, these scholars 
have tended to emphasize the disaparateness and relative power-
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lessness of the Brazilian middle class as a class. This has facilitated 
the use of a model which distinguishes two main loci of power: one 
centered in the increasingly powerful industrial elite, the other in the 
lower classes which remain in a position of political and economic 
dependence, although it is clear that they represent a potential source 
of power. This model, with variations, has been followed by many 
Brazilian social scientists (see Fernandes 1973; Ianni 1963; Jaguaribe 
1968; Saes 1974) and by other Brazilianists such as Leeds (1965) and 
Adams ( 1967) . 

Discussions of the mechanisms by which this system operates 
have frequently emphasized the importance of vertical rather than 
horizontal relationships between individuals and groups in urban 
areas, and stressed patronage ties as an important means of gaining 
access to employment and urban services and in the workings of poli
tics. With increasing state power and the penetration of more ratio
nalized forms of bureaucratic organization in government and in in
dustry, employment opportunities still frequently rely on personal ties 
of patronage rather than on impersonal , objective criteria , and this is 
true also of access to urban services . Cardoso ( 1964) for example, 
has described the continuing importance of patronage among indus
trialists. Leeds (1965) has discussed the ways in which Brazilian 
businessmen create igreginhas (' 'little churches' ') of followers which 
are used and manipulated in business maneuverings with equals and 
superiors. Jaguaribe ( 1968) has dealt with numerous forms of pa
tronage at various levels of the government bureaucracy , and the pro
letariat and the lower classes have often been similarly described as 
searching for "o bom patriio" (the good patron), sometimes to im
prove, but often simply to maintain their tenuous positions 
(Jaguaribe 1968; Leeds and Leeds 1970; Touraine 1961). 

In urban politics , politicians serve clienteles composed of 
various interest groups, and approach the voters with populist ap
peals. Promises to serve the interests of the various groups are ac
companied by the use of political middlemen to secure the votes of 
individual clienteles. Since the lower-class electorates far outnumber 
those of the middle and upper classes, middle-class politicians are 
heavily dependent on seeking lower-class followers as sources of po
litical support. 

The result is a structure which often relies for its operation on 
the creation of vertical relations between individuals with differential 
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access to resources and political power . The strength of these ver
tically oriented structural ties has been cited as inhibiting the develop
ment of both solid, cohesive, horizontal, social strata or classes at all 
socioeconomic levels of the population, and in the pre-1964 period of 
coherent national political parties (see Lopes 1966; Jaguaribe 1968). 

This does not imply a lack of status consciousness among Bra
zilians of different socioeconomic strata; in fact, quite the opposite 
holds. As in most systems with low rates of social mobility, status 
consciousness is very marked in Brazil. Thus, for example, people 
who consider themselves members of the middle class often reveal a 
considerable degree of social prejudice against ideas and forms of be
havior considered lower class. But however great the degree of such 
prejudices, indications are that, for many Brazilians, the socioeco
nomic and political necessities of daily living still frequently require 
the formation of patronage relationships with individuals of lower as 
well as of higher statuses. It might even be suggested that the high 
degree of status consciousness in Brazil is to sorne degree a reflex of 
the dependen ce on vertical ti es, and of the need to reaffirm individual 
status in the face of the numerous personal dependency relationships 
which may be required for the maintenance of social position . 

The reexamination of Umbanda in relation to these aspects of 
patronage in Brazil reveals that, as in Brazilian society, patronage is 
a central idiom in U mbanda ritual, ideology, and social relations. 
Umbanda ritual and ideology present an image of human beings as 
fragile creatures whose daily existence is constantly threatened and 
frequently disrupted by supernatural figures and forces beyond their 
direct control. They depend u pon benevolent supernaturals f or gen
eral protection against these forces and for specific intervention in the 
crisis situations which they often provoke. Their position with respect 
to these benevolent spirits is one of clients to patron, clients who seek 
favors and protection from a powerful patron, rendering in return 
homage and loyal support . 

Consultas may be seen as ritual dramatizations of the search for 
and transaction of supernatural patron-client relations . Individuals 
from Umbanda congregations seek out Caboclo or Preto Velho spirits 
of their choice, from whom they ask favors, and to whom in retum 
they pay ritual homage and bring pres ti ge . The numbers of clients 
waiting to consult with particular spirits and the consequent size of 
the spirits' clienteles are important marks of their status . Further-
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more, clients seek out specific spirits , with whom they frequently es
tablish long term relations, even following the spirit consultant to 
another centro if the medium who receives this spirit should make 
such a change. Mediums in the ritual corps, on the other hand , have a 
dominant patron spirit among those they receive, although the chief 
spirit received by the chefe of the centro, with whom the members of 
the ritual corps have their consultas, is a more powerful patron . This 
spirit is often referred to as well as the patron spirit of the centro. 

The dual Catholic- African divinities described above are, as in 
folk Catholicism, in turn still more powerful but more distant patrons 
in a heavenly patronage hierarchy . Umbandistas petition them and 
pay them homage, but <leal more directly with their subordinates, the 
Caboclos and Pretos Velhos, whose availability and willingness to 
serve humankind is demonstrated by their appearance in Umbanda 
centros. 

In the centros themselves , other aspects of patronage relations 
may be found. Centros are generally composed of small groups 
organized around the dominating figure of the chefe, and their activi
ties are directed toward providing solutions, both spiritual and mate
rial, to the problems of their members. Chefes are the chief source of 
spiritual aid , and, as mentioned above, they actas the focal points for 
the redistribution of the resources available in the centros to those 
who seek them. Chefes may thus be seen in patronage roles as the 
leaders of clienteles, providing aid and favors to their supporters who 
reciprocate with respect , homage, and loyal support in the form of 
regular participation and capable performances of their ritual duties. 
These, in turn, enhance the reputation of the centros and attract larger 
clienteles , generating prestige which ultimately devolves u pon the 
chef e. 

The interna} exchanges within these clienteles favor the redis
tribution of secular resources and favors from wealthier to less 
wealthy members . This is particularly evident in the wealthy , multi
class centros, and 1 even encountered severa! instan ces of patron
client relationships which had developed between chefes and poor 
members of the ritual corps . Su ch chef es also frequently arrange 
employment, loans , and living accommodations or hospitalization for 
poorer members of their clienteles. Other versions of this material re
distribution also occur even in very poor centros, where wealthy 
clients show their gratitude for the spiritual help received by financia! 
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donations to the centro . Chefes in poorer centros may join an Um
banda federation which offers legal aid or medical services to the cli
enteles of its member centros, or they may gain access to favors 
through forming alliances with politicians. These latter activities link 
individual centros into wider patronage networks and into the formal 
poli ti cal process. 

The prestige and ínftuence which chefes gain through these re
distributive activities often extend outside their centros. Depending 
on their location and the degree of neighborhood participation in their 
centros, chefes may gain influence as local community leaders, or 
may even become famous enough in the city to become the subjects 
of lengthy illustrated articles in major weekly magazines . In the area 
of urban politics, Umbanda chefes and their clienteles are a source of 
special interest to politicians striving to establish personal rela
tionships with the voters as a means of securing political support. 
Politicians visit Umbanda centros especially at election time, hoping 
to make brief appeals during the public rituals as defenders of Um
banda, and, if possible, to engage the chefes as cabos eleitorais 
(local ward heelers). In this capacity, chef es attempt to influence their 
members' voting behavior in retum for favors to themselves and to 
needy members of their clienteles . Chefes react variably to these of
fers, but I met many who had served or were serving as cabos elei
torais, and several elected politicians in Rio and other Brazilian cities 
are known to be heavily supported by Umbanda voters. Sorne Um
banda chefes have attempted to utilize their clienteles as trampolins 
(launching pads) for their own political careers, and although ~nsuc
cessful at this local level, they have been successfully elected by ex
tending their patronage connections through leadership in Umbanda 
federations and through participation in Umbanda radio programs. 
Thus, Umbanda centros participate in and extend the possible arenas 
for the vertical exchange of goods and services within Brazilian soci
ety, with material goods and services moving downwards in retum 
for homage, loyalty, prestige, and political support. 

Active participation in such secular patronage exchanges tends 
to point up the dependence of the lower class on the resources and 
contacts of the middle class, and may involve only a minority of Um
bandistas . However, the idioms of patronage and personal depen
dence which are stressed in Umbanda ritual and ideology reach all 
Umbandistas, since they are the modes through which spiritual aid is 
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obtained and exchanged. It is important in this context that Umbanda 
is an indigenous Brazilian religion . Sorne of its middle-class leaders 
have been overtly interested in politics and appear to have a vision of 
the political viability of a religion which draws heavily upon symbols 
and ritual practices which already have wide appeal within the lower 
classes (see Brown 1977). Their reworking of these elements within a 
more sedate and intellectualized setting, and their efforts at publiciz
ing this image of Umbanda have made it more respectable and legiti
mate for members of the middle classes. 

But this alone <loes not explain the fact that today large and in
creasing numbers of individuals from the middle class continue to 
seek out Umbanda for help and choose to contribute their own time 
and resources within Umbanda centros. The great majority of these 
participants have no such political interests in Umbanda. Their partic
ipation would seem to argue that the sense of dependence and the 
need for patronage which ai;e emphasized in Umbanda are meaningful 
and attractive to a significant number of solidly middle-class Brazil
ians . . This interpretation seems problematic if the Brazilian middle 
class is conceived according to the Euro-American three-class model 
as stable and autonomous in the socioeconomic and political spheres. 
Yet if it is viewed as relatively powerless, non-cohesive, and lacking 
in autonomy, the attraction of its members to a religion such as Um
banda may be seen as emerging from the desire to symbolically rep
resent and respond to this sense of powerlessness and dependence. 

It is suggestive that the occupational sectors most often repre
sented among Umbandistas- middle management, small commerce 
and civil service among the middle class, and among the lower class 
the self-employed and those employed in small shops- are among the 
sectors where patronage remains most significant. There appear to be 
relatively few workers from industry and especially from large indus
try, a sec,tor where patronage might be expected to be less strong. It 
might be hypothesized that Umbanda 's appeal will continue to be 
greatest in occupational sectors where patronage ties remain most im
portant. If this is true, it would provide a suggestive basis for contrast 
between Umbanda and another recently popular religion, Pentecostal 
Protestantism which, unlike Umbanda , appears to place a greater em
phasis on horizontal ties and rational bureaucratic organization (Fry 
and Howe 1975). These two authors have suggested that preferences 
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for one or the other of these religions by individuals of similar socio
economic backgrounds may be based on differences in their life expe
riences. 

The continuing sense of dependency and the importance of pa
tronage ties within sectors of the middle class may provide sorne 
basis for understanding middle-class participation in Umbanda. But it 
does not explain why status conscious middle-class individuals 
choose to participate together with members of the lower class in a 
lower status religion. It is hard, for example, to imagine comparable 
members of the American or Western European urban middle class 
participating together with individuals from the lower class in a re
ligion whose ritual and ideology have a lower-class image. At least at 
present, the degree of ideological and social cohesion within the 
middle class, and the strength of the class boundaries between middle 
and lower classes in these countries would seem to militate strongly 
against such participation. 

In Brazil, however, if we accept the bi-modal model, the middle 
class is not viewed as being cohesive, nor as behaving economically 
or politically as a class. Thus, while the status boundaries between 
the middle and lower classes may be very strong in Brazil, the 
boundaries between their economic and political modes of action are 
less well-defined, and in fact may be no stronger, or less strong, than 
such boundaries between different sectors within the middle class. In 
other words, status boundaries are not necessarily reinforced by clear 
differences in spheres of economic and poli ti cal behavior. lt might 
then be argued that a phenomenon which has occurred frequently in 
the Brazilian political process, the formation of coalitions which are 
vertically rather than horizontally or class oriented, is occurring as 
well in the area of religion . Such coalitions do not imply the unity of 
ali of the political or economic interests among the groups involved, 
but rather their perception of a common interest in achieving a single 
specific goal. Umbanda might then be considered as a religious coali
tion , not one formed within the general boundaries of social class, 
but within vertical sectors of the population whose perceptions of a 
common position and com.mon interests coincide and find expression 
in one aspect of their lives-their participation in religious activities. 
The goal in this case is that of obtaining and dispensing spiritual and 
material aid. 
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If Umbanda is thought of in this manner, then certain areas of 

Umbanda ideology and symbolism take on a new meaning . The 
idioms of dependence and patronage appear as features shared by in
dividuals of different social classes who, through Umbanda, experi
ence both the dominant and subordinate aspects of patronage. They 
participate either directly (if they receive high-ranking spirits) or indi
rectly, as observers, in the roles of patrons, and all enact dependency 
roles as clients. 

Umbanda 's nationalistic emphasis takes on new significanc.:e as 
well. Umbanda provides symbols of Brazilian identity which tran
scend class differences, possessing potential appeal to both middle 
and lower classes, although they may be experienced differently by 
these two groups. The nationalist potentialities represented in Um
banda are very similar to those often utilized in Brazilian politics, 
where nationalism is a central ideological issue and is often used de
liberately for its ability to appeal to voters across class boundaries. 

Furthermore, Umbanda ritual and ideology emphasize a hierar
chical system based on access to supernatural rather than to secular 
sources of power, and this acts to downplay the importance of class 
differences ainong participants. In fact, Umbanda ritual activities 
commonly produce inversions of secular social status, thus obscur
ing, neutralizing and even denying the secular hierarchy of social 
classes. In its emphasis on aspects of ideology which operate across 
class boundaries and deny the significance of class differences, Um
banda ritual and ideology appear to provide an ideal model of a ver
tically oriented sectoral coalition of a type which has often character
ized populist politics. As Weffort notes: "populism as a social and 
political fact acts to mystify the differences between class and ideol
ogy . . . it manifests itself always as a mass phenomenon, or as a 
personal relation between a leader and an agglomerate of individ
uals. " ( 1965:41) 

Umbanda, in other words, is an indigenous Brazilian religious 
movement which appears to have taken its form from Brazilian poli
tics and indigenous structural and ideological features of Brazilian 
life. 13 It would appear to demonstrate a potential of indigenous re
ligious movements discussed by Peter Worsley ( 1957) in another con
text: that of overriding important secular social boundaries between 
groups and drawing their members into common participation in a 
religious context. However, unlike the Melanesian situation discussed 
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by Worsley, the groups are in this case composed of different social 
strata. 

Notes 

l. Bastide (195lb, 1960) and Camargo (196la; 196lb) had already recognized the 
participation of the middle classes in what were con.sidered to .~ "h.i~her~' f~rms of 
Spiritism, and had noted as well marginal "lower m1ddle class part1c1pat1on m Um-
banda. · 

2. From this point l will restrict myself to a discussion of middle-class participants 
in Umbanda. Although l ha ve sorne fragmentary evidence of " upper-class" women 
who may participate, it has not yet been verified, and presents an area for further in
vestigation. 

3. Unfortunately, due to the frequency of social denial of participation and dual· re
Jigious participation, and to the use of written questionnaires as a method for taking 
this census, the figures which result are totally inadequate as a measure of Um
banda 's popularity. The 1972 census, for example, listed only 303,000 Umbandistas 
nationally. 

4. The chefe may also be known by the terms familiar in many regional Afro
Brazilian cults as máe or pai de santo (mother or father in sainthood) and the mediums 
asfilhas or filhos de santo (daughters or sons in sainthood). 

5. This includes as well those with illnesses, the great majority of whom have either 
previously consulted with doctors or are presently doing so. 

6. Another category of spirits, the Exús, who also give consultas in sorne Umbanda 
centros, should perhaps be included here. However, these ambiguous spirits, who 
work either for evil or for good ends, depending on the payment, are considered here 
as being less central to Umbanda than the Caboclos and Pretos Velhos. 

7. The works of Afian Kardec , the name under which the founder wrote , were 
translated into Portuguese during the nineteenth century and continue to be very pop
ular sellers. 

8. This term in Brazil refers generally to people who ha ve dark skin and African 
facial and hair characteristics rather than, as in the United States, to ali African-de
scended non-whites. Although color categories are not a determinant of social class 
in Brazil, there is a very high correlation between darkness of skin and low social 
position (see Wagley 1952; Fernandes 1969). 

9. It should be noted, however, that mulatos and pretos of the middle class do par
ticipate in Umbanda, not, as previously thought, abandoning this symbol of lower 
class African culture, as suggested by Hutchinson (1957) and Pierson (1942). 

10. No even minimally adequate listing of Umbanda centros existed , nor could 1 
sample a particular neighborhood, since outside of the centros themselves many peo
ple denied participating in Umbanda. 

l l. lt should be noted that both of these authors consider this to be the only signifi
cant class boundary in Brazilian society. 
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~2. Fi~hlow ( 1972) • f~r example, shows that inequalities in income distribution for 
t e penod 1960-1.970 in~r~as~d r~ther than declined . The classic study by Hutchin
so~ ( 1960) on social mobihty IS still considered relevant for the present Braz·1·a ·

1 uation. . I l n SI -

B
l 3 · ~n ~et~os~ct , w.ith populist poli tics and patrona ge now in apparent decline in 

razil , 1t 1s mterest1ng to speculate as to whether Umbanda too ·11 
whether th ·d · f d d . • • w1 wane, or 
. . e 1 1om o epen ence wh1ch pervades it may find another and e uall 

sigmfi~ant re~erence point in the dependence of both individuals and sectoral int~rest~ 
on an mcreasmgly powerful state. 

=========W®IDIB~rnrn~= 

The Function of Middle-Class 
Extended Family Networks 
in Brazilian Urban Society 

THE STUDY OF modero, industrial, and largely urban societies has 
challenged the anthropological tools of the past, at a time when the 
number of such societies and their proportion of the world 's popula
tion is increasing . Contemporary Brazil represents the change from a 
largely agrarian, rural society to a largely industrial, urban society. 
As a result, it is an ideal setting for research by anthropologists on 
the phenomenon of urbanization and its impact on social structure. 

Anthropologists of urbanization phenomena, whether in Brazil 
or in other societies, ha ve struggled with attempts to define their units 
of study without losing the essentially humanistic, informant-oriented 
approach of the participant-observer community study method. Y et 
traditional concepts of community neighborhood and other territo
rially defined units are less relevant in the urban setting. Even the 
concept of social structure as a relatively fixed set of relationships be
tween behavior and social institutions loses much of its heuristic 
value when applied to the analysis of large urban or metropolitan liv
ing pattems . Urban and metropolitan residents communicate and in
teract with many unrelated people , in groups or singly, in various 
locations frequently far from the urbanite 's place of residence. In 
studying the impact of urbanization on social structure in Brazil, geo-
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graphic mobility and ease of communication become very important 
factors, even when researching kinship patterns and family rela
tionships which occur within the residential unit. 

The idea that a particular kinship relationship involves a particu
lar interaction pattern <loes not hold true for ali cases of urban kinship 
relations; ali relatives of the same degree do not receive the same 
treatment. As a result, doubts have been raised about the usefulness 
of traditional modes of kinship analysis in such societies. As Talcott 
Parsons points out, the relatively static concept of " corporate kin 
group," exemplified by the lineage or clan , as "firmly structured 
units of the social system '' <loes not give much insight into family 
life and kinship patterns in complex societies ( 1971: 120). On the 
other hand , the equally static concept of " isolated nuclear family, " 
an ideal type which Parsons hoped would give more insight into 
kinship patterns in complex societies, has been found to ignore cer
tain important links among wider kin groups , as indicated by the 
research of Litwak, Bott, and others (Litwak 1960; Bott 1957) . In 
order to study how individuals actually behave with their kin, anthro
pologists have tumed to the concept of personal kinship network, 
which traces for each ego all of the perceived ties he or she has with 
kin . This network sometimes excludes kin who are as closely related 
to ego as those who are included. 

The personal network concept is very useful in the study of 
urban family and kinship ties, especially in Brazil, where the word 
for family, família, is not exclusively used for the co-resident house
hold of husband, wife , and children. It may also refer to a person's 
sibling group , one 's family of orientation, especially in contrast to 
one 's affines, one 's whole extended family or sorne part of it, or a 
woman 's husband and children . Males , in fact, never refer to their 
wives and children , that is , their family of procreation , as their fa
mília, preferring to call them " woman and children" (n1ulher e fil
hos). 

Another term which exists in Brazilian Portuguese , parentela, 
refers to ali of one 's relatives, much like the English term kindred. 
Although this term is not widely used , parentela refers to an ego
focused set of living kinspeople, which may, but does not always, 
include affinal and fictive kin as well as consanguineal kin. lt in
cludes only consanguineal kin who are known and who have es
tablished a relationship with ego or who have had a relationship es-
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tablished for them. In other words, the parentela may be seen as a 
network of people with whom ego has actual or potential interactions . 
This perception corresponds closely with Hubbell 's definition of per-
sonal kinship network ( 1973:2) . 

In urban Brazil, as in most societies , whether simple or com-
plex, the socialization of infants and young children is und~r the c?n
trol of parents and other closely related kin. Due to the incr~as1~g 
social mobility and achievement orientation which is occurr1.ng ~n 
Brazil , the moral, economic and emotional support of the kinsh1p 
group is extremely important to many members o~ th~ ~ddle. class . 
No public or prívate agencies, associations or inst1tutions in any 
complex society have been able successfully to supplant the humane, 
personalized, and sensitive treatme~t of family and. kin.ship. 

In Brazil, the sector of the social structure wh1ch 1ncludes agen
cies, secondary associations , institutions, and bureaucracies is enor
mous, growing in importance due to the specialization of functio~s 
and diversity of economic opportunity associated with Western cap1-
talism. However, in comparison with parallel United States institu
tions certain functions have not been significantly bureaucratized and 
instit~tionalized in Brazil, including child care , information sharing, 
and employment referral. At the same time, the functioning of many 
Brazilian agencies is permeated with kinship links . Oft~n those .age~
cies and institutions which do exist have become condu1ts for k1nsh1p 
networks in providing services which are the province of voluntary 
associations in the United States and Western Europe . 

Sorne social scientists have argued that the importance of kin
ship in modero Brazil derives from urbanization prior to indus
trialization, i.e. , from a pre-industrial stable, two-class system of 
" haves" and " have-nots . " Brazil is today in the process of becom
ing an industrial society, with the accompanying growth of an impor
tant middle sector (Rios 1964:39) . The major cities already show the 
increased complexity and diversity brought about by increase in real 
income, growing ease of communications and transportation, specia
lization of labor ( with large growth in industrial, white collar , bu
reaucratic and commercial sectors) and social secularization. It is 
important 'to note , however, that the bureaucracies, agencie~, ~nd. as
sociations in urban Brazil have not kept pace with industnahzation , 
and that they themselves tend to play a more limited role in influenc
ing and controlling individual attitudes and behavior than do the 
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kinship networks. In fact, farrúlial networks are constantly taking on 
new urban functions in Brazilian cities, especially among the 
members of the middle and upper classes. 

The metropolitan area of Belo Horizonte, the capital of the state 
of Minas Gera~s, ~s an ex~ellent site for the study of the relationship 
bet~een urbanizat1on, social structure, and family . Not only is Belo 
Hon~onte the center of a recently urbanized metropolitan area, but it 
a~so 1~ located in a region of Brazil which is reputed to have a strong 
histoncal tradition of farrúlialism in the heritage of its rural people 
(Wagley 1971 :47). In the twenty years between 1950 and 1970 the 
p~p~lation ~f.the city has quadrupled; current estimates place it a~ 1.5 
mtlhon. Onginally an administrative and commercial center for the 
state, Belo Horizonte is now a center for iron, steel, mineral extrac
tion and processing , petroleum, textile, and construction , as well as a 
?ost of light industries which provide food, drink, fumishings, cloth-
1ng, and o~her co?s~mer goods for the constantly growing population 
of .the reg1on. Civil service and utilities have expanded needs for 
wh1te. collar and professional workers, and the liberal professions 
have increased to service the larger population. 

In Belo Horizonte , there is an identifiable strata which can be 
~alled a mi~dle class, based on the criteria of income level, occupa
tlonal prestige, educational level, life style, and attitudes. The level 
of income of members of this class allows them to have domestic ser
vants (housekeepers, maids, laundresses, and nurses for children) as 
well as such technological amenities as automobiles, televisions, and 
telephones, all accoutrements of ''modern ' ' life beyond the reach of 
~he lo~er classes. Both men and women tend to want satisfying and 
interesting careers which have relatively high pay. They value being 
close to the members of their families and the places in which they 
grew up, and they view the city as being a better, more healthful 
~lace than th~ interior. 1 They view themselves as being self-initiating 
·~ career ch?1~es, but they know and depend on the personal evalua
tion of a~nun1~trators (often through farrúly members) to help them 
succeed in_ the1.r professional lives, rather than on stringent rules or 
bureaucrat1c edicts. In their personal lives, their attitudes toward mar
riage reftect. change from traditional Brazilian pattems. Marriage is 
deferred unttl after education, and employment is secured for both 
men and women. Man y hold egalitarian sex-role ideals, usually 
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members of households where women contribute substantially to the 
in come. Younger women feel free to have non-domes tic roles. The 
attitude that marriage should not deny a woman a career, but that the 
career should be balanced with the woman 's primary responsibilities 
of running the home is common, especially among women them
selves. At the same time, the idea that a woman should commit her
self to full-time child rearing, consumerism, and domestic duties is 
quickly becoming obsolete. Furthermore, the notion that the woman 
should always accede to her husband 's demands has given way to the 
concept of ''give and take'' and mutual understanding in marriage. 

Attitudes on childrearing approximate Herbert Gans 's model, 
developed for working-class Italian Americans, of the adult-directed 
pattem (Gans 1962:54). 2 The parents see themselves as under the 
obligation to provide healthful and beneficia! living conditions for 
their children, but unlike members of the U.S. middle class, they do 
not center family decision-making around considerations of what is 
best for children at the expense of what is perceived to be best for the 
adults . They come closer to the views of rrúddle classes in other in
dustrialized countries in the primacy attached to secondary and uni
versity education, seeing it as a prerequisite for satisfactory profes
sional lives . Child rearing practices, therefore, are aimed at 
developing "good personal adjustment, " providing play and enrich
ment opportunities for children (art, music and foreign language ac
quisition) and teaching them to make good choices which might af
fect their own and their family 's futures. Children, for example, are 
strongly urged to avoid doing proscribed things ' 'because it would 
dishonor the family. ' ' Leaming that family members are key contacts 
for gaining and maintaining status in the society begins at a young 
age . Children receive guidance, attention, gifts, and punishment from 
various relatives. Childhood romances between cousins are common 
and are encouraged by adults, although cousin marriage is exceed
ingly rare in the urban setting, a change from the agrarian generation 
now in rrúddle and old age. 

Six large kinship networks or parentelas, studied in Belo Hori
zonte , exemplify the perceptions and problems of this middle strata . 
Three were developed around men and three around women, using 
the techniques of participant-observation, informal interviewing, and 
the collection of life histories . 
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The Subjects 

The six men and women were diverse in age, place of birth and oc-
. ' 

~upatton. All were born in the state of Minas Gerais, and they ranged 
In age from 24 to 60. Of the three females, Sandra, 24; Edite, 35; 
and Concei9ao, 50, only one was born in Belo Horizonte (Edite). 
Sandra was bom in a farm viJiage near Belo Horizonte, and Con
cei9ao in a mining town . Concei9ao is the owner-principal of a prí
vate day school. Edite is a psychologist for a state agency. Sandra is 
a full-time housewife with a young baby. None of the three males 
Joao, 32; Otávio, 60; Paulo, 45, were bom in Belo Horizonte. Joa¿ 
was bom in a small farm service town, Otávio in a small resort city, 
and Paulo on a rural farm. Joao has lived in Belo Horizonte since 
childhood. Otávio and Paulo carne to the metropolis upon marriage 
an~ ~ave been resident for thirty-one and twenty years respectively. 
Joao IS employed as a teaching supervisor of a large foreign Ianguage 
school, although he was trained as a lawyer. Otávio is a retired bank 
execut~ve who w~rks part time as a bureaucrat in a state agency. 
Paulo is a superv1sory engineer for an electric power company. The 
spou~es and f athers o~ most of the egos had occupations of similar 
p~e~tige .. These occupations included economist, state politician, 
Civ1l eng1neer, accountant, judge, veterinarian, grocer, teacher, medi
ca! doctor, tax collector, librarían, social worker, and rancher. 

The Parentelas 

AH the egos ~ere asked to list ali their known kin, consanguineal, af
final, and ficttve. They were also asked about these kinspeople 's resi
dence, occupation, age,. terminology of address (kinship terminology, 
first name, sumame, nickname) and any additional information or 
anecdotes about them which the informants cared to volunteer. Three 
categories of kin seemed to appear: 1) activated kin, those about 
~hom e~o had complete or almost complete information; 2) non-ac
tI vated kin, those about whom ego had minimal information (but had 
means of getting ~ore information, usually through a contact per
son); 3) dormant kin, those about whom ego had no information other 
than the fact that they existed and were related (having no means or 
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desire of obtaining more information). Including just the activated 
and non-activated kin in the definition of parentela, the parentelas 
ranged in size from 125 to 263 members. Within the activated sub
group, each ego identified a smaller subgroup with whom he or she 
had at Jeast weekly contact, numbering from 15 to 30 persons . In the 
six networks studied, these kinspeople with whom weekly contact 
was maintained included the following categories of relatives, in 
order of frequency: spouse, own children, mother, father, mother-in
law, father-in-law, parents' siblings and their spouses, grandparents, 
first cousins, spouse 's siblings and their spouses, own siblings and 
their spouses, nieces and nephews. Fictive kinship ties rarely brought 
new members into the parentelas by the mechanism of god
parenthood, compadrio, established at religious ceremonies such as 
baptism and marriage . Such fictive kin were usually taken from the 
consanguineal and affinal kin , rather than from outside the group. 
The baptismal godparents of ego's own children, when taken from 
the consanguineal or affinal kin group, were included in the activated 
group, as were ego 's own baptismal godparents. But there were only 
two cases of this in the six parentelas studied. 

In order to test whether this degree of frequency of contact be
tween ego and various members of his or her activated kin subgroup 
was common among the middle strata, a questionnaire survey of 365 
high-school seniors was administered: 3 110 were found to be in the 
middle class, and another 119 were found to meet many of the cri
teria for membership in this class. This high number is indicative of 
the greater attendance of secondary educational facilities by the mid
dle class, who probably constitute no more than 10 percent of the · 
population of the city. Of the 110 middle-class students, 25 were 
f ound to be upper middle class in terms of higher levels of consump
tion, greater status of parental occupations, and higher prestige of 
residential zone. Of the upper middle class group, 80 percent stated 
that they had weekly contact with family members outside the nuclear 
family (defined for this age group as parents and siblings). Of the 
remainder within the middle-class group, 69 percent said that they 
had similar contacts. 

In the in-depth study of the parentelas it was found that contacts 
on this level of frequency were usually in the areas of business ar
rangements, professional consultations, shared home life, patronage 
of services (other than professional services), exchange of informa-
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tion and gossip by telephone or by personal visits, family gatherings, 
and regular babysitting services. Most of this contact was selective, 
based on the nearness of the residence of the person and the affective 
and economic dependencies which had been built up over the years, 
rather than strictly on the kinship category, although such contact was 
less frequent with cousins than with other relatives. 

Clear illustrations of this intense type of contact may be found in 
the typical daily activities of given individuals. Sandra, her husband, 
and baby live with her parents, her seven younger siblings, and her 
mother's sister. On a daily basis, due to a shared home life, she has 
intimate contact with these twelve alters. The home is above her fa
ther 's grocery where various other kin members come to shop, since 
they get a discount from him. These kinspeople include two of her fa
ther 's brothers, another sister of her mother and sorne of their chil
dren . Since Sandra 's father is upwardly mobile, his middle-class 
status contrasts with that of many members of the parentela . Never
theless, he maintains contacts by giving discounts and favors to his 
kin despite the fact that this behavior would seem to inhibit his mo
bility . Sandra explains that the relatives, although they pay less than 
º.the~s, are more reliable customers who honor. their debts and bring a 
s1gn1ficant amount of business to the store. Sandra, one of her sisters, 
and her two brothers all help out in tending the store. 

In the case of Edite, her home is residence for herself, her hus
band, and three daughters. It is next door to her husband 's parents' 
home, which also houses her husband 's younger brother and his wife 
of three years. Her husband 's other brother and wife live across the 
street. Thus, on a daily basis, she has contact with ten alters based on 
a type of common residence . Edite visits her own parents on her way 
to work, since she picks up her father and drives him to work every 
day. In her parents ' home, she also sees her own godmother (her 
mother's sister), who lives there, and often sees a cousin who Iunches 
there. In addition, every Sunday, she and her husband go to visit his 
mother's sister, her husband, and their nine children, one of whom 
has an infant son who also resides there. Another example is the case 
of Joao who has an apartment for himself, his wife, and their 5-year
old daughter. They take their daughter to either Joao 's parents' or his 
wife 's parents ' for child care daily . Joao said that it is essential that 
this child care be allotted to the two sets of grandparents with an even 
hand, or jealousy would arise. There are still two young brothers and 
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a young female cousin from the country living in Jo~o ',s parents ' 
home. Every Saturday or Sunday, however, many of Joao s brothers 
and sisters and their spouses and children get together at th~ paren.tal 
home for a family gathering. There are eight br~thers .and s1sters hv
ing in their own homes, six of whom are marned w1th ~n~ to ~o~r 
h' ldren and two of whom are in religious orders. Joao s w1fe s 

e 1 , . · A 
parents al so have the custom of weekend fanuly reun1ons. s a re-
sult , the scheduling has to be carefully planned so the y~ung couple 
does not hurt the feelings of one family or the other. Joao. says that 
problems arise when an important celebration such as a b1rthday. or 
the anniversary of one set of parents comes on a weekend, caus1ng 
conftict with the schedules of the other. The other thr~e pare~telas 
have similarly intense weekly contact with a core of act1vated k1n .. 

With regard to less frequent parentela ~ontact, egos tend to c1~e 
first cousins and more distantly related cous1ns as well as genealog1-
cally closer relatives who live further :'~Y .. The~e contacts of~en are 
for the purpose of obtaining aid in cns1s s1tuations such as illness, 
marital breakdown, or trouble with the law , as well as for t~~ p:o
curement of employment, personal favors, especially in fac1htat1ng 
bureaucratic functions, and attendance at ritual events such ~s ~~d
dings wakes and funerals. There is an expectation that if an 1nd1v1d
ual vi,sits a di,stant place where he or she knows kin of any degree, he 
or she will be obliged to visit those kin, or at least call ~hem on the 
phone. Paulo, for example, said that when he goes to Sao Paulo on 
business there are a number of first and second cousins h~ would .be 
expected to visit. This requires ~h.a~ he ~ake his business tnps 
lengthy enough to include family v1s1t1~g. s.1nce he. cannot always do 
that , he often stays in a hotel and avo1ds h1s cous1ns b~cause of the 
obligations involved. If he visits one whom he favors , t~1s fact ~ould 
get back to the others. Concei~ao? howe_ver, told of go1ng to R1? de 
Janeiro and visiting various relatives w1thout the pressure of ume, 
and of-finding the experience very enjoyable . . 

Another clear way to exemplify the extent of 1ntra-parentela con-
tact is to look at' a typical week in the functioning of a ~etwork . On 
Monday morning, Edite gets up at seven .A.M. t~ supe~1se the cook 
in preparing breakfast and to aid the chtldren in gett1ng ready . for 
school . Her husband and chi ldren leave for work and school ~t e1ght 
A.M. She drives her children to school, stopping at her pare~ts house 
nearby to pick up her father to take him to work . Wh1le at her 
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parents' house, she greets her mother and her unmarried aunt who is 
also her godmother and the godmother of her youngest child . After 
delivering her children to three separate schools and her father to his 
office , she does the grocery shopping and returns home to instruct the 
cook about preparing al!nofo, the noon meal. Her husband picks up 
the children after their four-hour school day and brings them home 
for almo~o . He reports that his younger brother carne to his office 
seeking information about a better paying job. Edite Ieaves for work, 
stopping briefty in the driveway to chat with her husband 's mother 
about the latest news from her husband 's sister in Porto Alegre. She 
drops her children off with her mother, greeting her cousin Jorge, a 
medical student who has almo~o there every day . 

These patterns repeat themselves on a daily basis throughout the 
week . Tuesday night is the youngest daughter 's birthday party . There 
are approximately 75 guests , about half of whom are children who 
are entertained in the backyard by a magician hired for the occasion. 
The adults, almost all of whom are kin, remain in the sitting rooms, 
drinking, talking , eating, and smoking. Thursday , Edite 's husband is 
asked by his mother to send sorne money to his sister who is having 
financia! difficu.Ities. Friday, Edite is asked by her mother-in-law to 
talk to her younger son and his wife who live at home about their 
family responsibilities. Her mother-in-law frequently does this be
cause Edite is a psychologist, and her advice is respected by other 

. members of the family . Saturday , Edite, her husband and the three 
children go to their club where they see Edite 's brother, his wife, and 
their three children , as well as several cousins. They spend ali their 
time at the club with these kin. Sunday, Edite and her husband visit 
his mother 's sister (leaving the children with his mother). This aunt 
has always served as seamstress to the family , making dresses for 
special occasions. Edite says that the family always uses her services 
because her pension is small . 

As can be seen from this review of a week 's activities, the vari
ety of intra-parentela contacts are great. Edite 's and her husband 's 
families serve man y important functions in their lives, and they are 
well aware of this significance. 

In Brazil , then, kinship obligations are not rejected in urban set
tings, especially by the middle classes. Such ties are not seen as bur
densome, time-consuming, and expensive luxuries; they are not per
ceived as standing in the way of personal advancement and monetary 
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gain . In Belo Horizonte, associations and ª?en~ie~ devoted to .c~ild 
care are few and poorly administered. The 1nst1tut1on of babys1tt1ng 
f or wages is unknown. Formal procedures and requirements for ob
taining credit are extremely complicated and aimed at barring as 
many as possible from access to it. Hotels are expensive, especially 
when compared with the real in come of most middle-class members. 
Rental housing is difficult to find and quite expensive. Rules against 
nepotism in employment rarely exist and are usually ignored if they 
do. The administration of justice is notorious; penal institutions are 
stratified in terms of treatment of prisoners according to class. The 
number of hospitals and medical personnel is small in proportion to 
the needs of the population. As a result, facilities are strained, and 
hospital care is often of poor quality. Bureaucratic procedures such as 
getting a driver's license, licensing an automobile, obtaining a visa, 
renting a post office box, getting a marriage license, and many others 
are designed to be obstacles to the uneducated and the unsponsored. 

The attitude that kinship obligations are burdensome was not 
consistently found among the parentelas studied. Paulo 's case was 
not a rejection of all kin ties, but only of the relatively unproductive, 
spatially distant ones. The attitude of egos and alters interviewed was 
that the maintenance of kinship ties tends to be looked to for psycho
logical, political, symbolic, and economic benefits . The egos and 
other members of the networks studied expressed the idea that the 
demands kin make can sometimes be annoying, but can also bring 
great prestige and potential power. The maintenance of non-activated 
kin ties means for many the assurance of potential sources of help. 
The elderly in Brazilian middle-class life usually do not experience 
the stinging effects of being considered useless as do so many elderly 
in the United States. The Brazilian elderly are regularly and dutifully 
visited by their children and grandchildren, nephews and nieces, and 
many other kinds of relatives who ask them for all kinds of advice 
and help: where to buy and how to finance a car, requests for letters 
of reference to real estate rental agencies, help getting a job, and so 
on. Many of these powerful elderly people are difficult to get along 
with, but the power they wield is formidable. . 

One retired colonel of the military police was an especially d1f
ficult individual who had opinions on every issue and listened only 
rarely to anyone else. When talking to Americans, he would expound 
on racism in the United States and the Brazilian "economic mira-
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ele. ' ' One of his grandchildren noticed that an American guest was 
not able to get away gracefully and diverted him to another subject. 
Later, his daughter-in-law laughed about how pompous he was and 
how he always managed to dominate those around him . But she 
quickly stated, in a very loyal fashion, that he had been very helpful 
in getting names of academicians and intellectuals (friends of the 
family) removed from military blacklists which had impeded their ob
taining visas. He also had used his influence to get his daughter 's 
husband out of jail in another state. She had respect for his power. 

In many respects, middle-class Brazilians strive to achieve a 
level where they can be thought of as helpful and useful to their kin . 
One of the colonel 's sons turned down a job which would have 
tripled his salary because it would have required him to move away 
from the family home and the helpful influence of his father. 

Part of the reason for the great importance of kinship ties in Bra
zilian society today is the usual failure of its bureaucracies to work in 
rationally designed ways, but there is no doubt that they can work 
very efficiently for those who are related to the right people. Kinship 
networks , furthermore, function to create barriers to the mobility of 
members of lower strata, since their access to such networks is 
sharply limited by intra-class endogamy. Bureaucratic organizations 
work, but only for certain groups with "key contacts" within ad
ministrative structures. Kinship, in rriiddle class faRlilies, provides 
these contacts . Among the Brazilian middle class, networks there
fore, function as mutual aid associations. 

Notes 

1. The interior here refers to srnaller cities, towns, and villages as well as rural open 
country. 

2. These attitudes and behavioral indicators and those which follow were obtained 
~rorn ~ife h!stori~s of rnen and wornen as they told their biographies in non-directed 
rnterv1ews rn wh1ch they were sirnply asked to relate the story of their lives and how 
they felt about thernselves. 

3. Although the terrn high-school senior is not used in Brazil , it is used here to in
dicate students in their last year of colégio. 

============W&IB~Il~== 

Political Organization 

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION IS only one component, albeit an 
important one, of social organization. Although it may be analyzed as 
a separate unit or series of units, it does not and cannot stand alone. 
It is inextricably linked to and enmeshed with religious traditions and 
institutions, education, economics, social status, and the underlying 
val u es of society itself. 

The contributions in this section illustrate these relationships, 
and again revea! a series of functional equivalencies and even struc
tural parallels crosscutting all of Brazilian society . In terms of tribal 
organization, Daniel Gross tells us that too little emphasis has been 
placed on the relative ecological homogeneity of the region within 
which Central Brazilian tribes have developed . This homogeneity 
helps explain why similar patterns of warfare, population growth, and 
colonial expansion can be found in the entire region. Age, not lin
eality, has customarily been the basic organizing principie, and for
mally has been put into operation through constituted age sets and 
communal initiations. Gross al so finds that Central Brazilian tri bes 
commonly have one or more sets of dual divisions or moieties. These 
traditionally have been based on name transmission or age class and 
have served as units within which reciprocal services have been per
formed , labor has been exchanged , or marriage has been regulated. 

Although Central Brazilian societies are frequently spoken of as 
possessing "dual organization,' ' for Gross the most important duality 
is the dichotomy between two basically seasonal forms of organiza
tion . He finds that Central Brazilian villages will expand, contract, or 
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even move according to the season of the year. Thus there are such 
things as "rainy season moieties," and these customarily crosscut 
loyalties and affiliations based on other principies. E ven the house
hold , the unit generally looked upon as the basic unit of subsistence 
production and consumption, is divided severa! ways by ceremonial 
memberships and obligations. 

Since age is an important organizing principie in Central Brazil
ian villages, the age set is a common structural arrangement. It is 
built around groups of boys or men of approximately uniform age 
ranges who are initiated jointly, and who often form corporate groups 
for warfare, house building, clearing and harvesting of gardens, and 
ceremonial management. The village, made up of a number of these 
age sets, is a fluid unit that can easily absorb additional members 
without major friction or disturbance. 

While Central Brazilian Amerindian villages have often reached 
considerable size, this has always been a seasonal matter only, and 
probabJy reflects adaptation to warfare and resource ftuctuation. In 
general, the villages of Central Brazilian Amerindians have remained 
politically autonomous and have been units in which centralized poli
tics, social classes, craft specialization, anda priesthood have not de
veloped. The crucial variable has probably been the fact that these 
villages are broken up year after year, only to be formed again, often 
with different constituents. 

Although units such as these Central Brazilian villages are today 
fast disappearing, the type of rather Ioose affiliation they represent 
remains in man y segments of Brazilian society. Shirley 's discussion 
of law in rural Brazil documents, for example, how flexible handling 
of the country 's legal structures can go hand in hand with complex 
reciprocities , both symmetrical and asymmetrical. Sidney Greenfield 
follows with a more global discussion of reciproca! exchanges, argu
ing that, through the patron-client relationship, the life of the local 
community is articulated quite adequately with the institutions of the 
larger society. In exchange for goods and services needed at the local 
level, votes and support fiow up and out in an elaborate but func
tional symbiosis. 

The classic strengths of anthropology are to Iook at the two ends 
of the human spectrum, i.e., to focus, on the one hand, on the details 
of the micro situation and, on the other hand, on the overview of the 
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macro system. In Brazil , anthropologists have focused almost exclu
sively on the little community. They have, in the words of Forman 
and Riegelhaupt, authors of the final contribution to this section, 
looked at the country "from the bottom up. " The patron-client tie 
has been a major concem. Yet this tie is merely one dimension of a 
complex system. 

Although most patron-clientship has been studied at the local 
leve] , it does not germinate at that level . Rather, it derives from the 
nature of power in the nation as a whole and, more specifically, from 
the granting of land in autonomous economic and political units by 
Portuguese colonial governments. The power structure set into mo
tion by this colonial situation allowed for only a modicum of compe
tition, at times was blindly authoritarian,, and nearJy always was 
closed to entry by the peasantry . This is not to say that the peasant 
was not incorporated in any way into the political regime, however. 
At first he was involved as a dependent, then as a client, and today as 
a "self conscious and self interested member of the electorate" by
passing not only the patrons, but even the electoral machinery set up 
by those patrons. 

Until the 1930s, Brazil was dominated by undifferentiated elites. 
However, with the Vargas regime, three new sectors appeared: an ar
ticulate urban middle class demanding electoral and political reform, 
a bourgeois industrialist group promoting economic nationalism, and 
an urban proletariat. These three ha ve coalesced in to a new and im
portant political mass that has seriously disturbed traditional political 
relationships in the Brazilian countryside. 

The first anthropologists to study contemporary Brazilian rural 
life carried out their work just as these three new sectors were emerg
ing. Much of their concern over patron-client relationships would 
thus seem to stem from the fact that their work coincided with a na
tional struggle between centralists and localists . What few of these 
anthropologists realized was that the forces they saw at work were 
but one point along a great historical continuum. 

Forman and Riegelhaupt argue that anthropologists need to be 
less myopic in the future. They must be wary of ''re~ding the past 
from the ethnographic present. " In Brazil, peasants have seldom, if 
ever, been out of step with the national system. Micro-studies of such 
groups, the speciality of man y anthropologists toda y, may be jus-
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tified, but only if they are placed within the broader context of na
tional and intemational power structures, i.e., within the framework 
of larger historical analysis . 

In political structures, just as in social structure itself, there is a 
certain continuity in the Brazilian tradition that links tribal with con
temporary and urban societies. Political power in Brazil has been and 
continues to be fluid, far more so than political power in Brazil 's 
mother country, Portugal. Leaders come and go, loyalties wax and 
wane, traditional structures change and adapt. Patron-clientism ex
ists, that cannot be denied, but it is far from being ali encompassing 
or ali explanatory. 

Today, in Brazil, divergent forces are at work. The urban mid
dle class, the new industrial elite, the urban proletariat, the rural 
peasant, and even the tribal Indian all have an impact on national pol
icy. To neglect any would be to fail to understand the whole. And to 
force any into a static mold would be to betray the dynamism of the 
constantly emergent society. 

=====IFillFVJrIEIERJ===-

A New Approach to Central 
Brazilian Social Organization 

THE NATIVE PEOPLES of Central Brazil pose formidable problems 
to ethnologists. 1 These groups-predominantly Ge speakers 2-once 
spent mu ch of the year dispersed into small nomadic foraging units, 
subsisting on wild plants and animals. Yet their social organization ap
pears to be more elaborate than that of the fully sed~ntary horticul
turalists of the tropical forests of the Amazon basin. For all their 
social elaborateness, Central Brazilians are politically egalitarian. 
Like most hunter-gatherers they have no high chiefs, full-time re
ligious or craft specialists, and no segment holds a monopoly over 
resources or the use of force. These societies, whose subsistence sys
tems led ethnologists to classify them as ''marginals'' (Steward 1946; 
Wissler 1917; Cooper 1942) nevertheless boasted startlingly elaborate 
organizational structures. 

In 1971 1 conducted preliminary field research among the Western Gavióes (Timbira) funded by 
a grant from the Research Foundation of the City University of New York. 1 read an earlier ver
sion of this paper at the Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association in Mex
ico City, November 1974. 
In developing the ideas in this paper, 1 received much helpful criticism from the following per
sons: Ellen Basso, Daniel Bates, Francis Conant, Gertrude Dole, Siléde Gross, Michael Harner, 
Marvin Harris, Jennifer Hunt, Conrad P. Kottak, Nancy Flowers, Susan Lees, David Maybury
Lewis, Júlio Cesar Melatti, Burton Pastemak, Madeline Ritter, Anthony Saeger, Judith Sha
piro, Patricia Townsend, Dennis Wemer, and George Zarur. 1 thank them ali for their generous 
assistance but none of them should be held responsible for any of the shortcomings of this 
essay; indeed, severa) of them persist in disagreeing with me on various points. 
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This apparent paradox drew sorne Boasians to use Central Bra
zil ians as an exampJe of the non-correspondence of cultural complex
ity with subsistence techniques, thus defying evolutionary generaJ
izations. Alfred Kroeber, f or example, suggested that the 
organizational complexity of Central Brazi Jians was due to a propen
sity of sorne peoples to whimsically elaborate on their social struc
ture , concluding, " many of these institutions are what 1 have called 
them-true luxury products. They serve sorne function, but it may be 
a minor one among major possible ends which are left unprovided 
for. A great deal of the total picture suggests the play of earnest 
chiJdren, or the inventive vagaries of fashion" (1952:224). Other 
ethnologists suggested that the Ge must be descended from sorne 
higher, more compJex civilization which, perhaps, had class stratifi
cation (Lévi-Strauss 1944; Haeckel 1938; Zuidema 1969). But these 
explanations have not been supported with evidence and, fittingJy, 
they ha ve gained few adherents. 

The myth of Central Brazilian ''marginality'' was not laid to rest 
until 1959 when Steward and Faron reclassified them as "Hunters 
and Gatherers Tumed F armers" ( 19 59: 369ff; see also Bamberger 
1968), although they presented no evidence for a recent adoption of 
horticulture by these societies. All of Nimuendajú 's richly detailed 
monographs on Central Brazil described developed horticultura) prac
tices, including the use of a cultivar ( Cissus sp.) unknown outside 
this region (Nimuendajú 1939, 1942, 1946:57- 64). Students of Cen
tral Brazilian societies owe much to this passionately devoted Ger
man ethnographer who took an indigenous name and who spent his 
life in the defense of the natives against the " neo-Brazilians." Many 
of his numerous writings were translated into English by Robert 
Lowie; they are generally descriptive and reflect the bias of historical 
particularism. 

Claude Lévi-Strauss did field work among the Bororo and Nam
bikwara, but much of his writing on Central Brazil is based on secon
dary sources. He suggested that ''dual organization'' in Central Bra
zil is a deceptive overlay which masks with egaJitarian and reciproca! 
structures, social institutions which are actually complex and hierar
chical. Among the Central Brazilians, Lévi-Strauss found evidence 
for the existence of fundamental oppositions in human thought, such 
as between nature and cu J tu re ( 1944, 1963). 

More recently, a number of ethnologists have trained their atten-
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tion on the Central Brazilian groups, under the supervision of David 
Maybury-Lewis of Harvard and Roberto Cardoso de Oliveira of the 
University of Brasília. A series of field studies was undertaken during 
the l 960s and new data are now available which correct and extend 
earJier accounts. They add to our knowledge of Central Brazilian 
kinship , marriage, social dynamics, naming, ceremonialism, etc . The 
authors of these studies tend to be revisionists with regard to Lévi
Strauss' structuralism. Maybury-Lewis ( 1965) seems to have knocked 
sorne major struts from under Lévi-Strauss' "discovery" of triadic, 
non-reciproca! structures among the Sherente. J. C. Crocker ( 1969) 
has reinterpreted the Bororo data and presents a picture of dynamic 
but equilibrated balance between reciproca! (egalitarian) and hierar
chical aspects of Bororo social organization. As yet, little comparison 
has emerged in the work of this group, although a collective volume 
is in press (Maybury-Lewis 1979). Most of the studies emphasize the 
individual and particular characteristics of each society by trying to 
reduce the elements of social organization in to a logical set of principies 
for each one. In short, their work seems aimed at explicating how each 
group functions within a well ramified structural functional framework, 
as opposed to explaining why they share so many characteristics in 
common, or what accounts for the differences among them. 

Maybury-Lewis has written a very detaiJed study of the Sha
vante ( 1974) focusing mainly on social organization. In a brief sec
tión at the end of the book, he proposes an "ideal type model" of 
Shavante social structure , rooted in a dichotomy between two native 
concepts which is reftected in most aspects of social organization. 
The age-set system, however, fails to conform to the model. This ex
ception is dealt with by declaring that the age-set system is , "in a 
sense, a subordinate institution" (1974:299). The author goes on to 
note sorne broad similarities among Central Brazilian groups, con
cluding that ''these societies are not so much representatives of dis
tinct types of social organization as variations on a single sociological 
the1ne" (1974:303). He points to differences in degree of factional 
strife and the presence or absence of institutionalized sex antagonism 
against a common background of uxorilocality: 

The common element in all of these situations is the strain and ambiguity in
herent in the male role. I would suggest that this role conflict is related to 
the valuing of bellicosity and the institutionalization of aggression, and that 
it is in this set {lf factors that an explanation of the high incidence of fac-
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tionalism among the Shavante, Sherente, and Kayapó should be sought 
(1974:308-309). 

This style of inquiry leads us to reftect long and deeply on the mean
ing of these various institutions among these societies. But to treat 
one aspect of social organization as ''subordinate, ' ' while emphasiz
ing another as central strikes one as arbitrary. 3 With su ch an ap
proach, it is difficult for outsiders to assess the value of rival explana
tions of particular features of Central Brazilian culture. What are 
needed are public criteria which permit tests of particular hypotheses. 

My orientation leads me to reopen the questions of why the Cen
tral Brazilians are so distinctive as a group, how their unique institu
tions may have evolved, and what factors may have selected for 
them, in an evolutionary sense. I shall look for answers to these 
problems in the inftuence of the natural habitat, warfare patterns, 
population pressure, and colonial expansion. It is remarkable how 
little of the research so far done on Central Brazilians emphasizes the 
relative ecological homogeneity of the region within which they 
occur (an exception is B. Becker 1965). 

There is a close correspondence between the distribution of most 
Central Brazilian societies and the limits of a floristic province cover
ing much of Brazil 's central plateau known as cerrado (Biten 1972). 4 

The cerrado takes a number of f orms, ranging from re la ti vely open 
grasslands to high canopy forest, but taken as a whole it is distincti ve 
from and intermediate between other well-known floristic provinces of 
Brazil: the mesophytic evergreen forest (mata) of the Amazon valley 
and the thorny caatingas of the interior northeast. The cerrado is not 
a savanna since it invariably occurs on well-drained soils. Nor does it 
represent an early or arrested stage of succession in a tropical fore.st 
series but rather has its own distinctive clímax forms. It occurs in 
zones with tropical temperatures and rainfall ranging from 800mm to 
2,000mm annually, but where there is a prolonged and severe dry 
season. In addition, cerrados occur on deep, well-drained soils 
derived from very old parent material, which are very low in nu
trients, low in humus, acidic, and possessing a low but permanent 
water table. Cerrado vegetation is semi-deciduous, generally peren
nial and tends to assume tortuous shapes in contrast to the long 
straight trunks of trees in the mesophytic forest. Little has been writ
ten about the fauna of the cerrados, but it appears that many of the 
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same species found in the Amazon valley are present, although per
haps in different numbers and with different habits owing to the lack 
of cover and different vegetation. The cerrado is interlaced by narrow 
bands of gallery forest, or mesophytic forest, clase to watercourses 
and on valley ftoors where soil nutrients and moisture permit (Biten 
1972). The cerrados offer natural forage to cattle, but only the gallery 
forests can be effectively planted in food crops without mechanized 
cultivation and fertilization. 5 

Among the groups occupying the Central Plateau of Brazil south 
of the Amazon are the following: (Ge speakers) Timbira (including 
Krahó, Pukobyé, Ramkókamekra Apanyekra, Krlkati, Western Ga
vióes), Apinayé, Kayapó (including Gorotire, Xikrin, Kuben
kankren, Txukarramae, Mekranhoti et al.), Suyá, Kreen-Akrore, 
Brigbatsa, Sherente and Shavante; (probable Ge speakers) Nam
bikwara, Karajá, Bororo; (Tupians) Mundurucú and Tapirapé. These 
groups share many of the following characteristics: 

l. scheduling of activities (cf. Flannery 1968) and residence according to 
season; nomadic hunting and gathering part of the year in the cerrados 
and horticulture in fixed riverine villages for the remainder of the year; 

2. circular or semi-circular plans in village gathering; 
3. uxorilocal extended family households; 
4. elaborate ceremonial and sport activities, pitting part of the village 
_ against the other; 
5. stress on age as an organizing principie, often with formally consti

tuted age sets, communal initiations, etc., 
6. one or more sets of dual divisions or moieties based on name transmis

sion, age class, or other criteria which function to stage ceremonies, 
perform reciproca} services, cooperate in labor, or regulate marriage; 

7. the proliferation of special societies recruited by name transmission or 
other criteria with primarily ceremonial responsibilities; 

8. institutionalized sex antagonism; and 
9. relatively large villages in comparison to other tropical lowland socie

ties in the Amazon basin. 

In the next section, I shall describe what appear to me to be the 
principal problems of Central Brazilian ethnology from an ecological 
perspective. FolloWing that, 1 propose a model of Central Brazilian 
adaptation which I believe helps to explain sorne of the similarities 
and differences described above. 
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The Problems Presented by the Central Brazilians 

The major problem of Central Brazilian ethnology is to account for 
the extraordinary degree of organizational complexity among them. 
The distinctiveness of Central Brazilians is seen most clearly when 
they are compared with most ethnographically known societies of the 
tropical rain forest in the Amazon and Orinoco basins. The latter 
groups generally live in smaller villages, depend more heavily on 
horticulture , are more sedentary ( cf. Carneiro 1968), and exhibit less 
richness and elaborateness of social structure than Central Brazilian 
societies. Man y of the tropical rain forest groups inhabit 1na locas ( or 
large communal dwellings). When the village splits up, it usually is 
the result of a more or less permanent rift. They lack the degree and 
frequency of ceremonialism, sporting events, sex antagonism, and 
age organization common in Central Brazil. 

While generally more elaborate than Amazonian groups, the 
Central Brazilians vary amongst themselves in degree of elabo
rateness. For example, while ali of the Central Brazilian societies 
have formally constituted age sets and sorne kind of formal friendship 
between individuals , several of them lack the non-descent " moie
ties" which are a much referred to feature of these groups. Another 
kind of difference is more qualitative, e.g., where age sets carry out 
the functions in one society which are played by men 's societies in 
another. There would appear to be a continuum among Central Bra
zilian groups in regard to degree of elaboration. It is important to de
termine whether this variation may be scaled consistently along a 
single dimension, and if so to find the source of this variation. 

The second major problem in Central Brazilian ethnology is the 
unusually large size reported for village aggregates. Among the Ge , 
for example, the following observations have been reported: 

Kreyé village (no date): 400 to 500 inhabitants (Nimuendajú 1946:16). 
Pukobyé villages ( 1858): 100, 800 inhabitants and two of 600 inhabitants 

each (Nimuendajú 1946: 18). 
Pokekamekra village ( 1814): 400 to 500 adults (Nimuendajú 1946:7). 
Apinayé villages (1822- 1840): 1,000, 1,300, 500, 1,400 (Nimuendajú 

1939:7). 
Bororo village ( 1888): 350 (formerly up to 1,000) (Steinen 1894, cited in 

Lowie l 946b:419). 
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How were such large villages supported? How long could such large 
agglomerations remain in one place? What were their sources of calo
ries and protein and how reliable were they? A number of studies 
concerning lowland tropical South American societies have suggested 
that agricultura! productivity and protein availability placed relatively 
low ceilings on the maximum size of tribal villages (Meggers 1954; 
Lathrap 1968; Gross 1975; but see Carneiro 1961, 1968). 

The unusually large size of Central Brazilian villages also poses 
interesting sociological problems. Many students of South America 
have observed that, in the lowlands, large communities, lacking cen
tralized poli ti cal controls, tend to be unstable and are likely to fission 
as a result of feuding and/or adultery (Carneiro 1961, n.d.; Chagnon 
l 968b ). If we assume this as a baseline of egalitarian, lowland vil
lages in South America, i.e., as the usual condition, then we must 
ask what were the selective pressures which favored larger villages 
and what were the mechanisms which counteracted any centripetal 
tendencies in these villages. Finally, were the larger aggregates as 
durable or as fixed in composition as smaller groups? 

A Model of Central Brazilian Adaptation 

The following is a model of the seasonal cycle and cultural adaptation 
of several Central Brazilian societies which yields testable hypotheses 
and at least partially answers the questions posed in the last section. 

" The model relates organizational complexity and multiple cross-cut-
ting associations to relatively extreme seasonal pulsations, ftuctuation 
in village composition, competition, and warfare. 

During much of the year, Central Brazilians used to split up into 
relatively small, highly mobile foraging groups to exploit the wild 
food resources of the cerrados. These groups, composed of clusters 
of households, made successive camps together, generally remained 
independent of other foraging groups, and returned only occasionally 
to the base village. During these periods, lasting from weeks to 
months, the foraging groups may have felt vulnerable to attack be
cause of their small size; they scanned the horizon f or smoke from 
unfriendly fires and generally avoided contact with strange groups 
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(Maybury-Lewis 1974:53-59). As the harvest season approached, 
each group began to move towards the village site where gardens had 
been planted months earlier, sending scouts ahead, perhaps to deter
mine whether the crops were ripe (Nimuendajú 1939) or to determine 
whether hostile groups had occupied the site in their absence. Most 
groups have partly or completely abandoned trekking, but sorne, 
more distant from the leading edges of the expanding Brazilian fron
tier, continue the practice, e.g., the Mekranhoti. 

Cultivation is restricted to the rainy season and can be practiced 
only in the limited area of gallery forests along major streams where 
the soil is moist and fertile enough to be tilled by hand. The size of 
the population and the duration of village life were limited by the 
production of the gardens. Most central Brazilian societies extended 
the clearings each year, leaving their second- or third-year swiddens 
to be reclaimed by f ores t. Thus, a single villa ge must ha ve mu ch 
more land at its disposal than it requires for cultivation in any given 
year (Carneiro 1961). This need is accentuated by the narrowness of 
the gallery forest; thus cerrado dwellers are even more likely than 
people of the tropical forests to move their villages to be closer to 
garden sites. 

There was considerable variation in degree of dependence upon 
horticulture for subsistence among the central Brazilian groups, rang
ing from relatively low for the Nambikwara and Shavante, to very 
high for the contemporary Canela (Timbira). There is also variation 
in the crop mix with greater dependence on bitter manioc varieties 
among the more highly sedentarized groups like the Canela. 

During the period of sedentary residence, ceremonials take 
place, sports activities- particularly log races-are held, and there is 
frequent dancing at dusk, at sun-up, or both. Severa! authors report 
that no sooner has one ceremonial been staged than preparations for 
another begins, although there apparently is no fixed annual cycle of 
ceremonials for most groups. 

Severa! ethnographers have reported that Central Brazilians rep
resent their social structure by reference to the village circle. The res
idential houses , forming the rim, are generally fairly large (averaging 
perhaps 50m2), lodging an extended uxorilocal family group. Nowa
days they are of rectangular post-and-lintel, thatch-covered construction, 
but formerly they were smaller in a round, beehive shape. The ring 
of houses is the domestic sphere where such activities as cooking, eat-
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ing, child care, and most sleeping occur. The center of the village is 
Iikely to be a public or ceremonial plaza, scene of dancing, oratory, 
anda meeting place formen (Da Matta 1973). The ideal village plans 
of informants include locations for moieties or other divisions, men 's 
societies, age classes, and often a structure designated as the men 's 
house (bachelor 's hut or ftute house). There may be regularity in the 
location of each extended family group on the village periphery (Ni
muendajú 1946:37-38, 40; J. C. Crocker 1969:46; Maybury-Lewis 
197 4: 172), relating to ceremonial organization. 

This arrangement permits each household, the smallest indivisi
ble unit of economic function , to take a co-equal place in village life. 
Each such unit is equidistant from the center or public sphere. Addi
tional arrivals can be accommodated by fitting them into the circle or 
even by forming a second concentric ring of houses (Lévi-Strauss 
1963: 138). 

The utilization of different habitats during periods of maximum 
resource availability in each is the key to understanding the scheduled 
dispersal of Central Brazilians. Partial dependen ce on horticulture en
abled a much larger population to exist than one which depended on 
hunting and gathering alone. Many Central Brazilian groups are ap
parently descended from groups which had a considerably higher 
commitment to foraging in the past than recently . 1t seems possible 
that a gradual evolutionary change was taking place from precontact 
times to the recent past in which groups expanded into the mixed 
niches which they occupied until very recently. Other pressures may 
have induced these groups to depend more heavily upon horticulture 
and thus to sedentarize more fully than before. 

Autonomous foraging groups could have established their gar
dens in isolated locations along a given stream, thereby founding 
numerous ''strip'' settlements. But this apparently did not occur in 
Central Brazil. Instead, each year, several foraging groups joined and 
formed a single nucleated settlement, often quite large. lt must be kept 
in mind that larger villages present organizational problems to people 
without rulers (Oberg 1955). Large settlement populations probably 
required higher subsistence effort and created greater potentiality for 
adultery , aggression and factional disputes. In view of these higher 
''costs,'' what plausible reasons could have existed for establishing 
such large villages? 

The ''model '' described so far is based entirely upon selected 
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but well documented facts of Central Brazilian life . What follows 
requires a departure to plausible speculation regarding the causes of 
certain institutions. 1 suggest that large size village aggregates are 
favored by warfare or unreliable resource ftuctuation . High risk of at
tack by fonnidable enemies would favor fonnation of large settle
ments as a deterrent. Similarly, the risk of occasional crop failures or 
game ftuctuations could favor the occasional formation of large ag
gregates in locations where resources have not failed in a given sea
son. Either factor might also tend to select for aggregates whose com
position is itself unstable. In other words, 1 suggest large village 
aggregates occurred under force of conditions which were, to sorne 
extent, peculiar to the cerrado region . An alternative hypothesis could 
be that the large aggregates were fonned in order to carry out social 
and ceremonial activities too grandiose to realize in small, foraging 
bands. In other words , the ceremonialism becomes the cause. 

The organizational complexity and ceremonials of Central Brazil 
are very costly in terms of human energy and depletion of natural 
resources. My argument assumes that people would not engage in 
such costly activities unless there were sorne substantial benefit vis-a
vis survival, but not that this benefit was necessarily perceived as 
such by the actors themselves . Even in the absence of this assump
tion, I believe my hypothesis valid, because little of the social , 
elaborateness reported f or village aggregates is present in the small 
foraging units, and ceremonialism appears to atrophy in villages 
which become severely depopulated (Wagley 1940; J. C. Lave, per
sonal communication; D. Gross, field notes). Conversely, villages 
which are reconstituted of refugee groups may revive their ceremo
nial life (Nimuendajú 1939; Gross , field notes). 

Little is known about the stability of resources upon which 
human populations depend in Central Brazil. Garden productivity is a 
primary factor in determining the permanance of villages. Central 
Brazil characteristically has a severe dry season of severa! months. 
The risk of a crop failure because of the delayed onset of rains would 
theref ore appear to be higher than in the f orests to the north where 
rainfall is more evenly distributed. 6 Localized crop failures might 
force affected villages to take refuge at another site where gardens 
were producing. The Sherente have a tradition of a great fast held to 
ward off droughts, and their oral history recalls periods of serious 
privations from drought (Nimuendajú 1942:93-94). The great fast is 
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one of the principal occasions on which severa! villages aggregate 
in to a larger unit ( 1942: 1 O) . 

Warfare may also have played a substantial role in selecting for 
large villages due to the greatly increased threat of attack during the 
sedentary period because ftight to avoid attack is an undesirable tactic 
which is related to th~ high investment in gardens, and villages situ
ated along rivers are easy to locate, particularly by groups traveling 
by canoe along the river. It is noteworthy that most of the Central 
Brazilian groups made little or no use of riverine resources (the ex
ceptions are the Bororo and the Karajá). For the most part they 
lacked water craft and fishing techniques. In this manner, Central 
Brazilians avoided competition with other groups which may have 
exploited riverine resources along the same rivers where the Central 
Brazilians farrned. It seems plausible that other societies dominated 
the rivers and river banks during much of the pre-contact and early 
contact period. These could have been intruders traveling seasonally 
upstream (southward) from the lower course of the Amazon where 
there lived densely populated, politically centralized groups (Meggers 
1971: 121-36). The altemative is to assume that the rich fisheries of 
the Xingú, Araguaia, and the Tocantins with their tributaries were 
simply left untapped by native peoples . Archaeological studies may 
sorne day provide partial evidence for seasonal fishing trips into Cen
tral Brazil by Amazonians, and for warfare with other societies rely
ing on gallery forests for gardens . Elsewhere in lowland South 
America, warfare and the threat of attack favor the dispersa! of 
groups into small villages (Chagnon l 968b; Cameiro 1964). But this 
option was not open to Central Brazilians since suitable garden land 
was available only along the highly exposed river banks. Thus large 
villages were f ormed as defense or deterrence against armed attacks. 
A similar observation has been made for comparable conditions in 
New Guinea in a recent study by P. Townsend (1974). 

While the suggestion that Central Brazilians fought riverine 
intruders is conjectural; there is hard evidence that ali Central Brazil
ian societies were heavily committed to warfare as a way of life. 
Every major ethnographic source about Central Brazil refers to sorne 
form of ínter-tribal warfare, and most give details regarding the orga
nization of warfare. As suggested below, age sets are particularly im
portant in the mobilization of warriors, and ritual observances con
ceming killing ha ve been described for several groups. It is difficult 
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to determine the relative extent of intra- versus ínter-tribal warfare 
since the political or linguistic boundaries between ''tri bes '' are im
possible to define. Nimuendajú describes many instances of hostilities 
between linguistically related and proximate Timbira groups in addi
tion to struggles between Timbira groups and the Tupían Guajajara 
(Tenetehara) ( 1946: 149ff). The only remaining question is whether 
Central Brazilian groups practice warfare or feuding within village 
aggregates. Again, the answer appears to be affirmative in most 
groups for which data are available. As one indicator of this, at least 
one segment of all the major Central Brazilian groups has been de
scribed as having split off from another village, not only among the 
factious Shavante (Maybury-Lewis 1974) and Kayapó (Banner 1953) 
but al so the allegedl y solidary Timbira (Gross field notes, Melatti 
1972:8-9). There is, then, no lack of evidence about the existence of 
both intemal and externa! warfare on a significant scale among all 
Central Brazilian societies. 

Large, seasonal settlements thus may reftect adaptation to war
fare and resource ftuctuation. Unlike the large villages which formed 
permanently among the Amazon River, in the Antilles and elsewhere 
in the tropical lowlands , the Central Brazilian villages remained polit
ically autonomous and did not develop centralized polities, social 
classes, craft specialization, a priesthood, etc. This was probably 
because the large aggregates were broken up year after year, only to 
be formed again, perhaps with different constituents. Centralized po
litical controls did not emerge as they might have in fully sedentary 
settlements of comparable size and stable composition. Neither was 
kinship a sufficient organizing principie especially if the composition 
of village aggregates ftuctuated frequently . 

The annual aggregation of disparate , economically autono
mous, kin-based social units into a larger but unstable village pre
sented clear dangers. A way had to be found to avoid the explosive 
rivalries, potential violence, and schisms so common even in rela
tively small South American lndian villages. Elaborate village plans , 
cross-cutting moieties , social divisions, age sets, sporting events, 
frequent dances and ceremonials, and special ties between individ
uals may have served as cultural means for effectively integrating the 
semi-autonomous foraging units (and later refugee groups) into large 
unified village units. These mechanisms provided for the regulation 
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of conftict among component units; the mobilization of warriors for 
defense and raiding; and the coordination of cooperative activities 
such as surround hunting , housebuilding and garden clearing. In ad
dition, these social units could serve to equitably distribute food and 
other resources throughout the group; regulate marriage in a manner 
which maximizes intergroup cohesion and exchange; and institu
tionalize dyadic relationships which serve as channels for exchange 
of resources with groups in other areas. 

Central Brazilian societies are frequently spoken of as posses
sing "dual organization." To me, the most fundamental dualism in 
these societies is the dichotomy between the two seasonal forms of 
organization. lt is not that dualism is reftected symbolically in social 
structure, but rather that two sets of structures exist to <leal with dif
ferent problems at different times. Within the aggregated village, this 
dichotomy is expressed as a distinction between the constituent forag
ing units (household clusters based on kinship, forming irreducible 
units of economic cooperation) and ''ceremonial corporations '' which 
incorporate households and their members into a more encompassing 
organization (J. C. Crocker 1973:30). In the same paper, Crocker 
compares household exchanges among Central Brazilian groups: 

The general tendency seems to be toward a pooling of resources within the 
household, coordination of division of labor among its members, and a 
stress on residential self-sufficiency. But along with this ecological au
tonomy there comes an emphasis on exchanges among separate households , 
often in multilayered ceremonial contexts. . . . the extensity of such ex
changes varies from society to society. 1 estimated that during the dry sea
son, the period of relative prosperity, the typical Bororo household con
sumed less than half of the food it itself has produced. . .. [A]ll the 
ethnographers in this region stress the economic, political and ritual impor
tance of these inter-household transactions ... in most cases the ceremo
nies which are the occasion for these prestations are associated with the par
ticular type of public collectivity recognized by the society . (J. C. Crocker 
1973:30) 

Roberto Da Matta ( 1973:278-79) refers to the same dichotomy in 
more purely structural terms: 

As with the other Northern Ge, the social universe of the Apinayé divides it
self into two complementary antithetical areas: the domain of everyday rela
tions, primarily concentrated in the nuclear and extended uxorilocal fami-
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lies, located in residential groups on the periphery of the village; and a 
ceremonial or public domain, institutionally expressed by ceremonial 
groups. 

And in an intriguing paper, Anthony Seeger ( 1974) demonstrates how 
leadership is similarly dichotomized between ceremonial roles (lead
ing songs and dances, etc.) , and political roles (representing interests 
of particular extended family groups or factions , etc. ) in a number of 
Ge-speaking s~cieties, including the Suyá. 

The integrative functions listed above may be fulfilled by a 
number of the complex social and ceremonial structures reported 
among Central Brazilian societies. Following are a few examples. It 
is difficult to exemplify a structure which minimizes or regulates 
conftict since, if it functions, conftict will not be visible . However, 
interna! strife is found among sorne Central Brazilian groups , most 
notably the Shavante , Sherente, and the Kayapó (Maybury-Lewis 
1974:305). Nevertheless, an adult male Canela (Timbira) might hesi
tate to initiate a conftict with another man because the latter would al
most certainly be a member of his own ''exogamous moiety, '' age 
set, Plaza Group , Men 's Society, or Rainy-season "moiety " ali of 
which have different, cross-cutting prin.ciples of recruitment. And it 
might be difficult to gamer support in such a conftict because of the 
division of loyalties of other individuals, preventing the forma
tion of conftict groups along territorial or kinship lines . Uxorilocal 
residence also serves to break up potential agnatic alignments among 
brothers and other agnates by sending them off to different house
holds (cf. Ember and Ember 1971; Divale 1974). Even the house
hold , generally the basic unit of subsistence production and consump
tion , is divided several ways by ceremonial memberships and 

obligations. . . 
Age sets, which are practically universal for Central Braz1han 

males, are a prime example of this kind of structure . These are 
groupings of boys or men of approximately uniform age ranges who 
are initiated jointly, and who often forma corporate group who coop
erate in warfare, house building , clearing , and harvesting of gardens , 
and always in ceremonial affairs. The age set cuts across any other 
kinship or locality principie and establishes a bond of solidarity 
among men who have endured a lengthy and sometimes arduous ini
tiation together. In a recent cross-cultural study, Madeline Ritter 
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( 1974) provided evidence that age sets function to integrate societies 
f or the purpose of warfare when there is a pattern of seasonal ag
gregation and dispersa! as in the case of Central Bra.zil . Age set~ do 
not conftict with or replace descent groups but prov1de a potent1ally 
more encompassing principie of organization . 

''Dual organization '' and other non-kin based societies may al so 
function in this context . Membership in one or another society or 
dual division often depends on an arbitrary principie, often a name 
bestowed by a relative or ritual kinsmen of ego 's parents. Frequently 
the boys ' names are bestowed by maternal uncles and girls' by pater
nal aunts (Nimuendajú 1946; Lave 1968; Bamberger 1974). _Groups 
formed by name bestowal generally cross-cut kin- or locality-based 
groups (cf. Ortiz 1969: 132- 33). The arbitrariness of these principies 
is the key to their regulatory function . On the one hand, an abstract 
set of rules governs participation in social and ceremonial units which 
override principies based on a kinship metaphor. On the other, these 
systems permit manipulation such as the reassignment of individuals 
to specific ceremonial units whose numbers are depleted , thereby 
maintaining balance. 

Garden produce and other f ood is distributed about the village 
through the social networks created by various rules. Among several 
Central Brazilian groups, for example , a married hunter is obliged to 
contribute gameto both his wife 's households and to sisters '/mother's 
household as well. Among the Timbira, young men are required on 
several occasions to present food gifts to members of the council, 
composed of older men who have ' 'graduated'' from the age-set sys
tem (Nimuendajú 1946). Finally, we must note numerous structures 
such as formal friendships which link individuals and which may 
serve to provide access to resources in another area or refuge from 
enemies when the necessity arises (Nimuendajú 1946: lOOff). An in
formant among the Western Gavióes recalled his father's taking him 
to another village as a child and introducing him to a man, saying 
" This is my friend. If ever you need anything here, you can come to 
this house, for it is just like your house . ' ' 

An especially important feature of Central Brazilian village or
ganization is the capacity to absorb additional members into the vil
lage scheme, apparently without perturbing the general structure of 
the village. Louise Sweet suggested that a similar ftexibility exists 
among Bedouin Carnet pastoralists in an unreliably fluctuating envi-
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ronment ( 1965). There are a number of examples of this in Central 
Brazil. Maybury-Lewis states that any Shavante village " automati
cally grants asylum to refugees or seceders from other groups . . . 
no matter how unwelcome individuals or groups may be to the domi
nant lineage" (1974:205). Other groups have apparently incorporated 
outsiders into their ceremonial structure. For example, of the six 
Plaza Groups among the Timbira, five are named for animals, and a 
sixth is called by a term translated as ''Ali en Tribe (Nimuendajú 
1946:77). Nimuendajú speculates that these Plaza Groups are derived 
from "clans formerly localized within the village " ( 1946:90). 
Arnong the Sherente, two clans, one in each patrimoiety, were said to 
be "alíen tribes" added after the formation of the original four clans, 
"but even nowadays, these clans are not quite reckoned as peers " 
(Nimuendajú 1942:20). Lave (1968), Nimuendajú (1939), and Me
latti ( 1972) report for the· Krikati and Apinayé and Krahó respectively , 
that the villages they studied were composed of remnants of diverse 
groups apparently with no impairment of ceremonial structure. In my 
brief work with the Gavióes, 1 found that two groups, formerly sepa
rated by a wide distance, had been brought together on the same res
ervation by the National lndian Foundation (FUNAI). They soon 
began jointly to carry out ceremonial activities, log races, archery 
contests, etc. 

Aggregation from diverse roots figures importantly in a Bororo 
origin myth paraphrased by J. C. Crocker: 

Long ago . . . the ancestors of each clan lived in their own region very dis
tant from the areas occupied by the progenitors of the other clans. They 
fought bitterly within each group and with each other on the few occasions 
they chanced to meet. Sorne informants treated these groups as separate 
tribes; characterizing them as speaking distinctive languages, practicing dif
ferent and equally barbarous customs, and being no more than so many vari
eties of wild beast. . . . This chaos was ended and social order established 
through the deeds of two culture heroes . . . who instituted the village plan, 
the system of ritual prestations between the clans, the major ceremonials and 
the clans ' ownership rights . Each tribe was transformed into an exogamous 
clan and related to other clans through a moiety system. ( 1969:50-51) 

Crocker treats this tale as a charter for the Bororo village structure in 
which humans are brought from a state of nature to a state of culture 
through the civilizing inftuence of the culture. heroes. 1 feel that it 
may be just as valid to treat this account as a partial history of actual 
events although 1 regard it as unlikely that two individuals were 
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responsible for creating so many institutions by themselves. In my 
view, the Bororo may be depicting their origin as a society in terms 
of a concrete process which was repeated time and time again in Cen
tral Brazil among several different societies. The view of Crocker 's 
Bororo informants is remarkably close to my own: the village plan 
serves to limit conftict and to regulate exchange. 

Recent Factors Favoring Organizational Elaboration 

We are accustomed to considering acculturation as a process of ac
commodation to or adoption of foreign culture traits by one society in 
contact with another. In the case of the Central Brazilians, however, 1 
think it is possible that many indigenous elements of culture have 
been intensified as a result of contact with Western culture. This forro 
of acculturation is known to have occurred on the Great Plains of 
North America with the adoption of the horse and also on the Pacific 
Northwest Coast. It seems plausible to me that the most elaborate ef
florescence of Central Brazilian culture occurred in the recent past 
and as part of an adaptive process responding to changes brought 
about by European and Brazilian invaders. 

The nature of contact with Brazilian society varíes considerably 
from one Central Brazilian society to another. The Shavante were in 
a virtual state of war with Brazilian intruders until about twenty years 
ago (Maybury-Lewis 1974), while the Canela (Timbira) have been in 
peaceful contact for over a century. Virtually ali Central Brazilian 
groups were affected long before direct contact with .Westem culture, 
however, as a result of epidemics of introduced diseases. Sorne of the 
mechanisms by which direct and indirect contact with Westemers 
may have intensified Central Brazilian culture pattems are suggested 
below. There are a number of items which lend credibility to this 

· hypothesis: 
1) As suggested above, the large size of Central Brazilian vil

lages may have been a response to the threat of attack from intruders 
traveling upstream from the Amazon. But these intruders may have 
been other Brazilians in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries since the 
latter penetrated the interior largely via waterways. 

2) The dislocations, wars, and epidemics brought by the arrival 
of Europeans in Brazil may have been a powerful spur to migrations, 
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placing greater population pressure on certain regions. Such pressure 
might well have favored intensification and expansion of horticulture. 
Two loan items assisted in this regard: the basketry manioc press bor
rowed from the Tupians (Nimuendajú 1946:58), and the copper grid
dle for toasting manioc ftower, obtained from Euro-Brazilians. Both 
these implements pemútted expanded utilization of the high-yielding 
"bitter" manioc varieties, the large scale production of dry manioc 
fiour, and even trade in fiour which was practiced by the Mundurucú 
(Murphy 1960), and the Canela (Nimuendajú 1946:61). Trade for Eu
ropean goods was another motivation for more permanent riverine 
settlements. The intensification of horticulture could have had a de
viation amplifying effect since it permitted larger settlements of 
longer duration which would in turn lead to more intensification of 
horticulture. The dislocations and migrations caused by contact may 
have created more refugees and placed a premium on the ability to 
absorb them. 

3) Cattle introduced by Brazilians may ha ve competed with native 
grazing species, and even degraded the habitat forcing Central Brazilian 
peoples to reduce their dependence on hunting in relation to horticul
ture. 

4) Finally, we may point to a change in the house styles as symp
tomatic of the increasing sedentarization and thereby aggrega
tion of Central Brazilians. Nimuendajú observed only large rectangu
lar houses in the Timbira and Apinayé villages (1946, 1939), but the 
smaller beehive shaped hut was remembered by informants and still 
used as a shelter on hunting treks. Maybury-Lewis observed the tran
sition among the Shavante from one house style to another. Only the 
older style is found among the Nambikwara . Flannery ( 1972) has 
pointed to a statistical correlation between small, circular houses and 
nomadism, and large, rectangular houses with sedentism. 

North American ethnography provides a remarkable parallel to 
the Central Brazilian situation. There, on the Great Plains , se,veral 
tribes practiced seasonal aggregation and dispersa! in accordance with 
the buffalo herding cycles . The Plains groups, having adopted the 
horse, roamed the plains in small bands for much of the year, gather
ing together into one large village during the summer and early fall 
when the buffalo congregated into large herds requiring large scale 
organization for collective hunting. Albers and Parker (1971) have 
summarized the outcome succinctly: 
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The buffalo hunt itself required coordinated activities and a carefully delin
eated division of labor; while in the camp circle, rivalries and arguments be
tween autonomous bands had to be curtailed and adjudicated by new social 
control measures. The new adaptive structures transcended the organiza
tional capacities of the nomadic band and the relatively amorphous social 
structure of hunters and gathers. 

Unlike the situation in horticultura) societies, however, new structures were 
not organized on the basis of kinship. Clan organization was absent, except 
among the Crow. As Oliver indicates, kinship as the basic organizational 
device would conftict with the ftexibility and mobility needed for the exploi
tation of the True Plains environment. lnstead, the True Plains societies de
veloped a series of non-kin organizational devices, the major ones being 
governing c:ouncils, religious sodalities, and warrior societies. (221) 

The Cheyenne provide a particularly interesting comparison to 
Central Brazilian groups. They practice uxorilocality but reckon d~
scent bilaterally. During the period of aggregation, the bands all take 
up positions in a large circular village within which order is main
tained by men 's warrior societies. The Cheyenne warrior societies are 
not age graded (they are in other Plains groups) but they do cross-cut 
the constituent bands. Several of the Cheyenne Warrior societies have 
female associates not unlike those of the Timbira . A council of chiefs 
oversees all tribal affairs and ceremonial life is quite elaborate during 
the great buffalo hunt (Hoebel 1960). 

- Perhaps other parallels exist, particularly in Africa among pas
toralists who also farm . I believe that prehistoric examples may also 
be found of this sort of dual strategy, especially during early stages of 
development of horticulturalists, e.g., in the Tehuacán valley (Mac
Neish 1964). The process probably has a long trajectory, perhaps 
stretching back to the pre-contact period. A sufficient perspective will 
be achieved only when archeological studies reveal the human activi
ties over the past 500 years in the region. 

Testing the Model 

The model presented here may not apply in every respect to ali Cen
tral Brazilian societies, since it is designed primarily to highlight and 
to explain the similarities among them and to relate these features to 
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adaptation to extemal features. The model also suggests sorne of the 
causes of variation among Central Brazilians. It should be empha
sized, however, that the model does not purport to render every detail 
of Central Brazilian society intelligible . For example , in each of the 
societies discussed there occur certain dual structures in social organi
zation which are imbued with symbolic meanings expressed in the 
form of contrasting colors, compass points , heavenly bodies, etc. 
While these are of great intrinsic interest and significance, this inves
tigation does not propose to deal with phenomena at the symbolic 
level. The model should yield testabJe hypotheses which may account 
(probabilistically) for sorne variation among Central Brazilians. The 
principal variables to which the model draws attention are the form 
and complexity of social organization, subsistence variables, and the 
size, duration and stability of settlement composition. The model 
suggests a number of interacting conditions which may individually 
or jointly favor the formation of relatively large, seasonal village 
aggregates. These are the high frequency and/or intensity of inter
village warfare, the unreliability of sorne critica! resource, especially 
garden produce, and, secondarily, the degree of dependence on horti
culture for subsistence and the degree of dependence upan high-yield, 
slowly maturing crops. 

A major problem in dealing with the complex and interacting 
variables delineated is that of lag. The process of cultural elaboration 
due to contact has now given way to assimilation. Today, nearly ev
erywhere, Central Brazilian lifeways are disappearing. Sorne of the 
societies of Central Brazil ha ve apparently displayed a trajectory , pass
ing through several stages varying with the degree, directness, and 
type of contact with expanding Brazilian society. Each stage may 
have involved particular adaptive response processes which partially 
determined the responses of the next stage (see Oliver 1968) . The 
Shavante, for example, may have reached a relatively high peak of 
elaboration prior to 1850 when they were a branch of a larger society 
including the contemporary Sherente (Maybury-Lewis 1965). Since 
1850, however, they appear to have undergone a degree of simplifi
cation since they migrated to a more remote and less productive habi
tat where they depended heavily on foraging and met infrequently 
with outsiders until the l 950s. 

An objection may be raised that 1 have selected particular 
aspects of culture from particular societies because they conform to 

¡ 
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my general model of Central Brazilian society and that therefore 1 
cannot claim to have " tested" the model. This statement is true. The 
purpose of the foregoing is primarily to demonstrate the plausibility 
of the model proposed. There is not sufficient space here, nor data 
available , to conduct a satisfactory test of the particular hypotheses 
derived from the model. 7 Nor has it been my aim to present a "full " 
account of any Central Brazilian society as a ''complete system' ' 
(Lave 1973: 315). 1 regard such a goal as illusory, since investigators 
disagree regarding the boundaries of what conventionally constitute 
"complete" systems. It is much more profitable, in my view, to con
cern ourselves with the plausibility of theories and the empirical va
lidity of particular hypotheses than to argue whether a given account 
is complete or incomplete . This essay is not intended to be the last 
word on Central Brazilian social organization, but rather to stimulate 
further investigation into the conditions which favored the rise of 
these societies. 8 

Notes 

l. It is a particular pleasure to be able to pay homage to Charles Wagley with this 
essay, since it is largely the result of sorne suggestions he made to a ftedgling gradu
ate student at Columbia University in 1964. In need of a term paper topic, 1 solicited 
his suggestions. He thought it would be interesting for me to deal with the problem 
of the extraordinarily large settlements of the Eastern Timbira and other Ge-speaking 
peoples of Central and Eastern Brazil. For theoretical inspiration he referred me to 
Julian Steward and Kalervo Oberg, and he himself guided me and encouraged me in 
a most constructive fashion. While he might not agree with every aspect of the ap
proach taken in this paper, Charles Wagley 's research and writing have for me 
always served as a model of the finest ethnology has to offer, rich in detail, always 
clear, and with a pervasive humanity which brings groups like the Tapirapé to us in a 
way which preserved them as integral human beings. 

2. Most of the groups considered are speakers of the Ge family of languages (Lou
kotka 1968) , or are ídentified by the controversia! Greenberg ( 1960) classification as 
" Macro-Ge." But sorne speak Tupian or " isolated" languages. The Tupian-speak
ing Mundurucú , for example, share men 's houses, men 's cults, circular villages, ux
orilocality, and moietíes with the other Central Brazílian groups. While adaptive ra
diation from a single hístorical base may account for sorne of the simílaritíes among 
Central Brazilian groups, we cannot ignore the possibility of parallel evolution as ac
countíng for part of the similarities as well. Hence my preference for the term "Cen
tral Brazilian" over "Ge." 

3. Particularly so when one considers that age organization is among the most com
mon features of social organization in Central Brazil. 
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4. The Gaviao-Timbira and sorne Kayapó groups presently live in evergreen forest 
areas , although they appear to have migrated from the cerrado to the jungle fairly 
recently. 

5. Sorne authors find the ~errado to be a " harsh " environment, while others (e.g., 
Bamberger, 1.968) emphas1ze the abundance of resources . Ecological analysis calls 
for more precise statements regarding the density , distribution, seasonality and other 
aspects of resources as well as the potential competitors for a gi ven ni che, etc. 

6. While perhaps less severe than in the semi-arid sertao of Northeastern Brazil 
droughts do occur with great regularity in Central Brazil. Known as veranicos thes~ 
short interludes during the rainy season can devastate an entire crop, especia

1

lly the 
s~allo~ root systems of hand-cultivated, unfertilized fields. See Wolf (1975) for a 
d1scuss1on of water stress on crops in Central Brazil. 

7 . 1':1uch o~ the recent research among the Ge has yet to find its way into print . I was 
pu.bhcly ch.1ded at the Mexico City presentation of this paper for failing to cite from 
pnvately c1rculated, unpublished manuscripts dealing with the Ge. I have not had 
access to many of these manuscripts, but a few which 1 have seen seem to offer sup
port for the interpretations offered here. l hope that the students of Central Brazil will 
speedily make them available through publication so that readers of this essay can 
judge for themselves. 

8. The author and four associates have recently completed over one year of field 
rese~rch among four Central Brazilian societies, the Bororo (Maria Francisca A. 
Leo1), Mekranhoti (Dennis Werner), Canela (Madeline Ritter), and Shavante (Nancy 
Flowers) under ~ gran~ fror:n the National Science Foundation with supplementary 
~unds from the C1ty Umvers1ty of New York. The research is aimed primarily at test
mg sorne of the hypotheses put forward here. The analysis of field data is now un
derway and we hope that our first results will be available in 1979. 

=====§Il}!VfrIEIEfil= 

Law in Rural Brazil 

THE BRAZILIAN JUDICIAL system in many ways parallels pat
terns of other social organizations in the country . In law, as in many 
other things in Brazil, there is a sharp distinction between rural and 
urban-a distinction which is partly maintained between the poor and 
núddle classes in the cities. Although this paper concentrates on the 
operation of a single administrative system, the judiciary, it must be 
noted at the outset that, by anthropological definition (e.g., Hoebel 
1954:18-28), there are really several different systems of law in 
Brazil, all of which are important for a thorough knowledge of the 
dynamics of the social structure. 

This fact has created a series of conceptual problems in the study 
of law in the country. Brazil has long been noted as a nation where 
the formal legal system, despite a number of very capable jurists, is 
considered largely separated from the realities of social power. Man y 
people have felt that the formal institutions are either extremely 
weak, especially in the rural zones, or are arbitrary and undis
ciplined. The judicial system has thus largely been ignored by social 
scientists in and of Brazil. Yet the judiciary offers a powerful lens 
through which one can exanúne the enforcement of social control, 
politics, and social dynanúcs. The struggle between local and central
ized institutions of law enforcement is one of the great themes of his
tory and has been especially acute in Brazil. Here, as in other coun
tries, the central power of the nation has gradually come to domínate, 
and this growing force of the state is one of the most important his-

343 
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torical processes of the country. The full story of this centralization is 
too long to develop here (see Faoro 1975), but it would seem that the 
judicial institutions have had an important role to play in it. 

To understand the process it is important to use modern theories 
of law (such as those of H. L . A . Hart 1961 and Paul Bohannan 
1957) which take into account both existing norms (substantive law) 
and the mechanisms which enforce them (procedural law). Also valu
able is the view of Eugene Ehrlich ( 1975) which sees law as infusing 
all, or almost ali, of the institutions of society in a series of hierarchi
cal levels, each of which has its own norms (laws) and institutional 
patterns to enforce these norms . 

Man y different sets of ' 'law making' ' and ''law enforcing '' in
stitutions exist in Brazil . Since we are here interested in rural-urban 
interrelations, it will suffice to distinguish three: popular "folk " law 
or custom; the laws of the landed aristocracy, the coroneis; 1 and , the 
urban national law of the government and courts . 

These different patterns have interacted and intertwined in 
various ways in Brazilian legal history. It is not always easy to say 
which was more important, although an interesting degree of parallel
ism was obtained by the cultural fact that most forms of Brazilian law 
are derived from the same source: traditional Portuguese custom. The 
Código Filipinas, the pattems of Portuguese customary law collected 
by Philip 11 of Spain when he ruled the country, served in effect as 
the Civil Code of Brazil until 1914. 

The different forms of law in Brazil operate in different types of 
communities which vary radically depending upon size, com
munications, economic base, and regional and ecological variation. 
W e might first note the values and practices--customs--of the iso
lated peasantry (using the term loosely as an economic category) in 
much of rural Brazil. These people , for the most part, live far from 
the town, in loose aggregations of houses (called bairros or neigh
borhoods) scattered along a path or river (see Candido 1964; also 
Gabriel n.d .) . The peasant village as a concentrated community 
rarely occurs in Brazil (see Wagley 1971: 135-37; Smith 1972:433). 
These independent peasants, with possession or at least access to 
their lands, are a class frequently ignored in the literature . Juridically , 
however, they are interesting because they have a proud and distinct 
customary legal pattern in such matters as marriage, inheritance, and 
land tenure (Moura 1973) as well as their own forms of dispute settle-
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ment. Law enforcement institutions in these communities tend to be 
informal, based upon reciproca} obligations of communal labor and 
family pressures (see Caldeira 1956). This relates to Malinowski 's 
( 1959) famous theory of reciprocity as the basis of law although, in 
the last analysis , the possibility of retaliation or feuds was an impor
tant juridical factor in these communities, with the family acting as 
enforcement agency- another common pattern (Barton 1919). 

Local leaders, often religious or commercial, exist in these com
munities and help solve difficult disputes . lnterestingly in sorne areas, 
notably in the center and south of Brazil, these people are increas
ingly seeking the official judicial figures for decision making and 
dispute solving on an informal basis, a good sign of popular con
fidence in su ch figures. 

The other great informal, unwritten , "traditional," pattem of 
law in rural Brazil is the law of the coroneis-the great landowning 
commercial elite-living on their plantations (fazendas) with their 
dependents and sharecroppers. Por these dependent families, millions 
of rural Brazilians, the first and final jural authority was the land
owner (fazendeiro) , who could bring to bear both economic and 
physical sanctions (through hired gunmen) on a reluctant peasant or 
client. Among themselves, however, this elite elaborated a system of 
norms which could be fairly stable, based on family ties , mutual eco
nomic cooperation and the high risks involved in feuds between pow
erful landed families ( Jorge Amado 1965). These families were, and 
in sorne areas still are, the juridical apparatus for much of rural 
Brazil, often in competition with that of the national state. 

Finally there is the national, or urban law, developed by the 
government officials, written and explained in exhaustive detail in the 
various legal codes, their many modifications , and the numerous ex
planations and elaborations made through the written decisions (ju
risprudéncia) of the courts. This law is at the top of the hierarchy and 
is, at least in theory , the law of the land , to be enf orced by the great 
judicial apparatus of the states and nation of Brazil. Moreover there is 
always the risk of conflict between this and the other informal legal 

systems. 
To examine urban law it is essential to understand the role of the 

town (cidade ) in Brazilian life. The word cidade denotes a formal ad
ministrative unit with a concentration, however small, of urban peo
ple , urban activities, and urban services . They are centers for local 
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and national commercial activity as well as for the operation of local, 
state , and national bureaucracies; the linking institutions between the 
rural population and the state , national, and intemational societies 
(Shirley 1971). 

The town is fundamentally the smallest urban unit and therefore 
usually contains representatives of several urban bureaucratic institu
tions, i.e. , one or more schoolteachers , a parish priest, state and fed
eral tax collectors , a judge, a state attomey , and a police delegado, 2 

usually supported by several state or federal poli cernen. It is thus in 
the town, if it is the center of a judicial district- (comarca in Por
tuguese) that written and unwritten law meet. 

It is essential to note that Brazil as a nation belongs to the great 
Romano-Germanic (David and Brierley 1969:21- 118) or Civil Law 
Tradition (Merryman 1969) . This historical fact sets the form of the 
urban judicial system and has great cultural and social repercussions. 
In this tradition there is supposed to be a very sharp division between 
those who make and those who apply the laws. Laws are codified and 
elaborated in great detail by the central govemment and are to be 
applied formally and rigorously by the judicial authorities . In this 
tradition the entire formal legal system is highly professional and 
fully centralized. The judges, and often other officials as well, are ca
reer professionals appointed with life tenure (given proper behavior) 
by the executive power. Their role is not to make law or find law, but 
simply to apply the codes as written by the legislative power. This at 
least is the central philosophy. In fact, although a judge has little 
discretionary power in theory, he has a very great deal in actual prac
tice . Hence the development in Brazil of many volumes of jurispru
dencia-guides to decision making developed by the higher courts. 

Almost ali legal cases in Brazil, at least those that are formally 
brought to court , are tried by career judges. The basic, first instance 
decision is made by one professional acting alone. Since this concen
tration of power in one individual creates serious possibilities of error 
or corruption on the part of the judge, the tradition allows for an ap
peal to be made in any case to a higher tribunal. Here, in the second 
instance, the case is reexamined by several senior career judges who 
are a ble to study and correct the decisions of their junior colleagues . 
The latter' s opportunities for promotion depend u pon these higher 
courts, and their success in their careers, at least in theory, depends 
upon how carefully they apply the law, in other words, their degree 
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of conformity to the state laws . Finally, a case may be appealed still 
further to the Federal Supreme Court (STF, Supremo Tribunal Fed-
eral) if constitutional issues are involved. . 

A judicial district in Brazil is known as a comarca and ~ontains, 
at a mínimum, one professional judge (juiz de direito or JUdge of 
Jaw) and one state attomey (promoter público) . 3 By the author's 
calculation, in 1972 there were about l,713 comarcas in Brazil. A 
comarca may have more than one judge, however. The city of Sao 
Paulo is a single comarca with over 155 specialized varas (literally a 
rod or sceptre, but in this case meaning a judgeship or judicial place). 
Within Brazil there are sorne 2,552 varas, but even this <loes not re
ally indicate the total number of career judges (jui~es d~ direit?) 
since a vara may have one or more auxiliary or substttute JUdges in 
the larger cities. On the other hand, the judicial positions in sorne of 
the smaller, poorer districts , for reasons which will be explained, are 
chronically vacant. It has been estimated that there are sorne 4,000 
professional judges in Brazil including those in the appeals courts and 
the federal courts . Even that figure leaves a ratio of only one judge to 
settle the legal problems and disputes for every 25,000 people, a fact 
which may explain a great deal about the delays and difficulties of 

Brazilian justice. 4 
. 

Location theory, that is the theory which attempts to explain the 
location of hamlets and towns on the basis of modes of transportation 
a~d various socioeconomic needs (see Christaller 1954), has consid
erable utility in Brazil, where one finds that the man y small neigh
borhoods are tied socially and economically to a cidade, usually the 
center (sede) of a municipality (município). Several small rural mu
nicipalities usually are, in tum, linked to a regional center ~f s~me 
20,000 to 100,000 people, and several of these to a maJor c1ty, 
usually the capital of a state. At the very highest level ~e the gre_at 
national and international metropolises of Rio de JaneITo and Sao 
Paulo . The complexity of Brazilian community patterns, from .s~at
tered bairros of a few dozen families to great cities of several m1lhon 
inhabitants , implies a variety of judicial pattems and agents. !h~ ~i
erarchy of importance of Brazilian towns is reflected in th~ JUd1c1al 
systems of the states . Brazil has thousands of urban estabhshmen~s 
(cidades) with populations ranging from one thousand to well ove~ s1x 
million. In every state the judicial districts (comarcas) are class1fied 
according to their importance and population. These classifications are 
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known as entrancias, in a sense, career levels. The smallest, most 
isolated districts are grouped in the first entrancia, larger towns in the 
second, etc. The final entrancia, the last career stage for a judge is 
almost always in the state capital. 

A judge in Brazil , after he graduates from law school , usually 
must undergo an initial testing period as a substitute judge ( juiz sub
stituto). Only after successfully passing this stage does he receive 
tenure of office and begin his life career as a professional state judge 
of law. Normally he starts out as the only judge of a district of the 
first entrancia-that is in one of the smallest, poorest towns in the 
state-and from there, should he wish, he is promoted through the 
entrancias to a position in the state capital. A judge can stay in a 
small district for man y years, however, if he is not ambitious, until 
he rises through seniority. 

The state of Sao Paulo has four entrancias, Amazonas two, and 
Maranhao five . A judge of competence who has not made serious 
errors of judgement or important enemies will, at the end of his ca
reer, probably be appointed to the Tribunal de Justi9a (the state Su
preme Court) as a desembargador (literally, one who dispatches or 
untangles disputes, a state superior court justice). As such he will 
join the exclusive organization which controls the entire judiciary of 
the state, including the promotion, demotion, and correction of other 
judges. Promotion of the judiciary in Brazil is done through an inter
esting pattem of altemation by merit and seniority, a system which 
salves a host of difficult personal and political problems within the 
judiciary, as it allows able young professionals to advance rapidly, 
yet in the long run keeps no one down. The superior court judges also 
have a key role in selecting their own replacements since they make 
up the lists of three people who they think deserve to enter the tribu
nal by merit. Final selection, however, is made by the state governor 
(note Scheman 1962). Thus, although the judiciary is independent to a 
fair degree of the other branches of the government, there is still a 
political element involved in the development of judicial careers. 

The human result of such a system of entrancias and promotion 
is the fact that almost every Brazilian judge has been forced to live, 
at least f or a year or two, in one of the smallest and most backward 
towns of his state . In such rural comarcas, even the federal laws are 
largely enforced by the state officials who actually become temporary 
federal officials for su ch cases. Sorne judges love working in the 
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small towns-with the feeling of importance that it gives-and others 
detest it, but at least they have seen and dealt with problems of the 
rural population first hand . This fact does help reduce the austere and 
severely formal operation of Brazilian procedural law. Powerful and 
distinguished Superior Court justices of the state of Sªo Paulo re
called, in interviews, that they had traveled about their first comarcas 
by horseback , in an era when automobiles were unknown in the rural 
zones. If one wants to know what the law says , he seeks a law 
professor; if he wants to know what the law does, he had best seek a 
judge. Only in the superior courts, with the second judicial decision, 
is there a return to dealing with purely written information, and even 
here there is an eff ort by man y justices to go beyond the written law 
to understand the people involved in the case, especially in a criminal 
case. 

A majar factor which makes the study of the Brazilian judiciary 
extremely complex, and has adverse effects upon its operation, is the 
fact that each Brazilian state has its own judiciary. This means that 
there are now o ver twenty separate judicial systems, each with its 
own tribunal of justice and pattems of judicial correction and appeals. 
Each state is also free, at the present writing, to establish indepen
dently the number of comarcas, judges, judicial salaries and career 
requirements. This fact has meant great discrepancies in the past as 
well as in the present. This is especially marked in salary levels 
where, for example, a judge in Sao Paulo may earn up to seven or 
eight times what his counterpart eams in the northeast. It also 
presents an unusual picture of a federalized Civil Law Pattern, an odd 
contradiction. 

There are, moreover, two major exceptions to the general pat
tem of the Civil Law tradition in Brazilian Law. The first is the insti
tution of the jury which was borrowed, with considerable modifica
tions, from the Anglo-American legal tradition in the early part of the 
last century (1832). Its function in Brazil, however, has been very 
different from that of England and the United States. In the latter 
countries, the jury of peers was established as an individual defense 
against arbitrary acts of Royal judicial officials (Maitland 1897), 
whereas in the fonner, the jury has served largely to protect local in
·terests and elites from the authority of the written laws and the pro
fessional judiciary (see Carvalho Franco 1969; or Chandler 
1972:79- 102). Gradually, through successive historical changes, 
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however , the role of the jury in Brazil has been reduced to the point 
where it exists only for trials of homicide or attempted homicide. It 
currently seems to have an important service in modifying the rigor 
and austerity of the penal code. 5 

The second major exception is the series of special federal 
courts, rnilitary , labor, and electoral . These were established in the 
days of the Estado Novo of Getúlio Vargas to take preceden ce over 
the state courts in these matters, and ha ve been maintained up to the 
present. The labor courts are of special interest since they deal di
rectly on a regular basis with the lower working class . Further, in 
striking divergence from the civil law tradition , they are not made up 
of a single professional judge who applies the law strictly and for
mally, but consist of councils (juntas) of conciliation as well as 
judgement. Labor law in the first instance is made up of these coun
cils ( Juntas de Concilia~ao e Julgamento) which consist of one pro
fessional federal judge as president, and two " class representatives" 
(vogais, pl. of vogal) , one each of labor and management. These rep
resentatives (vogais) are elected by the workers' and employers' 
u~o~s respectively to represent their interests and concíliate disputes 
w1th1n the labor courts. The very name of "Council of Conciliation 
and Judgement" suggests a break with civil law pattems since their 
basic role is not strict interpretation of the codes and laws , but rather 
the resolution of disputes between employee and employer through 
conciliation and comprornise, though with decision making power 
through the laws if necessary. (The corporate ideology of the Estado 
Novo is here manifest-labor and management should work together 
for the good of the nation, with the state [the judge] as arbitrator.) 
Although majority vote carries in the juntas, it should be noted that 
the tradition of appeal still exists in labor law, and decisions at the 
first instance by the councils can be overturned by a regional appeals 
court (TRT = Tribunal Regional de Trabalho), where professional 
judges outnumber the " class" representatives. Thus, in their judge
ments, the juntas stay fairly close to the labor laws which were put 
together in 1943 in the Consolida~ao das Leis do Trabalho (Consoli
dation of the Labor Laws) , although there have been a great number 
of modifications since that year (Campanhole 1974). In procedure, 
the labor courts follow the pattern of the civil codes , though more ef
ficiently than the regular courts. A further appeal is also possible to 
the superior labor court (TST =Tribunal Superior de Trabalho) in 
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Brasília. Although these labor courts are the most modem in the 
country (the Brasília court has even put its judgements on a computer) 
the immense volume of work , sorne hundreds of thousands of cases 
per year , has caused a crisis in the handling of them. 

Other cases handled by the federal courts involve any electoral 
disputes or doubts handled by federal electoral judges , also with ap
peal possible to the Regional Electoral Tribunals (TRE) and the Supe
rior Electoral Tribunal. There exists also a series of federal military 
courts which judge in the first instance through a council of two mili
tary officers and a civilian judge. These were originally established to 
handle cases which involved military problems and personnel, but 
their jurisdiction currently includes any case which is seen as involv
ing national security. In keeping with Brazilian tradition, there are a 
series of higher rnilitary appeals tribunals as well. 

This , then , is a brief and rough sketch of the formal system of 
the application of written urban laws in Brazil . It was noted above, 
however, that in reality there exist severa} pattems of informal law 
and law enforcement in Brazil. To obtain sorne idea of how these ele
ments interact in the rural setting , I have reconstructed an interview 
with ''Dr . Clovis, ' ' a judge in one of the rural districts. This form of 
presentation in sorne ways reftects. the way in which the data were 
collected. The formal data are ali published, whereas the rest were 
mainly obtained through interviews and observation. I have tried to 
sum up mu ch of the latter material in the form of a single interview. 
" Dr. Clovis" is, of course, a fictionalized character, an amalgam of 
several judges I have known in Sao Paulo and elsewhere, but his 
statements are ali taken from many personal interviews. 

The scene is a town of about 15,000 people well in the interior 
of Brazil in one of the less developed states. The day is warm and 
rather humid. The Forum, the focus of ali legal proceedings and 
center of the judicial district, is located on a small secondary plaza 
away from the central Catholic church. It is a two-story building in 
an imposing but undistinguished style which has been remodeled sev
era! times since the comarca was established at the end of the empire . 
The first ftoor houses the various registry offices, whereas the judge 's 
offices and the jury room, with its inevitable crucifix and state and 
national ftags, are located on the second. Not many people are about: 
a policeman looking at, but not really directing, traffic; a few women 
shopping; a number of clerks and store owners sitting just outside 
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their shops a waiting customers; two or three town beggars lounging 
in the plaza; and a couple of small boys in ragged clothing playing 
with a soccer ball. Several cars, trucks , and horse driven carts go by 
without stopping. 

1 am with the judge, Dr. Clovis, who drives up in his three-year
old Volkswagen just before the afternoon court session begins. De
spite the heat, the judge is the only one in the plaza wearing a suit 
and tie, a formality which he dislikes but feels is important to his 
position. Dr. Clovis is in his thirties, intelligent, and ambitious. He 
lives in the comarca, as he must by law, and he supplements his not 
very generous judge's salary by teaching, the only other job he can 
legally hold as a professional judge. He is a professor of social 
science and practica! law in a faculty of a nearby city. This is the sec
ond district he has served in, as he was promoted by merit to the sec
ond entrancia the year before. As we walk up the steps of the Forum, 
an old black woman in a tom white dress tugs at his sleeve. He stops, 
fumbles in his pocket for a few coins to give her, and tells her that 
she really shouldn 't beg on the steps of the Law Court. She mumbles 
something which sounds like a blessing and shufftes off, having 
decided it would be too risky to try to tap me as well. 

Inside the Forum we are surrounded by severa! people, mostly 
lawyers asking favors for their clients. The local state attomey, sport
ing a large ruby ring, the sign of his law degree, is there, and I am 
introduced to him, as well as to an elegantly dressed man in a grey 
silk suit who is the local court notary and head of the land registry of
fice . He is also, the judge mentions later, one of the largest of the 
local landowners , and eams many times the judge's salary. Every
one, however, shows Dr. Clovis immense deference, tinged with a 
bit of nervousness, for here is the man, despite his youth, who really 
makes legal decisions in the district. 

The aftemoon session is short. The parties in a land dispute case 
arrive with their lawyers and witnesses. One of the older lawyers at
tempts to lecture the judge and is quickly put down. There is no 
doubt who is in command of the case, despite the fact that the local 
lawyer has been practicing in the town for twenty years. 

After the session we go back to the judge 's prívate office to 
discuss the session and other matters. I want to know if things are 
always this slow in the comarca. 

"Yes," Dr. Clovis replies, "this district is really very peaceful. 
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The region is poor so there aren 't many severe disputes over land and 
relatively little crime. There are a couple of civil cases a week to 
decide, and occasional violence breaks out, though even this has 
declined considerably, since the elections are no longer as important 
as they once were. '' In general he feels that this is a good thing, but 
for him personally it is a problem since judges in his state collect a 
percentage of trial costs; a quiet comarca means a reduced income. 

"Do you realize," he says, "that sorne judges here eam more 
from court costs than they do from their own salaries, and they ha ve 
refused promotions because it would mean such a financia! sacri
fice?" 

I object, noting that the state of Sao Paulo eliminated the collec
tion of court costs in 1921 and that the Brazilian Constitution of 1969 
(Art. 114 11) actually forbids it. 

"Come now," he says, "of course I know that, so does the Tri
bunal of Justice, so does everybody, but Sao Paulo is a rich state and 
we are a poor one; their salaries are three or four times ours . If you 
were to eliminate the collection of court costs here, half of our judges 
would quit, and then where would you be? Someday maybe they will 
pay us enough that we can eliminate costs without a problem. '' 

Leaving the case study f or a moment, one should remember that 
the traditional pattern of social organization and social order in the 
Brazilian interior had very little to do with the laws and codes created 
in the capitals. It was fundamentally a system created and enforced 
by the landed elite or by local leaders. 

Many jurists consider such a social pattern, run by great families 
or by patriarchial whim, not to be a legal order at all, but it would be 
an error to call it complete anarchy or lawlessness. In the view of the 
anthropologist, the rural Brazilian system had its own framework, 
rules, and definitions . It was the second traditional pattern, the law of 
the coronel or the great landowners, decidedly a form of social order 
and organization, even if lacking written laws. Severa} travelers in 
the interior of Brazil in the last century commented on the security of 
the countryside for those who had the friendship of the local elite. 
Those who did not often did not return . 

The whole pattem of coronelis1110-rule by the landed aristoc
racy-is very well documented and will be only briefty summarized 
here (see Leal 1948; Faoro 1975; and Vila~a and Albuquerque 1965). 
The power of the Brazilian elite carne basically less from its military 
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strength than from its commercial position. The coronel was a trader, 
patron, and commercial middleman, linking the folk of the interior 
with the intemational economy. He had a monopoly on their contact 
with the outside world, bought their production and sold them the 
manufactured and trade goods they needed, including tools and arms. 
The wealth thus obtained enabled him to influence the political and 
military institutions of the state (Leal 1948). His position thus had 
tremendous strength and flexibility, and made him virtual lawgiver to 
the local people. 6 It should be noted, however, that this great pattem 
of local social control and law known as coronelismo was in constant 
tension and occasional conflict with the central govemment and the 
structure of urban-codified-law. 

The relationship between the landed elite, the coroneis, and the 
administrative system of the central govemment forms a major theme 
in Brazilian history (see Faoro 1975). The judiciary was a central 
factor in this interplay since it was the professional judge (juiz de 
direito) who was the principal agent of the central government, re
sponsible for bringing urban law and the law codes to the sertao, the 
backlands. The struggle has ebbed and flowed, with local indepen
dence reaching high points during the early years of the empire and 
the old republic ( 1891-1930) and centralization increasing greatly 
toward the end of the reign of Dom Pedro 11 and from the l 930s to 
the present time. 

The degree to which the judiciary really acted as enforcement 
agents for the central government, or were co-opted into the local 
power structure, is a matter for considerable debate . There is good 
evidence ( from the Imperial Govemment Reports-Relatórios) that 
the administrative machinery of the empire became fairly effective 
from about 1850 to 1880 and then began to decline. It must be noted 
that during the empire (1822- 1889) the judiciary was fully central
ized at Rio de Janeiro, with judges being sent to ali parts of Brazil at 
govemment order and paid from the imperial treasury. The decentral
ization of the judicial system in the early years of the republic (after 
1892) was a tremendous blow to the national administration and 
judicial power, since it allowed each state to develop its own judi-
ciary. This put the enforcement of national urban law and the selec
tion and promotion of judges into the hands of state governments 
usually dominated by the rural elite who were, at best, much weaker 
and poorer than the Brazilian national government. 
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It is interesting to note the mechanisms which were used by the 
coroneis to control the judiciary even in Sao Paulo, one of the richest 
and most powerful state govemments . It is clear from the biograph
ical data of the members of the Tribunal of Justice (desembargadores) 
that many judges carne from, or married into, powerl'ul .landed fami
lies of the state (Shirley, n. d.). This insured that the eh te could ob
tain scarce legal talent and gave the judge powerful political support 
f or his advancement. 

During both the empire and old republic, moreover, the landed 
patriarchate had ways of dealing with judges who threatened them too 
strongly and who could not be bought off. In the struggle between 
local political leaders and the state judges, according to Julio. Ces~ 
de Faria ( 1942), it was usually the judge who lost, at least 1n th1s 
epoch, the old republic. 

Assassination, however, was rare . Killing a professional judge 
in Brazil under any circumstances is a profoundly serious matter 
since it arouses the whole judiciary and legal profession. In the entire 
history of the Sao Paulo State Judiciary sin ce 1889, there are records 
of only one judge assassinated in the line of duty, although there was 
an attempt on the life of the president of the Tribunal of Justice, 
Inácio Arruda, in 1902 (Faria 1942:131-34). On the other hand, there 
were many other ways that local political chiefs could get rid of a 
bothersome judge. Most of the older, and many of the contemporary 
laws of judicial organization, including that of the empir~, h~ve. a 
clause to the effect that a judge could be transferred from hts dtstnct 
if his presence threatened public order and stability. Further, it is al
most certain that any judge who opposed the local politicians would 
automatically threaten public order and stability, or at least it might 
appear so. Thus many judges were transferred out of districts where 
they were really trying to impose urban law on the law of the coron-

e1s. 
Since 1946, however, the position of the judiciary has been 

strengthened considerably in relation to the local landowners, at least 
in the majority of states, but the struggle still continues. 

Returning to Dr. Clovis: 4'Most of us at sorne time or another," 
he says, ''ha ve had real fights with landowners over various issues 
and we usually win, but if it happens too often, or if we pick a fight 
with a really powerful politician, things may be different. The Tribu
nal of Justice here isn 't interested in heroes or martyrs and it doesn 't 
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want to offend the politicians who determine its budget. So if some
thing like that comes up, the tribunal usually finds a vacant district in 
a better location or arranges a quick promotion. There are a dozen 
or so such districts in the northern part of the state which have not 
had judges in years, 7 partly because living conditions in sorne of 
these little towns are terrible . Who wants to bring up his children in a 
place where there is no electricity, poor schools, the water is danger
ous to drink, and where malaria and Chagas ' disease are common? 
But also these are regions where the old coroneis are still in control, 
or want to stay in control, and if a judge has any pride and honesty at 
ali, he is soon going to get into a fight with them, and that is a real 
struggle. They control public opinion there, and have inftuence in the 
state capital as well, and the judge will have everything from his sex
ual habits to his personal honesty impugned, and is it worthwhile to 
make all those sacrifices for that? At what we eam? That 's why no 
one goes to those districts. '' 

I ask Dr. Clovis about acts of violence toward the judiciary and 
in general. 

"Killing a state judge is not very common," he replies. ''I can 
recall hearing about three or four cases in all in this state. But you 
should remember that the Tribunal of Justice will usually transfer a 
judge whose life is threatened. It 's those empty districts again. Here 
we have a handful of homicide, that is jury, trials ayear, but 1 have a 
colleague who took over a comarca in the northwest of the state and 
f ound a backlog of fifty murder cases, going back years, waiting for a 
jury." . 

Since there is not too much violence against judges, I ask him 
about corruption in the judiciary. Are the judges who are not threat
ened, bought? 

"Look," he says, slightly nettled, "everyone has a price, you 
have a price; we ali do if it 's high enough; judges are human. You 
Americans probably think of Brazilian judges as a group of Latin bu
reaucrats who can be bought and sold every day. That's just not true. 
Take Sao Paulo , for example. The Paulista judiciary is considered in
corruptible, and there are good reasons for that . The judges t.here re
ceive good salaries, even by your standards, and they have a lot of 
pride, a tradition. Even more important, though, is the fact that the 
Tribunal of Justice there is tough; decisions are constantly reviewed, 
and their corregedor (corrector) of justice is very active; he makes 
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trips to the interior several times a year. So if one wants to buy jus
tice in Sao Paulo, he would have to pay not only one judge but ali 36 
superior court justices at the same time. Imagine the cost. Even here , 
where our salaries are low, the Tribunal much less active, and the 
temptations greater, 1 doubt if more than one judge in ten has ever ac
cepted bribes , and even then the Tribunal often finds out and it blocks 
their careers. We work hard. People don 't usually enter the judiciary 
to make money; there are lots of easier ways to do that for a lawyer. 
Once in a while a major scandal breaks out over a judge who is really 
venal, and the people get upset. Then the Tribunal of Justice acts, 
and our corregedor holds a court of inquiry . There have been severa! 
judges forceably retired because of .tbat. They should be thrown right 
out , but that would create too much publicity, so the Tribunal prefers 
to give them an early retirement with pension and forget about 
them. '' 

1 ask the judge if he thinks that the judiciary has had sorne effect 
in breaking down local power and the coronelismo. 

"We have had sorne effect," he replies cautiously, Hespecially 
in the south and Sao Paulo where politics isn 't dominated by the big 
landowners. But don 't f orget that in this generation there ha ve been 
immense economic and cultural changes as well in Brazil. People 
here now can leave the countryside to find jobs in the industrial cit
ies, and they do. Also transportation and communication have im
proved greatly so that nearly every farm hand can huy a little transis
tor radio. Personally,'' he says, ' 'I doubt if the judiciary has done 
much more than keep up with the changes of the times in the country 
as a whole. '' 

Another topic which recently has taken on importance in the 
rural zones of Brazil is that of Labor Law. The original Consolida~ao 
das Leis do Trabalho (Consolidation of Labor Laws) was pro
mulgated in the waning days of the Estado Novo of Getúliq Vargas. 
This law was almost a labor code which established the rights and 
duties of both labor and management. 8 It set up mínimum wages and 
hours, holidays, rest periods and working conditions. It was, how
ever, designed almost exclusively for the urban worker. Rural la
borers, especially sharecroppers, were expressly excluded (Art. 7-b) 
from the consolidation. Moreover, the judicial apparatus established 
to enforce the laws , the Councils of Conciliation and Judgement, 
were established originally only in the state capitals and other large 
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cities. The number of these has gradually increased from a few dozen 
in 1943 to 262 in 1973. The emphasis is still on protecting the urban 
worker, however, with 32 councils in Sao Paulo and 25 in Río de 
Janeiro. In fact, since only 144 cities in Brazil have their own coun
cils, this leaves 92 percent of the 1, 713 comarcas of the country 
dependent upon the local state judge to enforce the federal labor 
l~ws: It is , . moreover, exactly these isolated and more rural judicial 
d1stncts wh1ch have the majority of the rural workers. 

The problem was not important to the judiciary as long as the 
rural workers were excluded from the jurisdiction of the laws. But 
gradually over the past thirty years the rural worker has gained more 
and more formal legal rights . A major step was made with the Esta
tuto do Trabalhador Rural (Statute of the Rural Worker)-Lei No. 
4 .214 of March 2, 1963 (Sampaio, 1964). This law gave the rural 

. worker, whether compensated in either money or kind (i.e., share
croppers) a s~r~es of rights which they did not have before, among 
other.s. the ~~n1mum. wage, holidays, adequate working and living 
c.ond1t1ons ( depend1ng upon regional standards ' ') and the specific 
nght to form rural unions (sindicatos). 9 The enforcement provisions 
were rather vague, however. The statute was to be enforced by the 
Labor Courts, mainly located in the big cities: "by jurisprudence, by 
analogy, by equity, and other principies and norms of law. . . . But 
always in a manner that no class or private interest will prevail over 
the public interest. '' The statute was not strongly enforced for a time, 
however, due to the manner in which the military coup of 1964 
created major political changes in the federal government. 
. It was only in 1973 10 that almost all of the rights and obliga

tlons of the Brazilian consolidation of Labor laws were extended to 
the rural worker, giving him stability of employment and social secu
rity, among other things, and putting the political weight of the Fed
eral govemment behind the judicial system to enforce the laws . 

1 ask Dr. Clovis the degree to which such labor Iaws are en
f orced in the rural areas. 

. ''Th~t varíes a great <leal, '' he replies. ' 'Man y rural people are 
afra1d of Judges and government people in general. But very recently 
sorne of ~hem are beginning to find out that they do have legal rights, 
and 1 w11I enforce them; 1 don 't care what the landowners think. 
When a worker brings a case to me he usually wins effortlessly; the 
laws are very clear. So we 're getting more such cases as the workers 

• 
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find out that they ha ve a judge who will defend their rights . On the 
other hand, there are man y judges here who don 't like to take on 
labor cases. A judge doesn 't make mtich out of it, after ali, and he 
usually alienates many powerful people in the community who don 't 
want to give the workers the mínimum wage and ali their back pay as 
well. ' ' 

' 'There is another factor here,'' he comments a little bitterly. 
''The rural workers in this region are really very poor; they simply do 
not ha ve mu ch in the way of reserves of any kind, and they may have 
large families as well. So if one of them brings a case against his em
ployer, however justified, to me, he will probably lose his job, de
spite the fact that firing him is illegal too. What's worse, he '11 get 
known as a troublemaker so others won 't hire him either. Let's say 
that he brings the case to me and wins; 1 order that he gets what is 
legally his and be rehired. But the landowner has money anda lawyer 
and the worker doesn 't. The landowner appeals to the Regional Tri
bunal and maybe even goes to Brasília. He will almost surely lose in both 
places, but in the meantime this poor farmhand, who probably has a 
wife and five kids to support, is sitting out there in the plaza with no 
job and no income for two years while his case grinds through the ap
peals courts. There aren 't too many workers who can face that, and 
that's why there aren 't as many labor cases as there should be. Still, 
things seem to be getting better for the rural worker here. '' 

1 want to know why he should say something like that. 
''Well,'' Dr. Clovis says, ''not so mu ch due to our work as 

judges as due to the fact that there is currently a large demand for ag
ricultura! products, and a shortage of fiéJd hands, since so many men 
have left to work in the cities . So the landlords have simply had to 
give their workers sorne extra advantages. Even so, there are very 
few workers who have simply what they are properly entitled to by 
law. " 

1 ask what he sees for the future. 
"Who knows, " he says, "things are changing. The government 

may reform the whole judicial system. In the meantime, one <loes 
one 's best." 
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Notes 

l. Coronel, pl. coroneis is a name often given to the great landowners in Brazil , 
i.e., those who were wealthy enough to buy commissions in the national mili tia during 
the empire (1821- 1889) and old republic (1890--1930) (see Leal 1948) . 

2. It is interesting to note that in civil law countries, i.e., countries with codified 
laws, such as Brazil or France, the delegado, the head of the local police, is really a 
delegate of the central poi ice authority , an agent of the executive power of the state . 
This contrasts with the constable in common law countries such as England and the 
United States, who is considered simply a prívate citizen paid to do a job-law en
forcement. This has severa} corollaries such as the fact that a policemen can be sued 
like any other citizen in Common Law countries, nor is his sworn testimony any 
stronger in court than that of any other citizen. This is quite the opposite in the Civil 
Law tradition (Banton 1969). 

3. The Brazilian institution of the Ministério Público has no real counterpart in 
Anglo-American law. The promotor of justice (promotor público) represents the state 
government in tria Is, but is not a district attorney or prosecutor. He prosecutes, 
defends, is supposed to look after the weaker parties, and in general "supervises" 
the legal process. This may include the gathering of evidence, sometimes at consid
erable personal risk. Hence the translation here of "state attorney" (see David and 
de Vries 1958:20 on the French Ministere Public). 

4 . Such number games should be treated with caution. The United States, with dou
ble the Brazilian population, had only 5,087 state judgeships in 1969 (Glick and 
Vines 1973:37). 1t should be remembered that the role of the judge is extremely dif
ferent in the two systems. 

5. A Brazilian jury tria! , to one who is accustomed to American procedure, seems 
rather strange, though not illogical. There are only seven jurors, selected from a 
group of about forty regular candidates, usually middle-class civil servants. Ali evi
dence and testimony are taken before the beginning of the trial by the presiding or 
auxiliary judge of the jury in association with the state attomey (promotor público) 
and in the presence of the defendant and his lawyer. Comments and expert opinions 
(laudos) by the police are also taken and dictated by the judge into the official trial 
record. This record forms the basis of ali the trial evidence and is read orally in 
whole or in part by the promotor público (wearing a red sash and black robes) and 
the defense attorney, depending upon their utility to the side of the case which they 
want to present , and accompanied by whatever oratorical devices seem necessary. 
No direct evidence or witnesses are presented to the jury nor does the jury have pow
ers as a body to request reviews. Only the judge can order evidence taken or reex
amined. In the trial, after the presentation of both sides of the case, the members of 
the jury retire to a special room where each member votes individually without dis
cussion among themselves, "each in his own conscience, " about the case. Majority 
vote carries. 

6. One story, from Pernambuco, can illustrate this point (Nery n.d .:45): Chico 
Heráclio was the most famous coronel of the Northeast. In Limoeiro, he was the 
boss; ruler of earth, fire , and air. One obeyed or died. . . . It was a festival day in 
Limoeiro. The city soccer team was playing against that of Garanhuns for first place 
in the intermunicipal championship of the state. Coronel Heráclio arrived dressed ali 
in white , seated himself on a wicker chair, and the play commenced. 
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The first quarter and the second quarter, nothing-zero to zero. Five minutes 
before the end of the game, the referee, who had come ali the way from Recife, 
marked a penalty against Limoeiro. The local fans we~t crazy and poure~ º?to the 
field. The referee, afraid of being lynched, ran to the s1de of Coronel Heracho. The 
coronel lifted his cane. Everything stopped . 

" What is it , Mr. Referee?" 
" lt 's overa penalty which l just marked, coronel. " 
" What is this thing , this penalty?" 
" lt 's when a player makes a foul in his own side." 
"Then what happens?" 
"Ah coronel, the ball stays there where it 's marked in front of the goal, andan 

opposing ~!ayer has a chance to kick. With only the goalkeeper to stop him." 
" And he seores, Mr. Referee?" 
" Generally he does, coronel. It 's very hard to stop a penalty kick." . 
"Very good, Mr. Referee. Your explanation is quite clear. And l 'm not go1ng 

to interfere with your authority. Since this thing-this penalty has been called, we '11 
do just what the rules of soccer say. Just that you, sir, instead of putting the ball in 
front of the goal of Limoeiro, do me the favor instead of putting the ball on the other 
side and let a player from this city kick . ' ' 

" But coronel, that 's against the law. " 
"Just so, it 's just a little favor for me. Here in Limoeiro 1 am the law." 
Limoeiro won! 

7. Since 1970 the Tribunals of Justice-Superior Courts-of each state ha ve had the 
capacity of determining the number and location of the judicial districts ~f the sta~e . 
The result has been that many districts long vacant have been consohdated w1th 
others. The Tribunal of the state of Minas Gerais, for example, in the most extreme 
case abandoned 60 comarcas in the reorganization of 1970 . In many Northeastern 
state~, the majority of districts of the first entrancia are missing a professional j~d~e, 
a state attorney or both. The inftuence of local officials such as the notary (escnvao) 
or justice of the peace (juiz de paz) over legal matters may increase notably in the 
absence of a professional judge, and in sorne states, the justice of the peace, a 
locally elected official , may in man y ways substitute for the state judge in the latter 's 
absence. There is also the subtle social fact that the sheer authoritati".e presence of a 
professional judge may affect the actions of the local elite toward Jess arbitrary be-

havior. 

8. DecretoLei No. 5.452of May 12, 1943. 

9. Ali Brazilian workers under the Constitution and Consolidation can belong to a 
sindicato, or union, registered and regulated by the federal government. This fact, 
and its history , is, in itself, a fascinating topic which cannot be adequately developed 
here (see Rodrigues 1968). 

10. With Lei 5.889 of June 8, regulated by Decreto 73 .626 of February 12, 1974. 
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Patron-Client Exchanges in 
Southeastern Minas Gerais 

THE FOLLOWING P AGES examine aspects of the social life of 
southeastern Minas Gerais, Brazil. 1 The objective is to show how 
exchanges of the type that have come to be referred to as patron
client (Boissevain 1966; Foster 1963; Galjart 1964, 1967; Hutchinson 
1966; Kaufman 1974; Kenny 1960; Powell 1970; Silverman 1965; 
Strickon and Greenfield 1972; Wolf 1966b), integrate persons, kin
ship groups, and other units of the local community with the institu
tions of larger Brazilian society. The data to be presented specifically 
relate a crisis in small town family life to the formal educational 
system of the state of Minas Gerais, to the political system, and to 
the ftow of resources into the local community in exchange for qual
itatively different resources from within. 

Patron-client relations have come to be associated with ex
changes of the asymmetrical type that see individuals with unequal 
access to , and control over, resources exchanging the different com
modities they have with others, with each of the parties striving to 
maximize his or her own situation (Barth 1966; Strickon and Green
field 1972). In the process of negotiating and making the exchanges, 
social relations are developed that then are characterized as being of 
the patron-client type. 

To illustrate this process, sorne case materials collected while 
doing research in the município (county) of Paraízo will be pre-
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sented .2 From the descriptions a web of social relations, generally 
characterized as being of the patron- client type, will be analyzed in 
an eff ort to present the relationships and the asymm~trical. exchan~es 
on which they are based, as illustrative of the ways in wh1ch the hfe 
of the local community is articulated with the institutions of the larger 

society. 

Paraízo and the Zona da Mata 

The local community in which the people whose behavior is to be 
presented and analyzed below live is called Paraízo. Paraízo is a 
small município of 105 square kilometers located in the Zona da 
Mata of the state of Minas Gerais. There were approximately 5 ,500 
people living in the município at the time the research was con
ducted . 

The município is located in the mountains between 800 and 
1,000 meters above sea level . It is approximately equidistant between 
Rio de Janeiro, the former federal district, on the coast and Belo 
Horizonte, the state capital. In the mid-1960s it took approximately 
eight hours to go by road from Paraízo to Rio and sorne six hours to 
get to Belo Horizonte. 

Geographically the area is an extension of the Paraíba valley . 1t 
was settled in the nineteenth century as the culti vation of coffee 
moved northward into Minas Gerais. The topography of the region is 
mountainous, dominated by old, eroded hillsides that, although not 
especially high, are quite steep. The landscape, for example, gener
ally rises to a peak rapidly only to drop sharply sorne fifty to one 
bundred meters to a shallow trough. Then, after forming a narrow 
valley cut by a stream, the land rises precipitously t~ another pe~, 
only to drop again forming another trough in what g1ves the feehng 
of being an endless sea of hills and valleys . . . . 

Coffee was planted on the sides of the steep h1lls. To fac1htate 
its cultivation, most of the hillsides and mountain tops were cleared 
of the luxuriant native woods that give the name to the Zona da Mata. 
As the years passed, the rains leached and eroded the soils, leaving 
them deficient and limited in fertility . 

When coffee declined as a cash crop, foodstuffs were planted in 

' 
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greater quantities; today com, beans and rice are the primary crops 
raised in the município, although sorne coffee still is being grown. 
Agriculture, however, no longer is as profitable as it once was. In
stead, the entire Zona da Mata is in the process of being transformed 
into a cattle region. But Paraízo, since its roads are poor and do not 
connect with the major highways built by the state and federal gov
ernment, is too far away from the markets for beef and dairy products 
to partake in the profits that are rapidly transforming other parts of 
the region. 

In Paraízo agriculture still dominates the economy. And sin ce 
the land is poor, for the most part, so are the people. The community 
we are discussing is a poor one in which only limited resources are 
produced locally. The ''extras'' that make life more satisfying, as we 
shall see, are obtained from outside the local community. The means 
of obtaining them are the exchanges that are the basis of relationships 
of patronage and clientage. 

A Domestic Crisis in the Resende Family 

Pedro and Maria Resende were a young, recently married couple who 
live in the município of Paraízo. At the time. I first met them Pedro 
was 21 years old and Maria was 18. They had been married for ap
proximately two years and were the parents of a 6-month-old child 
named Ana. Pedro and Maria both were children of severa! genera
tions of land-owning elite of the community. J 

When 1 first encountered them Pedro and Maria were in the 
midst of the first major crisis in their married life. The crux of the 
problem related to Maria 's employment. Prior to marrying at the age 
of 16, she had completed the secondary course at the newly es
tablished school in Paraízo. Shortly after the wedding there was an 
opening for a substitute teacher in the state-supported primary school 
in the municipal center. Maria applied for the p9sition which, after 
her appointment, was made into a permanent post. 

At the time Maria had no great desire to teach. Instead, she 
wanted to ha ve a baby. Like most of the daughters of the elite fami
lies in Paraízo she had hoped to become pregnant on her honeymoon. 
When she did not, she became concerned and sought help. First she 
spoke to her friends who offered her a combination of advice, treat-
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ment, and remedies. When she still did not conceive she went to a 
physician, the customary next step when home remedies do not work. 

Within three months of the wedding Maria was pregnant. In that 
time, however, she did man y things as her frustration and the fear of 
being barren preyed on her mind. One of the things she did was to 
accept the position as teacher at the school in the sede, or seat of the 
mun1c1p10. 

Pedro, although the son and heir of a landowner, had no land of 
his own. His inheritance was being held for him by his mother who 
retained legal title. When he married at th~ age of 19 he also had but 
mínimum personal wealth and resources. When he retumed from his 
honeymoon, therefore, as was the custom of the children of local 
elites, he took his bride to live in the fazenda house in which he had 
been raised. When Maria accepted the post as a teacher, however, the 
couple no longer could reside in the country; they needed a home in 
town. 

Maria went to her mother-in-law to explain the situation and to 
ask f or help. Dona Dulce responded by offering the couple the use of 
her home in town which she and her children used only on weekends. 
Since Pedro could travel to the land from town while Maria could not 
commute to school from the country (she had a fixed work day while 
he <lid not) the couple took up residence in the municipal center 
where they were joined on weekends and holidays by Pedro 's mother 
and his siblings. 

Ali went well until Maria 's fears about not being able io become 
pregnant proved to be unfounded. But by that time she had decided 
that she liked teaching, and even more, she liked the income, bene
fits, and independence the civil service position of professora af
forded her. She decided, therefore, to continue working after the 
baby was born. 

She had no problem arranging for a matemity leave from school 
when the time of birth approached. But after the baby was born she 
could return to work only if she could arrange for someone to care for 
the child during school hours. As was common practice, she turned 
to her mother who also lived in the town. Maria then decided that it 
would be more convenient if she, Pedro, and the baby went to live in 
her parents' home. Her father, however, in uncharacteristic fashion, 
since most fathers with the means will provide a home for and look 
after their married daughters, declared that the house was too small 
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for them all. There was room for Maria and the baby, to be sure, but 
if they were to be a family with Pedro, he insisted, they would have 
to find another place and someone el se to care for the child . 

When they moved back to Pedro 's mother's house, Maria went 
to her mother-in-law to say that she needed someone to care for the 
child or else she could not work . Dona Dulce then had Pedro arrange 
for a spinster aunt to live with them . The arrangement did not last 
long since the aunt found the weekends with Dona Dulce and her 
children to be too much for her. When she left, Maria took the child 
and moved in with her parents again. 

In anger Pedro went to the home of his in-laws and, in a display 
of force, carried his young wife and child back to the fazenda in the 
country. He followed this action by sending a message to the head of 
the school stating that Maria no longer would be working there. 
Maria's mother, however, on her behalf, asked the director of the 
school to hold the position open for a while, which she did. 

Although Maria returned to the fazenda with her husband she 
did not hesitate to inform her friends and relatives as to how poorly 
she was being treated. But the villain as she told the story- to anyone 
willing to listen, including me-was her mother-in-Iaw and not 
Pedro. 

Just prior to taking his wife and child home by force, Pedro had 
started an affair with the wife of a young sharecropper living on the 
family's Iand. The woman, of course, had little choice when ap
proached by the man who was her patrdo (boss). 4 If she rejected 
him, Pedro would tell her husband the opposite. The husband, when 
the story became public , as it certainly would , would be branded as a 
cuckold. He then would ha ve no choice but to abandon his disgraced 
wife, orto move elsewhere, giving up his home and the crops he had 
planted. In either case the woman would be worse off than she would 
be in Pedro 's bed. 5 

Maria soon learned of the aff air from the maid of a friend. Her 
first reaction was to tum to Pedro 's younger brother, Tarcísio, 
requesting him to accompany her in trying to catch the couple in the 
act. Tarcísio instead advised his brother to be a Iittle more discrete. 
Maria, however, went after the young woman with a torrent of ac
cusations. When she defended herself against the charges, in an un
usual display of courage, there was a great scene'. Pedro, of course, 
was nowhere to be seen during the confrontation. 

) 
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From the time he started the affair with the sharecropper's wife, 
Pedro had not slept with Maria. In anger and frustration Maria com
plained not only to her friends , but to Pedro 's brothers and to her 
mother-in-law. 

' 'Last year, ' ' she burst forth bitterly one aftemoon to my re
search assistant, who had been her madrinha de casamento (maid of 
honor), "I was married, and this year 1 am single . " She then went on 
to tell how in her innocence she almost had accepted Pedro 's sugges
tion , made after the spinster aunt had Ieft, that the young woman 
come to live with them to take care of the child while Maria worked. 
Her only objection at the time, she added emphasizing how innocent 
and foolish she had been, was that she preferred not to have her child 
looked after by a stranger. 

In the expression of her anger it is significant to note that again 
Maria 's hostility was directed less against Pedro than against her 
mother-in-law. As she perceived the situation, Pedro 's behavior was 
to be expected, given the circurnstances. The problern was the cir
cumstances which neither she nor Pedro could control. The person 
who could change them was her rnother-in-law. What Maria wanted 
was for Dona Dulce to provide a house for the couple plus sorneone, 
preferably one of Pedro 's kinswornen or comadres, 6 to care for the 
child. Then, as Maria read the situation, she and Pedro- could live 
happily and he would have no need for the sharecropper's wife. True 
he might pass an occasional aftemoon with her, or sorne other wife or 
daughter of a landless, dependent farnily, but this would affect nei
ther Maria nor her relationship with Pedro. The difficulty, according 
to Maria, was that Dona Dulce was being niggardly in refusing to 
provide the conditions that Maria believed were essential for her hap
piness. Dona Dulce, of course, objected to being expected to pay out 
of her own pocket for a home and a servant for her son and daughter
in-law. 

Maria then stopped speaking to Dona Dulce. Instead, she talked 
about her-only negatively- to her friends and relatives in the hope 
that her cornplaints might bring sorne public pressure to bear on her 
rnother-in-law. To a degree this strategy proved to be successful as 
we shall see below. 

Maria and Pedro were not speaking to each other and their rnar
riage was at the point of being dissolved. 
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The Resolution of the Crisis 

Domestic crises like the one involving Pedro and Maria are usually 
resolved through the initiative of sorne elder person, usually a male, 
of great prestige and inftuence. For the local elite in Paraízo this is 
often the father , grandfather, or an uncle of the hu$band or wife who 
uses the occasion to demonstrate bis inftuence and importance. In
variably he articulates a segment of a network of relationsbips he has 
built up over a lifetime to obtain the resources needed to resolve the 
problem that is at the heart of the crisis. 

The scenario for domestic problems is for a man, chosen as an 
arbitrer, to sit down with the couple and have them make explicit the 
issues that separate them. He follows this with a lecture on the impor
tance of the family, domestic morality, and the advantages of being 
able to work out problems cooperatively and in prívate. He then 
offers to make available the resources needed to resolve the problem 
that produced the crisis if the couple will forgive, forget and live, at 
least in the eyes of the community, a life that is a model of domestic 
harmony and bliss . In other words, in retum for the help he will 
arrange, the couple must learn to keep their future disagreements to 
themselves and not make an issue of them in public. 7 

Pedro 's eldest brother, Joao, took the initiative in resolving the 
problems of his brother and sister-in-law. Joao Resende, although 
only 26 years old himself, was the prefeito (mayor) of the município 
of Paraízo and an ambitious young man of growing stature and im
portance in the community. The previous year he had been the com
promise candidate of the Partido Republicano (P .R.) and had won a 
hard fought victory. 

Joao sat down with his brother and sister-in-law and started by 
delivering a sermon on the importance and sanctity of the family . 
Pedro and Maria, he observed, were young, but surely they realized 
the importance of the family as an institution. Their family likewise 
was important, and it had to be preserved. If they would patch up 
their differences, he promised, he would arrange a solution to the 
problem of Maria 's employment. 

First, he told his brother that, although acceptable in its place, his 
affair with the sharecropper 's wife could not be permitted to interfere 
with his marital relationship and with bis family life. He then was in
structed to apologize to Maria for his injudicious behavior and to ask 
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her forgiveness . Finally , he was told in no uncertain terms to reestab
lish his home with Maria. 

Maria, for her part, was pleased to accept the apology and to be 
back with Pedro. The problem, however, still was between her em
ployment and their place of residence. This was taken care of by 
Joao, with the help of state deputy António Vieira da Sousa. 

Since Maria could not live in the country with Pedro and teach 
at the school in the municipal center, the solution arranged by Joáo 
and António was to create a school where Maria was in the country. 
Within a month of the time Pedro had taken bis wife from the home 
of his in-laws, therefore, a school had been established on the Re
sende fazenda. Maria in rapid succession was nominated and then ap
pointed as its teacher. No new building had to be constructed. l~
stead, as was becoming common, one of the storerooms on the ma1n 
floor of the two-story fazenda was cleared, cleaned and con verted 
into a classroom. The students were the sons and daughters of the 
sharecroppers who lived on the lands belonging to the Resendes, plus 
others in the area who had had no school. 

Anal y sis 

The school had been arranged by Joao Resende. Joao, as has been 
noted, had been a compromise candidate for his party in the ele~tions 
of the previous year. The Partido Republicano had long dom1nat~d 
the political scene in Paraízo since the days of the old repubhc 
(1889- 1930) when one of its own rose to the position first of gover
nor of Minas Gerais and then president of the republic. Joao and 
Pedro 's father had been a close friend and poli ti cal associate of the 
former governor and president, and a coronel (literally colonel, b~t 
used to refer to a political boss) in the then district of Paraízo. He is 
reported to have provided a place for his distinguished !~end to hide 
when he was being hunted by the police after the pohttcal coup of 

1930. 
The local leadersbip of the P .R. in Paraízo had been split on a 

candidate to run for the office of mayor. Joao 's name had been sug
gested by António Vieira de Sousa, an attomey and retired sociology 
professor (see Greenfield 1972, 1977a) who recently had decided to 
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run for political office. António had run for state deputy (deputado 
estadual) two years before, having lost by less than a dozen votes. In 
the hope .ºf stre~gthening his voting base he had stepped into the 
deadlock in Para1zo and had convinced the aging party Jeaders to sup
port the youthful Joao. 

. Joao 's victory, h.a~ strengthened not only his own political posi-
tlon, but also Antonio s. The following year António was called to 
the state legislature to replace a colleague who had given up the seat 
f or personal reasons. 

As a retired professor, who had studied both in the United States 
and in. Israel, António rapidly carne to be accepted as an expert on 
educat1on~l matters . Soon he became liaison between his party, the 
P .R . , wh1ch was a member of the majority coalition that controlled 
the state legislature, and the office of the secretary of education. 

Minas Gerais, at the time, like the other states of Brazil and the 
federal governm.ent, ~as developing programs to reduce illiteracy. 
Schools were be1ng bu1lt and teachers trained in a concerted effort to 
make ava~lable greater educational opportunities. António, among his 
many duties, recommended the locations at which the new schools 
should be placed and also nominated the teachers for the area he 
represented . 

. When told of the ''problem'' in Paraízo by Joao one afternoon 
in the. st~te capital, he reacted by saying that he could resolve it. By 
est.abhsh1n~ a school on the Resende fazenda and having Maria ap
po1nted as 1ts teacher, he proposed, the couple would be able to Iive 
t?geth~r on the. fazenda. In this way, of course, António would ingra
t1ate h1mself w1th th~ Resende family whose support he was counting 
on f or the next elections to the state legislature . 
. António outlined his reasoning to me in the halls of the Iegisla-

tlve ~hamber the following week . The state, he proposed, had to start 
creat1ng schools somewhere. The greatest need was in the rural areas 
where illiteracy rates were the highest. Therefore, why not create a 
school on the Resende fazenda which was in the rural area and where 
the residents , with the exception of the Resendes and the other Iand
owners, were illiterate? The argument was even more convincing 
when he added that the only cost to the state would be the salary and 
benefits of the teacher since the Resendes had offered to provide the 
space rent free. 

The logic, I had to admit, was sound and consistent with the 
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policy and the standards of the department of education. The school 
proposal was sound and Maria was a qualified teacher. 

I accompanied António as he hand-carried the proposal, which 
had been approved by the leadership of his party and the coalition 
that controlled the legislature, to the office of the secretary of educa
tion . At each step in the bureaucratic progression needed to clear it 
before it could be signed by the secretary and the govemor, prior to 
implementation, he expounded in ftowery phrases on the educational 
benefits for the rural poor to result from the project. At each office 
the clerk, and others who read the proposal, commented unsolicitedly 
to me, who was known as António's friend, as to how sincere, 
hardworking, and dedicated António was . He was a wonderful man, I 
was told, dedicated to helping the poor and underprivileged. What 
Brazil needed, one senior official in the office stated, was more 
leaders like António. 

The school in Paraízo was approved in July. To further ingra
tiate himself with the Resendes and their followers, António had the 
papers dated as of the previous January. This would provide Maria 
with back pay from January to July. 

The local inspector, however, took exception to this action and 
reported it to her superior, who threatened to have the school on the 
Resende fazenda closed if the papers were not corrected. António, 
however, advised Maria, Pedro, Joao, and Dona Dulce to pay no at
tention to the inspector and her superior. 

The local inspector, I was informed by António, was a political ap
pointee, affiliated with the opposition, and unqualified for the post she 
held. She was out to make trouble for the members of António's fac
tion because he had arranged for the daughter of his compadre, who 
also was a member of his faction and one of his cabos eleitorais 
(mobilizer of votes, see Greenfield 1977b), to take the course that 
would qualify her to be appointed in the place of the incumbent 
inspector. By the end of the year, Lydia, a member of the faction that 
included António, Joao Resende, and her father, would be replacing 
the complaining inspector . 

To my surprise, no one took notice of the fact that in January, 
when Maria was placed on the state payroll as teacher in the not yet 
created school in the Resende fazenda in Paraízo, she was in the hos
pital giving birth to her daughter. When 1 mentioned it to António, he 
laughed and said that it did not matter. 
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The crisis in the Resende family then was resolved with the cre
ation of the school and the appointment of Maria as teacher. By early 
September Pedro and Maria were back together and the affair with 
the sharecropper's wife had been forgotten. Maria, however, still had 
not forgiven her mother-in-law in spite of the fact that the older 
woman was taking care of the child during school hours . 8 But the im
portant thing was that the marriage had been saved and the young 
couple were living together again in harmony . 

The hero to the couple, and to the attentive members of the com
munity observing each new development, had been Joao Resende. 
Joao had shown himself to be a man of force and ability , a true 
leader. He had made his brother and sister-in-law listen to reason and 
he had demonstrated that he had contacts and the ability to mobilize 
external resources in the solution of local problems. 

Pedro summed this point up to me one afternoon when he con
fided, almost facetiously, "Eu nao me casei com urna professora, 
mas agora estou fazendo urna professora a poder da política" (1 did 
not marry a teacher, but now I am making a teacher politically) . Poli
tics had been the key to the solution to the problem. 

It should be noted that, as Maria had defined the situation , it 
could have been resolved without externa] help if Dona Dulce had 
been willing to make available to Pedro what after her death would 
be his anyway . But instead , she chose what elsewhere (Greenfield 
1972:92) I have referred to as ''the rule that one never <loes locally 
what can be obtained as patronage from an agency oran individual at 
a higher level . '' Consistent with this principie she refused Maria 's 
request and opened the <loor f or so meo ne, as it turned out her oldest 
son, to display publicly his connections and ability to tap externa} 
resources for the solution of local problems . 

Joao then tumed to António, as a member of his network at a 
higher level. António responded, as we have seen , by using his posi
tion as an educational expert in the state bureaucracy to arrange the 
school and the job that enabled Joao to retum home with the means 
both to resolve the problem and to affirm his connections and inftu
ence. 

António wanted to be elected on his own two years later to the 
assembly . To achieve this he needed votes. Joao Resende , as he grew 
in stature and importance in Paraízo, had an increasing number of 
dependents and supporters whose votes would go to António . To 
these would be added the votes of the dependents and supporters of 
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an increasing number of leaders in other local communities who also 
had been helped by António . The total , hopefully , would be enough 
to secure the election. It was in his own best interest that António 
helped Joao to appear in Paraízo as a man with contacts and inftu

ence. 
Without violating the spirit of the education program of the state 

António was able to have the school on the Resende fazenda created 
and Maria appointed as its teacher . By doing so he not only resolved 
the problem that had precipitated the crisis in the lives of Pedro and 
Maria· he also enabled Joao to show the members of the local com-

' munity that he could get things done. That is, if they needed access 
to externa! resources to resolve any of their problems they could 
come to him because he had the contacts that would enable him to 
help them. In this way the network of persons to whom externa} 
resources would ftow would be increased as would the number of 
voters to support Joao , António, and any other candidate for office 
they chose to support . 

Finally, it should be added that the school on the Resende fa
zenda benefited not only Pedro and Maria. The people living in the 
neighborhood now had a school to which to send their children. To 
whom should they be grateful for the school? Certainly not to the 
state of Minas Gerais or any ofthe leaders they did not know and who, as 
they were convinced, did not care about them. Their school had been 
arranged by Joao Resende and António Vieira da Sousa, people they 
knew and who had helped them and would continue to do so . 

Schools like the one on the Resende fazenda, it should be noted, 
were attended not only by children, but often also by adults unable to 
read and write. In the Zona da Mata illiterate laborers were en
couraged to learn by their patróes; once they were minimally literate 
they were eligible voters. And for whom would the newly enfran
chised laborers on the Resende fazenda vote? António Vieira da 
Sousa and Joao Resende knew the answer to that question and it 
provided further motivation for them to become involved in arranging 
the resources that resolved the problem of Pedro and Maria . 

Conclusion 

The school on the Resende f azenda was not the only one arranged by 
António during his short term in office in the legislature of Minas 
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Gerais. Sorne dozen or more schools were created at his initiative on 
fazendas throughout the municipalities of the northem Zona da Mata 
that formed his electoral base. Each one, it tumed out on examina
tion , was on the land of someone who has served, or who had prom
ised to serve as cabo eleitoral for António in the area. In each case a 
member of the family of the Iandowner , his wi fe, a daughter, or 
daughter-in-law was nominated and appointed teacher with civil ser
vice status. 

Other schools al so were created in the several municípios. Those 
in the towns had to be built which meant construction contracts, jobs, 
and other benefits for the local population. The state deputy played a 
significant role in determining who was to get the contracts and other 
benefits. 

And schools were not the only resources being distributed by the 
state authority. Roads were being built, medica} programs created, 
and development projects fostered . In each case decisions had to be 
made as to where the agencies of the state should begin. And in each 
case politicians at the state level made the decisions, but in terms of 
the series of exchanges with their cabos eleitorais in the local com
munities that maximized the chances of their being re-elected the next 
time around. 

Individuals like Pedro and Maria Resende, along with their nu
merous less fortunate neighbors, who were the inhabitants of the 
local communities of the Zona da Mata, had numerous unresolved 
needs that regularly precipitated what for them were crises. Local 
leaders then would step in to resolve the problems by arranging the 
resources to satisfy the needs. Given the general poverty of the 
region, the number of problems and crises were considerable; but 
given the general poverty, the local leaders, although usually better 
off materially than most of the people, <lid not have the means with 
which to satisfy local needs. Although at times local resources were 
used in resolving sorne of the problems, for the most part, the local 
leaders appealed to for help , or who volunteered to provide it , would 
turn to someone at the state or national level with whom they had been 
making exchanges over the years. The resources, as in the case of the 
school arranged by António, then would flow into the local commu
nity from above by means of the intermediacy of the party in the state 
or federal capital and be funneled to the point of crisis by the local 
leader. With the problem resolved and the crisis over, the assisted 
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party or parties would be indebted to the local leader directly and to 
the network of persons to whom he was articulated indirectly. The 
leader, in turn, would be indebted directly to the deputy, or other per
son or persons at the state or federal level who had arranged the 
resources. . 

Problems and crises are a part of life and can occur at any t1m~. 
The debts incurred in this system of applying extra-local resources in 
resolving local problems and crises were paid, for the most part, at 
election time. In his capacity as cabo eleitoral, the local leader who 
had obtained the schools, the jobs, the medical supplies, the con
tracts, the roads, etc., would go back to those he had helped, ~nd ~o 
others who might find themselves in need of his brokerage serv1ces In 
the future, and exhort them to vote for the state deputy, federal 
congressman, govemor, or other office seeker who was a member of 
the network that had made available the resources (Greenfield 
I 977a). If their numbers were large enough, when added to . ~he 
number of indebted dependents mobilized in other commumties 
throughout the state or nation- depending upon .the election-.a can
didate would be elected to office who now was 1ndebted for his suc
cess to all those in his network who had contributed to his victory. As 
a result he would arrange resources in the future that in respons~ . to 
requests to filter up to him would ftow down to local communit~es 
like Paraízo to resolve the problems of people like Pedro and Mana. 

Most of the municípios of Brazil, like Paraízo, are poor. As a 
rule their local populations do not have the resources needed to take 
care of their own problems. The wealth of the society is being pro
duced today, in ever increasing amounts, by the agencies and cre
ations of government in the industrial sector of the nation. The new 
wealth is being distributed to a not insignificant extent by means of 
the exchanges that extend from local communities like Paraízo to t~e 
state and federal decision-making centers. The new wealth then ~s 
made available by political leaders like António to their cabos ele1-
torais in local communities . In retum, votes and support ftow up and 
out, through networks of persons involved in relations of patronage 
and clientage, to others at the state and federal level who exchange 
with still others with the goods and services needed at the lower 
Ievel ftowing do~n and out in a delicate series of ~eciprocities that 
must be examined and understood at each level and In terms of each 
transacti on. 
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In the preceding pages one case has been examined, illustrating 
the social relations and exchanges that brought a school to a rural 
neighborhood in the município of Paraízo as a solution to the domestic 
problems of a young couple. The problem, and the exchanges in
volved in its resolution, were typical of the patron- client type ex
changes and of the flow of resources into and out of local communi
ties like Paraízo that articulated the município and its inhabitants with 
Minas Gerais and national Brazilian society in the mid-l 960s. 

The exchange of favors for votes previously described, it should 
be obvious, is not unique to Brazil. To a degree, such exchanges are 
to be found in all systems of electoral politics including our own. 
What is distinctively Brazilian, however, is the degree to which 
transactional principies and the system of patron-client exchanges 
have been carried, both in interpersonal relations and in the articula
tion of local level populations with the developing institutions of na
tional Brazilian society. 

From the time of Getúlio Vargas , Brazil has gradually been 
transformed from an agrarian nation to an industrial one. The federal 
govemment, first under Vargas ' direction, and then in the hands of 
his elected successors (and at present under the military) , stimulated 
and mobilized the capital and expertise, and even organized industry . 
It also helped to create what elsewhere (Greenfield 1972 and 1977a>° 1 
have referred to as an industrial-service-welfare complex that has 
come to be the primary source of wealth in the nation. 

In the years between 1945 and 1964 (actually 1968 when the 
federal congress was closed and the political system completely trans
formed) the resources of the industrial-service-welfare complex were 
hamessed to the electoral system. For most of Brazil' s poor, and 
especially those in the economically depressed rural areas, there were 
few, if any , means for the resolution of their problems and the satis
faction of their needs and wants other than the resources of the new 
politically controlled sector of the economy. 

Almost all transactions and interpersonal exchanges, or so it ap
peared, eventually carne to be political, with votes (and offices which 
brought control of the industrial-service-welfare complex) exchanged 
f or access to resources. 

With goods and services flowing down and out from the federal 
and state capitals and metropolitan centers as favors, and votes mov
ing up from the local communities, massive patronage networks were 
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established that linked the residents of municípios like Paraízo to the 
decision-making centers of the state and the nation. The result was a 
distinctive patterning of transactions and patron-client exchanges 
that , among other things, articulated residents of local communities 
like Paraízo with the institutions and resources of national Brazil. 

Notes 

1. My gratitude is expressed to Dr. Wagley, who first interested me in Brazilian so
ciety, and who in not so many words made me aware of relationships of patronage 
and clientage, the exchanges on which they are based, and the networks of social 
relations that stem from them. My thanks also are expressed to my many friends in 
Paraízo and elsewhere in Brazil for permitting me to share enough of their life to ob
serve and examine them exchanging and implementing the relatíonships to be dis
cussed in the paper. Special thanks are expressed to Dr. Arnold Strickon, who over 
the years has helped me to understand and to present in coherent form the data 1 
collected in Brazil. My appreciation also is expressed to the Social Science Research 
Council , the Graduate School of the University of Wisconsin, and the Agency for In
ternational Development for the financial support that made the fieldwork in Minas 
Gerais possible. All views, interpretations , and conclusions herein contained are 
those of the author and not necessarily those of the supporting organizations. 

2. Paraízo, literally Paradise, is a pseudonym, as are all names of persons and places 
used in the text. 

3. I use the word elite to separate those who own land and their descendants from 
the majority of the population, who are landless . The reader should not assume, 
however , that the people referred to as elites are rich, influential , or powerful in the 
ordinary sense. That they are better off materially than their landless fellows goes 
without saying; but whatever wealth once was found in Paraízo is long since gone. In 
socioeconomic terms I am taJking about the miserably poor and those who are 
slightly less so. 

4 . Although Pedro did not own the land lived on and worked by the sharecroppers, 
he administered it for his mother , who was the owner. 

5. Pedro, it should be noted , had no commitment to the woman or to the rela
tionship. He might , if he chose, show kindness and occasional material generosity , 
but nothing more could be required of him; if the woman became pregnant he would 
deny the affair and, to the world , the child would be that of the husband. 

6. A man 's kínswomen and comadres are included in the extension of the incest 
taboo. They therefore are the preferred categories of persons a wife tums to as help 
in her home. Since they are sexually taboo to her husband she considers them as safe 
and to be trusted in his presence. 

7. For example, in one case a man in his mid-thirties, who was perhaps the most 
successful coffee merchant in Paraízo, but who was known to drink excessively in 
the dead season before the coffee harvest , and to chase women when drunk, was dis-
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covered accidently by his wife in bed with the maid. The wife, who was the daughter 
of a Jeading political figure , was outraged . In anger she packed her bags and stormed 
out of the house, taking her children with her. The avalanche of accusations and 
threats hurled against her husband could be clearly heard in the main square of the 
town. 

The following week the woman 's father, now retired and living in Rio de 
Janeiro, returned to the município, whose political independence he had been in
strumental in gaining, and where he had served as the first prefeito (mayor) and still 
was active , serving on the governing council of the Partido Republicano (P.R .) 

After reproaching his son-in-law for unpardonable indiscretion, he turned to his 
daughter to expound on the theme of marital responsibility . His point was that the 
maid had meant nothing to hi~ son-in-law, who still loved his wife and children. 
True he had behaved foolishly , but that was no reason for their home to be de
stroyed. His daughter, he counseled, should learn to overlook such occasional affairs 
by her husband. Men do such things , he ·stated, especially strong men with leader
ship ability , but it is not to be taken seriously. The unity and survival of the family, 
he concluded, was more important. 

He then chastized the son-in-law for showing such bad taste. If he wished to 
enjoy a servant, or the wife or daughter of a poor family, he could do so, but he 
should make the effort to find someplace other than the bed he shared with his lawful 
wife to have his affairs. What had been immoral about this situation , he stressed as 
he elaborated a philosophy of domestic morality, was not the aff air with the maid , 
but the defiling of the marital bed. If his son-in-law must indulge himself in the fu
ture, as most men must, he continued, he should do so where and when there was no 
chance of his wife and children learning about it. 

He then turned to his daughter and added that as a mature and sensible wife and 
mother, if she did learn of another such indiscretion in the future- conducted in 
secret-she should respond to it as she would respond to a piece of unfounded and 
malicious gossip. 

In summary, he told the couple that their home was sacred and that they both 
should return to it in harmony. The daughter was then advised that if she did not go 
back to her husband, her father would neither take her in with him nor provide for 
her materially. She would ha ve to find sorne other means of support for herself and 
her children. 

The son-in-Iaw was instructed to apologize and ask his wife to forgive him. He 
then was told to re-establish his household with his wife as its center. lf not, he was 
warned, the coffee growers , who still were dependent on the father-in-law and his 
political associates for loans and for política! favors, would be doing business with 
another merchant. Finally , in recognition of the fact that the basis of the problem was 
the son-in-law's drinking when he had little to do and was bored, the father-in-law 
informed his children that he had arranged a position for the son-in-law as inspector 
of construction projects for the município. The duties could be performed in the dead 
season before the coffee harvest. Not only would the son-in-law have the additional 
income and prestige , but he would be hard at work in the future during the times he 
previously drank and chased women to pass away the empty hours. By the time 1 ar
ri ved in the community the Ladeira 's gave the appearance of being a devoted couple 
with a model household. 

8 . Pedro would take the child to his mother in the morning and pick her up when 
classes were o ver. 

• 
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The Political Economy 
of Patron-Clientship: Brazil 
and Portugal Compared 
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THIS PAPER EXAMINES a local level political phenomenon, pa
tron- clientship, from the perspective of the political economy of the 
nation-state. Deliberately historical and comparative in its orienta
tion , it is an analytical attempt to bridge the gap between macro- and 
micro-political analysis by focusing on the changing nature of the 
specific institution of patron-clientship within successive Brazilian 
and Portuguese political regimes. The Brazilian- Portuguese compari
son has been selected because our individual studies of these two 
societies have led us to discuss these issues in an explicitly compara
tive way . 1 Moreover, the initial development of the municipal system 
in both countries as part of an expanding national bureaucracy in 
fourteenth-century Portugal ( Johnson 1972) and seventeenth-century 
Brazil (Russell-Wood 1974) provides us with a similar institutional 
base which then experienced subsequent centuries of socio-economic 
and political modification. It is in this context in Brazil that patron-

An earlier version of this paper was delivered by Riegelhaupt at the Anthropology Coll~~ium 
of the City University of New York in February 1976. In addition to comments and cn_t1c1sms 
received at that time, we are also grateful to Daniel Levine and Mark Rosenberg for their com-

ments. 
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"' 
clientship has flourished in certain epochs and, in others, has been 
relatively diminished. Now, with the institutionalization of an au
thoritarian state, it may be in the process of disappearing entirely, 
much as it has been absent during Portugal 's recent political history. 

The Background 

Decades of anthropological work in· Brazil and Mediterranean Europe 
have resulted in a number of ethnological studies which have been 
most successful in pointing up the extreme complexities of these 
societies. Paradoxically, the greater part of the anthropological en
deavor systematically has been to reduce this complexity, to define a 
research strategy within which anthropologists could feel comfort
able. The effect, a rather natural one given the history of the dis
cipline , was to focus on the little community. Anthropologists 
thought, at first, that a series of community studies in different 
regions of a nation-state would provide a good picture. 2 Later by 
shifting the focus slightly to the various micro-economic environ
ments, especially in Brazil through studies of fishing (Fonnan 1970; 
Kottak 1966), sisal (Gross 1970), or coffee (Margolis 1973), the por
trait would be completed. We knew where, if not how, these commu
nities fit into the nation,. and efforts were focused on the nature of 
the communities (their styles of 1ife) or on the micro-economies 
themselves. Occasionally, the 1inkages between community and na
tion were looked at but rarely, if ever, were the processes that in
tegrated system and sub-systems over time examined. 3 

This attention to the community and to the sets of relationships 
and events that occurred within its boundaries is understandable 
within the context of anthropology. Within the emerging field of po
litical anthropology, the princip1e paradigms were derived from Afri
can and South Asían contexts, where British social anthropologists 
had long been at work (Bailey 1963; Evans-Pritchard 1968; Leach 
1965; Tumer 1957) . There, attention was also devoted to the commu
nity, and to the sets of relationships and events that could be ob
served within its boundaries. Typologies of political "systems" were 
elaborated (Fortes and Evans-Pritchard 1961) and local "arenas" 
were defined (Swartz 1968; Swartz, Tumer, and Tuden 1966). The 
behaviors and decisions which went on within these were analyzed at 

.. 
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considerable length and in great detail (Bailey 1969) . 4 Given the co
lonial system under which such studies took place , the nature of the 
attachments of local communities or units to the colonial structures 
were considered an inappropriate subject for study. Moreover, such 
studies would have belied the anthropologicaJ myths about primitive 
isolation and holistic tribal societies. 

American anthroplogists ' interests, after World War II, tumed to 
seeking ''baseline understandings '' for programs that ultimately, if 
not always explicitly, envisioned social, economic, and political · 
"modernization" as their goals. These studies organized politics on a 
dualistic basis in which the local level was seen as more or less ''in
tegrated '' into a state system over time in a classically unilinear di
rection. The end-in-view was "modero society .. " This view allowed 
social scientists to draw circles of encapsulation or boundary lines 
within which the study of "conflict," often reduced to the notion of 
local level factionalism, was pursued (Nicholas 1965). Such an ap
proach is, however, a distortion of the realities of developing socie
ties, since it accepts a dual society or ''separate systems'' model as 
its point of departure and minimizes the historical differences be
tween states. 

As a corollary, the ''dual'' analysis of poli ti cal activity directed 
the researcher to the junctures, or linkages, at which the assumed 
separate systems appear to come together. The result has been to 
focus down on the behaviors of actors as the sources for the penetra
tion of the state into the bounded local arena. These actors have been 
called altemately ''hingemen'' (Redfield 1960), ''agents'' (Nash 
1965), "culture brokers" (Geertz 1960; Wolf 1956); and particularly 
in the Brazilian and European contexts ''patrons'' (Foster, 1963, 
1965; Leeds 1964; Wolf 1966a, 1966b). With these persons have 
come the invariable host of ''followers'' or ''clients'' (Galjart 1964; 
Gellner and Waterbury 1977). This concept of patron-clientism has 
come to characterize for much of Brazilian and South European eth
nography the totality of political life. The behavioral propensities of 
the actors have been scrutinized as sets of dyadic interactions which 
organized in to networks, and hierarchies are then said to be the so
cial/structure and political system of the nation-state (Leeds 1964) . 
They are also used as the bases for innumerable conclusions regard
ing Brazilian and Latín "political culture" (Forman 1977; Levine 
1974). 

Studying the points of juncture in politics- the patron-clients, 
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the mediators, the agents-is akin to studying the activities of the 
marketplace as though they constituted the totality of the peasant eco
nomic system. As we have pointed out elsewhere (Forman and 
Riegelhaupt, 1970), in order to fully comprehend the nature of the 
peasant economic system in Brazil, we must know the overall struc
ture of production and market relations in the nation ( or region) as a 
whole and how they have changed over time. Likewise, in order to 
understand the nature of political relationships at the local level, we 
must elaborate in a general way the actual power relations , codified 
in the state and modified at the local level. Only then can we know 
the extent and significance of political action in specific localities . 

While patron-clientship might well be used to describe the kinds 
of linkages that exist between villages and wider socioeconomic and 
political systems, the "joining " of separate systems through media
tors of one sort or another fails to adequately describe the nature of 
integration within unitary and total systems, that is, systems of which 
''backwater, ' ' agrarian communities are an integral part. 

Patron-clientship and factionalism (as part of that system of 
clientship), which are the focus of anthropological attention on Bra
zilian poli tics, do not have their germination at the local level. Their 
interpretation solely as local level phenomena has led to distortions 
and subsequent expectations about the degree of competition and 
openness in the political system as a whole (Love 1970) . In reality 
they represent forms of local mobilization and control within a sys
tem which has been only semi-competitive at best and , at its worst, 
has been markedly authoritarian and largely closed to meaningful par
ticipation by the peasantry (Forman 1977) . 

It is not surprising that sorne political scientists have borrowed 
the concept of patron-client relationships- a set of relatively "harm
less ' ' observations about one type of hierarchical dyadic interaction
as a base on which to construct a new paradigm, which they believe 
serves as an explanatory model for certain kinds of political systems 
and political change (Kaufman 1974; Powell 1970; Scott 1972a, 
1972b) . Unfortunately, in so doing the political scientists (and sorne 
anthropologists) have transmuted a valid observation of a behavioral 
manifestation at the local level into an explanation of a political sys
tem wri t lar ge . 

Patron-clientship is a structural and cultural phenomenon which 
neither generales a poli ti cal system nor, by itself, adequately begins 
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to describe one. In fact , these relationships acquire different forms 
and functions in each historical epoch as the constellation of social, 
economic, political and ideological elements that nurture them are 
themselves transformed. They are nothing more/nothing less than one 
mode of integration between social classes , the form and content of 
which varies considerably over time (Forman 1975; Scott, 1972a, 

1972b; Silverman 1965) . 
In our view, patron-client ties (when they can be identified em-

pirically at all) are mere/y diagnostic elements of a tata~ po~itical sys
tem. To equate peasant politics with forms of patron-chenttsm .gener
ally is a misreading of the historical process, as we beheve a 
rereading of the Brazilian and Portuguese materials will s~ow. The 
best way to demonstrate this point is to examine the c~anging ~ature 
of municipal and village politics in the context of nat1onal reg1mes, 
and to do so comparatively . 5 In the historical narrative that follows, 
we will concentrate largely on Brazilian materials, and call on data 
from Portugal, in order to demonstrate that what we are seeking i~ an 
understanding of the systematic nature of processes through time 
rather than a description of a series of responses that might simply be 
written off as culturally unique . For example, a series of comparisons 
between the two cases would allow us to document the fact that the 
nature of peasant articulation varíes with different ~nds of r~gin:ies, 
whether feudal, absolutist, populist, liberal democratlc, authontanan, 
totalitarian, etc., and precludes the argument that in any event what 
we are describing are simply Luso-Brazilian "cultural " responses .

6 

It is a serious mistake to simply collapse historical time and 
posit a set of ''traditional'' relationships- like patron-clientship-as 
a timeless baseline against which tó measure change. 7 What is 
required for an understanding of that set of relationshi~s is an exami
nation of differentiation in the elite sectors of the social system and 
the changing constitutional basis for a polity at different points in 
time. To our mind, the system of decision-making and manner of 
resource distribution within the nation is far more critica! than the 
content of the specific exchanges that are generated at the local level. 
Patron-dependency, patron-clientship, brokerage-t~e~e forms o~ .ex
change represent the mode of resource dispersa! w1th1n the pohttcal 

system at specific points in time. . . 
In the Brazilian case, for example, sets of h1stoncal transforma-

tions lead from patron-dependency ( when the peasant is f orced to 
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enter 1nto a set of exchanges with a given patron) to patron-clientship 
(when the peasant is presented with a choice, however Iimited, 
among potential ''benefactors' ' who offer him differential returns for 
services rendered) (de Kadt 1970:23; Hutchinson 1966). Patron
clientship only becomes generalized in Republican Brazil when elec
toral. politics b~g.ins to infuse the political system with a degree of 
re~at1ve compet1tton. In brief, the very appropriateness of a patron
cltent model of political behavior is, as we will demonstrate, Iimited 
by the presence of certain types of electoral systems characterized by 
elite interest conftict. 

Anthropologists should view political history as a continuum of 
processes in which structures and events confront each other to pro
~uce ~equ~ntially different configurations. The nature of peasant ar
ttculat1on. in the state system varies with different kinds of regimes, 
whether hberal democratic, authoritarian, fascist, socialist, or feudal. 
The critica! question that the anthropologist can answer is: what is the 
imp~ct of different kinds of political systems-for example, Iimited 
parhamentary representative regimes vs. bureaucratic nonrepresenta
tive regimes-on political action and behavior at the local Ievel? 

T~is is no~ .the place to undertake a thorough and complete 
analys1s of Braz1han and Portuguese political history. s What we shall 
~o is examine briefty the ways in which successive regimes have 
incorporated the peasantry into the polity and the particular forms that 
incorporation has taken at the local level. 9 What will become clear is 
that patron-client relationships and the bases of their legitimacy 
ch~nge as the f orm of incorporation itself is al te red in response to the 
nat~onal and intemational situation. Again, this is more than simply 
say1ng that patron-clientship is regime-specific or that it characterizes 
certain kinds of political systems. On the contrary, we must focus 
our analysis on the political economy of the state and its attendant 
regime as the comparisons with Portugal will readily show. 

Peasants in the Brazilian Political Process 

The key to the nature of peasant participation in successive Brazilian 
regimes líes in an understanding of the national poli ti cal economy. 
Throughout the historical development of the Brazilian system, the 
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dominant theme has been one of centralization vs. local autonomy in 
which different elite sectors compete for control at the center and at 
the periphery. This problem of the locus of power, i~i~ially p~sed in 
the granting of land in autonomous econo~ic a.nd poh.t1cal uruts b~ a 
distant metropolitan power has , for centunes s1nce, p1tted centr~h~ts 
against localists in a protracted struggle for control over the adm1n1s
trative and legal apparatus of the municipality, the province, and the 
nation-state . Inevitably, the Brazilian masses, both rural and urban, 
have been included in this national political struggle . The nature of 
that inclusion, however, is understandable only in relation to a sec
ond , corollary theme, namely that of elite vs . mass. The inte~lay. of 
these two fundamentals of Brazilian political history--centrahzauon 
vs . local autonomy and elite vs. mass-are the principies around 
which the successive regimes have been ordered. 

Brazilian elites , whether agrarian or commercial, always 
adopted a tutelary and paternalistic attitude in their political struggles. 
Despite a series of liberal constitutions modeled alon~ Frene~, En
glish, and American lines, participatory democracy. in Bra~1l has 
remained illusory. lnclusion and exclusion more read1ly descnbe the 
process of manipulation of the Brazilian masses by the rea~ partici
pants in this basically authoritarian political syste~ .. The patnarch~ of 
the colonial period, the ennobled coffee bourgeo1s1e of the empire, 
the ruling oligarchs of the old republic and the ~gro-industria.lists ~f 
the new republic, used the rural masses in a var1ety of ways in the1r 
quest for power ( either in the form of local autonom~ or as c.o~trol 
over the legally constituted authority in their respective mu~1c1pal
ities). These elites extended and retracted the electoral system in rela
tion to the changing economic and social fabric of Brazilian society. 

Examination of the historical record makes it clear that patron
clientship did not emerge unchanging out of a traditional set of'rela
tionships which characterized the colonial period. Rather, the planta
tion system itself was part of a colonial political econom.y that ~~
derwent considerable transformation as changes occurred in Braz1l s 
relationship to the world economy . Thus , with the passage of time, 
the loci of seignorial power shifted from sugar planters to coffee bar
ons and then, critically, into the hands of urban industrial elites. 
With each shift, the peasant was incorporated differentiall~ into suc
cessive political regimes, first as dependents , then as ch.ents, and 
finally as a self-conscious and self-interested electorate wh1ch began 
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to bypass not only the patrons, but even the electoral machinery 
which those very patrons had established . The peasant poli ti cal 
movements that developed during the l 950s and l 960s were not sim
ply traditional responses to a new set of patrons as sorne analysts 
argue (Galjart 1964; Leeds 1965), but a part of the process of 
"massification" which began in the Vargas Estado Novo (Forman 
1971). 

The homogeneity of agrarian elite interests that characterized the 
struggle for local autonomy against a distant monarchy during the co
lonial period (sixteenth and seventeenth centuries) was transformed 
under the empire (1822-1889) as regional interests began to respond 
differentially in their own quests for power and privilege within a 
newly centralized regime. In each of Brazil 's vast regions, agrarian 
elites sought hegemony over their own domains and decision-making 
power over their own economic and social interests. Until the first ex
plicit threat to their discretionary power was posed, there was no 
need to incorporate the masses into the political process. The patrons 
had no clients; they had dependents . These dependents did not 
operate directly in the political system, but were mobilized as sei
gnorial henchmen for the elite actors in the local political arena. 

Under the empire, defense of agrarian interests was assured by 
rural elite infiltration of the imperial bureaucracy. However, the ad
vent of the Republic and its extreme federal system in the late nine
teenth century permitted the landed classes to exercise their influence · 
directly from their rural bases . The privilege of so doing was pro
vided for in the Republican Constitution of 1891 which yielded up ali 
crown lands, control over tax revenues, and local militias to the indi
vidual states (Vieira da Cunha 1963) . Moreover, the provision for 
direct elections of ali local, state, and national offices, along with a 
literacy requirement for suffrage, effectively concentrated power in 
the hands of the rural elites who could call upon a political electorate 
(Azevedo 1950). The urban middle class, whose demands had led to 
the expansion of the electoral system, was momentarily satisfied by a 
rapid growth in the military and civilian bureaucracy which es
tablished a system of clientage characterized as the ''Cartorial State'' 
( Jaguaribe 1969). The extension of this clientage system in to the mu
nicipalities provided the rural oligarchy with a critica! new resource 
(positions in the bureaucracy) in its struggle for power. 

The First Republic ( 1891-1930) was a compromise in every 
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sense, a calculated trade-off, fully elaborated in ~he "politics of the 
governors'' in which state governors and the ~es1d~nt of the ~epub
lic agreed to accept each others' authority in. the1~ res~ctive ~o-

. With congressional support for the pres1dent s fore1gn pohcy 
mains. . · 1 nd a 

Ured there was a de fiacto return to prov1nc1a autonomy a 
ass , · d. h · ht f 
guarantee of federal patronag~ in the. stat~s, 1nclu ing t e ng . . o 
regional elites to appoint pubhc funct1onar1es at state and municipal 
levels (Love 1971) . The currency in this exchange was votes, an? the 
electorate soon began to expand in relation to demand . In a single 
party system in which the presidential office alternated between the 
two states with the largest electorate, direct suffrage and ab~olute 
majorities were simple electoral mechanisms to affirm the choice of 

presidential successors (Oliveira Vianna 1933). . 
The kingpin in obtaining presidential votes and electl~g. a com-

patible congressional majority was the coronel, who mobihzed ~he 
electorate. The coronel was by no means the ''traditional'' plantation 
owner transformed, nor was bis ''following'' the same as on ,t,he ~o
lonial estate, those personal fiefs of aristocratic poten~at~s ~hich 
possessed ali of the conditions of sove~eig.n power" (Ohveira Vianna 
1933:226). By controlling bureaucratlc sinecures at. the local leve~, 
the resources for clientelism were placed firmly in the coronel s 
hands. By expanding municipal revenues in public work~, the. coronel 
built his reputation as a local benefactor, thereby ensunng hims~~f a 
following . His attributes of leadership were enhanced b~ ~he pohttcal 
bargaining at the state level in which a dependent murucipal elector
ate became the counter in a straightf orward exchange ?~ vote totals 
for political spoils . While at the national l~~el, competitton for c?n
trol over the decisional apparatus of the pohtical economy was ª~ im
portant factor, local conflict was of little .importance. The state .ohgar
chy watched dispassionately as local nvals f?ugh~ for the nght to 
supervise the municipal electoral machinery, since it h~~ly mattered 
to them which local notable actually delivered the votes .in state elec
tions.10 The resources which did flow into the countrysid.e thus gen
erated the factionalism that anthropologists so often descnbe as ch~
acteristic of Brazilian politics (Gross 1973; Nicholas ~96~). This 
factionalism, too, is a function of national political mach1.nat1ons a~d 
the scale of rural Brazilian society at a time when relattvely u~?if
ferentiated elites rivaled each other for the attentions of pohttcal 

oligarchs at the state level. 11 
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. In ~his system, local balloting was rarely seriously contested, 
s1nce alhances between municipal chieftains and state oligarchs were 
usu~~ly effected before the voting actually took place. A minority op
pos1t1on, eager for sorne share of the favors dispensed for electoral 
support of congressional candidates, occasionally tried to collect 
sorne votes to ~se in bargaining at election time. However, they were 
~erely compet1ng f?r the privilege of adhering to the ruling oligarchy 
in the state, not try1ng to elect a rival slate to state office. The hall
mark of this coronelista system and the ''politics of adherence'' that 
characterized it was the simple aggregation of votes. The idea of ac
tuall~ winning .elections occurred only át the end of the Vargas dicta
torsh1p when, 1n the Second Republic (1945-1964), the competition 
between numerous parties in hotly contested elections, particularly at 
the lo~~l level, .made electoral victory the sine qua non for the receipt 
of pol1t1cal spo1ls (Jaguaribe 1969). Such competition was no more a 
continuity of traditional factionalism than were the coroneis mere la
tifundistas transf ormed . 

. Again, the importance given to electoral politics and the changes 
it fostered at the local level can only be understood in the context of 
~h.anges at the natio~al level. Paradoxically, the semi-competitive po
ht1cal .s~stem (Schm1tter 197 la) which made the município a hotbed 
o_f P?ht1cal electoral activity during the Second Republic actually was 
~1gruficantly developed within the apparent authoritarian constraints 
imposed by the Vargas Revolution and the extension of the 'syn
dicalist New State. The Estado Novo (1930-1945) saw the 
emergen:e on. the, Braz.ilian scene of new sectors which challenged 
the agrar1an elites man1pulated hegemony in the countryside. During 
the Vargas years: three new sectors appeared on the Brazilian politi
.cal scene: an art1culate urban middle class demanding electoral re
form, ''~o?est'' ~~itics, and a vastly enlarged state bureaucracy, a 
bourgeo1s 1n~ustnahst group that ushered in an era of development 
?ased on an 1deolo~y of economic nationalism, and an urban proletar-
1at that coalesced tnto a new and critically important political mass. 
These new groups altered the balance of power in the nation and es
tablished new gro~nd rules for a highly competitive political system 
that eventually senously threatened political relationships as they had 
come to be established in the rural areas. 12 

The rigid control of the Vargas years masked, but failed to sub
vert, the fundamental struggle between centralists and localists in the 
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Brazilian polity although, for a time , it managed to bridle the masses, 
particularly the urban masses , by a paternalistic and tutelary exten
sion of syndicalist authority (Lopes 1966; Wiarda 1969). When the 
Constitution of 1946 reopened the political arena, the system was so 
full of inherent conftict that it led to its own demise within two short 
decades. While populist leaders appealed to the new urban masses in 
successive and successful campaigns for the presidency, rural elites 
continued to manipulate a relatively diminished rural electorate for 
control of the Congress, thereby creating a governmental impasse be
tween an executive branch oriented to national industrial growth and 
a legislature still geared to regional and predominantly agrarian inter
ests (Furtado l 965b). 

Anthropologists witnessed these two decades of competition in 
the Brazilian countryside. Yet the activity they observed and recorded 
was nothing more th~n a fteeting moment in the long development of 
the political system. The Constitution of 1946 encouraged the prolif
eration of parties at the national, state, and local levels (Soares 
1967), but these were little more than vote-getting mechanisms which 
operated primarily at election time . Unlike the old Republican Party, 
a multiplicity of parties was organized so that the various aspirants 
could have vehicles necessary to run for office. They openly com
peted for political power by securing and extending their followings 
through bureaucratic sinecures and other forms of patronage. These 
parties were responsive to the needs of the political leadership they 
were organized to serve, but quite unable to meet the growing de
mands of the electorate they helped to create (Forman 197 5). 

The clientist politics that pervaded the Second Republic were 
based on relationships between two individuals, the elector and the 
candidate-more often the candidate 's broker-who distributed spoils 
in exchange for votes. The simple aggregation of vote totals on elec
toral lists no longer guaranteed support from a state oligarchy as it 
had in the old republic. There was no longer an entrenched superpa
tron in the statehouse to whom the coronel-in-power could simply 
adhere. It was now necessary for local political competitors to pro
cure votes that would win municipal elections and contribute to their 
party 's victory in the state as well, sin ce the government in power 
would not likely honor its obligations to a município whose political 
chieftains were members of an opposition party. 

At the municipal level, two competing factions serving the ínter-
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~sts of rival local. notables-sometimes new commercial elites oppos-
1ng the landown1ng ''native sons ''-organized along party lines as 
well. Political parties became the instruments for access to municipal 
resources. For the peasantry, dependency became clientship as they 
and other rural workers were offered a choice between competing pa
trons. However, the very competition which the system allowed con
tributed to its downfall as peasants and agricultura} workers began to 
pursue an altemate model to the monopoly power of the coronel. As 
objects of competitive vote-seeking at the local level, peasants and 
agricultura} workers were subject to a variety of messages, promises, 
an~ payoffs. They soon became convinced that the ves ti ges of pater
nahsm were no longer viable, and that the party structure was not 
geared to meet their demands. Peasants and rural workers began to 
bypass t~e patrons and the electoral system as manifest in increasing 
absentee1sm at the polls and in their adherence to a variety of peasant 
and rural syndicalist movements (Forman 1971). 

Thus, the process of inclusion of peasants into the national Bra
zilian polity over time contributed to a radical transformation of inter
class . relationships, from patron-dependency to patron-clientship, 
from 1ntra-party factional conftict to party mobilization and ultimately 
to class-based organizations which bypassed the party structure and 
gat~ered a momentum which for a time seemed to threaten the very 
bas1s of the Brazilian political system. That is, until the "Revolution 
of 1964'' once more made ''exclusion'' and centralization the domi
nant themes of Brazilian politics. 

The Peasantry in the Portuguese Political Process 

W~ will now briefly sketch the nature of peasant political partici
pat1on, or the lack of it, in Portugal in relation to the dominant 
themes. tha~ emerge from our analysis of Brazilian political history. 
Our. po1~t is to demonstrate that the failure of patron- clientship and 
~a~ttonahsm to fully develop in Portugal is directly related to the po
ht1c~l eco~omy there and to the structure of the national political sys
tem in wh1ch the homogeneity of the elite sector played a paramount 
role. The fact that patron-clientism seems to arise at particular places 
and p~icu~ar times, supports our contention that it is a response to 
the ex1genc1es of electoral politics and elite competition for votes. 

• 
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Portugal has not undergone the degree nor the rate of structural 
differentiation that characterizes Brazil. At the same time, the Por
tuguese political system developed and maintained a hig~ degree of 
centralization from the start, despite the presence of an 1deology of 
"municipalismo. " While the very smallness of continental. ~ortugal 
may very well have mitigated demands for local a~tonomy, 1t 1~ prob
able that an integrated set of kinship and other tles among ehtes ef
fectively tied periphery to center on critica! issues . Furthermore, 
unlike the shifting locus of authority in colonial Brazil, Lis bon has 
always been the center of Portugal's bureaucratic structure. The 
stranglehold that the capital has over the rest of the count1?' never re
ally weakened, either in the Republic (1910-1926) or dunng the Es
tado Novo (1926-1974), oreven today as post-Revolutionary Portugal 
demonstrates. 

In such circumstances, elite objectives have rarely required the 
competitive mobilization of rural and urban workers alike. Rather a 
Bonapartist exclusion model prevailed throughout most of Portuguese 
history. In the 1870s- 80s, a tutelary and patemalistic attitude 
emerged as part of a newly articulated ''republican'' political philos
ophy among intellectual elites who spoke about what would b~ good 
for 0 povo (the people), but politics remained very much ~~ ehte a~d 
urban affair. With perhaps one short-lived exception, poht1cal spoils 
and patron-clientship did not become characteristic of a ~ystem of 
competitive vote-getting in which different and opposed ehte s~cto~s 
sought to mobilize supporters in the cities and in the c~untrys1de 1n 
hard fought electoral campaigns. Hence, the paradox wh1ch led to ~he 
demise of the party system in Brazil was not built into the ex~ans1on 
of the party system in Portugal. The circumstances surround1ng the 
imposition of authoritarian rule under Salazar, then, differ . marked.ly 
from those which led to the 1964 military coup d 'etat in Braz11. 
Nonetheless, the net effects in the countryside of the extension of the 
administrative state may well tum out to be the same (Forman 1975). 
We will return to this particular issue in the conclusions. For the 
moment, we tum to a brief history of peasant political integration in 

Portugal. 13 
.• 

The earliest possibilities for peasant participation in the poht~cal 
process in Portugal only occurred wi~h the advent ?f the Constltu
tional Monarchy as a result of the Liberal Revolut1on of 1820, an 
event to which the peasantry was largely indifferent (Silbert 
1968:38). Still, Liberalism in Portugal hardly represented a demand 
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"' 
for democracy or popular sovereignty. Rather, the ''democratic 
burst '' which overthrew the absolutist monarchy was encouraged by 
the loss of the Brazilian colony and the ensuing crisis suffered by 
northern Portuguese commercial and professional elites . Although an 
extended franchise was envisioned, the first constitution adopted a 
~ystem o~ indirect suffrage, and subsequent decrees significantly Iim-
1ted the s1ze of the electorate. Until 1851, however, Portugal was tom 
by a series of civil wars and uprisings (1823, 1832-34, 1838, 
1846-47). However, with the exception of the uprising of 1846-47, 
ali of these were predominantly confticts in which the urban and rural 
bourgeoisie, the clergy, and the nobility aligned and realigned their 
forces in an attempt to maintain the existing social structure under the 
aegis of the constitutional monarchy. The transformation of church 
and mortmain lands into prívate property in 1834 enabled commercial 
elites to purchase these lands, thereby establishing a class of rural 
~apitalists tied to the nobility through a series of mutually consistent 
interests . These groups combined to defeat a nascent urban middle 
class in the "Setembrist" uprising of 1836, instituting a perrod of 
laissez-faire capitalism which dominated Portuguese economic policy 
for a century thereafter. 

Laissez-faire capitalism, an increasing penetration of urban 
bourgeoisie interests in to rural society, a campaign f or agrarian indi
vi?ualism, and British trade domination, all contributed to the impov
~nshment of the peasantry and other rural workers. It is not surpris-
1ng then that these rural peoples rose up across the country in the 
movement of Maria da Ponte and the unsuccessful Patuleia uprising 
of 1846-47 (Riegelhaupt 1976). 

These peasant uprisings, despite their temporal proximity to the 
Revolutions of 1848 which swept through Western Europe, more 
closely resemble the eighteenth-century French Revolution and earlier 
nineteenth-century European revolts. They coincided with attempts to 
change the administrative and land tenure system and with the in
troduction of new agricultura} techniques throughout much of Por
tugal (Riegelhaupt 1976). New methods of crop rotation, the in
troduction of cattle raising and dairy farming as well as farm 
?1achin~ry ~nd ch~mical fertilizers were hallmarks of a new capital-
1sm wh1ch 1ncreas1ngly affected pattems of land tenure, specifically 
communal land rights . North of the Tagus River land enclosures Ied 
to a process of parcelization which within a few decades resulted in 

.. 
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the minifúndia which continue to characterize northern Portuguese 
agriculture even toda y. In the A lente jo to the south, large landhold
ings were consolidated and vast areas left unculti vated (Halpern 
Pereira 1971:137-38). It was an alliance of the rural bourgeoisie with 
the commercial elites of Lisbon which effectively put down the Patu
leia uprising (with British intervention) and successfully blocked any 
program of agrarian reform in Portugal until recent years. 

After the Patuleia, Portuguese political life continued to be 
marked by exclusion of the masses, despite sorne initial concessions 
in the decrees of 1851 which led to a slightly increased electorate. 
The rural bourgeoisie, members of the liberal professions, and the 
commercial elites of the growing cities of Lisbon and Porto Were 
organized into two parties which manipulated elections so as to as
sure their control of the legislature. This two-party system, a semi
developed British parliamentary model, sufficed to alternate incum
bents in office in a system of rotativismo which makes evident the 
factional rather than sectoral nature of Portuguese politics at the time. 
No significant rural-urban cleavage took place which required rural 
elites to enter the political arena as self-interested competitors. Gov
emment policies effectively curtailed peasants' access to education 
(hence literacy) and consequently to enfranchisement. Hence, "mass 
participation'' never occurred, and under both the Constitutional 
Monarchy ( 1821-1909) and the First Republic ( 1910-1926) "towns 
had a greater significance than rural areas in legitimate and conscious 
balloting" (Oliveira Marques 1972: 161). 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, a system of 
caciquisimo seems to have emerged in various rural regions as issues 
of protectionism effected the expansion of wheat production, particu
larly in the Alentejo. This surge of political patron-clientelism, as in 
the Brazilian case, was directly related to the desire of landowners to 
have a sympathetic voice in the National Assembly. In Portugal it 
reached its apex in those zones where there were resources for pa
trons to control and peasants able to vote. What is critically different 
from the Brazilian context, however, is the fact that "cacique" con
trol in Portugal seems to have occurred only in certain areas, like the 
Alentejo, and that it was a relatively short-lived phenomenon. Al
though controlled, rigged elections and governmental dispersing of 
bureaucratic sinecures also characterized the Portuguese constitu
tional monarchy, the limited nature of the electorate confined most 
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patterns of patronage to cities and towns. This urban preponderance 
occurred in a country that was, in fact, heavily rural. 

Perhaps the most significant political act on the part of the Por
tuguese peasantry from the last quarter of the nineteenth century 
through the l 930s was their migration into the urban centers of Lis
bon and Porto and their emigration out of the country. Between 1878 
and 1890, Lisbon 's population doubled and more than one-eighth of 
the nation 's population was located in the capital and Porto. While it 
is not possible to give exact figures for emigration, Orlando Ribeiro 
estimates that between 1890-1940, 1.2 million Portuguese left the 
country (Serrao n .d. :39). 14 The national political and economic prob
lems, many of which underlay this vast movement of the population, 
led intellectuals, statesmen, and philosophers alike to the "myth of 
Republicanism '' (Wheeler 1972). 

Republicanism in Portugal takes on a special form. Initially ac
ceptable to the ruling elites as an alternative to socialism and anar
chism, it became identified with nationalism and the removal of 
foreign control over the nation and her African colonies. It also be
came synonymous with anticlericalism and "good government," 
which in turn meant a decentralization of political control from Lis
bon back into the countryside and an end to bureaucratic corruption. 

The sixteen chaotic years of the First Portuguese Republic 
(1910-1926), despite a profusion of elections, continued the previous 
pattern of excluding the peasants from participation. While the over
throw of the monarchy had involved the mobilization of the urban 
masses, including recent rural migrants, the rural masses were them
selves scarcely heard from. Once more, under the First Republic, 
despite the rhetoric, educational policies and a literacy requirement 
for voting resulted in a decidedly restricted electorate. Republican 
ideals did begin to filter into the countryside as the myriad of small
town local newspapers make evident; however, the vast majority of 
peasants and agricultura! workers were illiterate, and it is difficult to 
know in exactly what form these ideas were communicated to them. 
A series of rural strikes in the Alentejo attests to the politicization of 
rural workers there, a singular event in Portuguese rural history (Ca
bral 1974:433). Thus, in the Alentejo where clientship, through the 
equation of large-scale estates , landless laborers and the need for 
votes, had been most highly developed," class-based politics began to 
emerge (Cutileiro 1971 :217). 
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With the advent of Salazar in 1928 and the subsequent imposi
tion of the Constitution of the Estado Novo ( 1936), the very concept 
of competitive political activity-whether for the pea~antry or a re
stricted electorate-was removed from Portuguese hfe. Landl~rd
laborer strife, as well as industrial strife, was inimical to a soc1~tal 

d l of ''harmony '·' which denied the existence of class confhct. 
mo e 1 · 1 
Rather a Catholic corporativist model became the ideo og1ca center 
of a p~litical system which discouraged participati?~, encoura~ed ~o
litical apathy, restricted educational opportun1ties, and 1nst1tu
tionalized a non-party party (Riegelhaupt in press). 

For almost fifty years, until April 197 4, Portugal was gov~rned 
as an authoritarian political system with no "liberal" ~r~te~s1ons. 
This highly centralized state needed no loc~l l~vel. part1c1p~tion or 
concurrence. It govemed from the center, d1stnbut1ng suffic1~nt re
sources to the populace so as to maintain order. A system wh1ch set 
low and achievable goals, it made few promises and through exten
sive censorship effectively controlled the spread of different messages 
to the countryside. At the local level, both peasant ~~d sh?pkeeper 
were harassed by an overwhelming number of adm1rustrauve rul~s 
and regulations, enforced by an ubiquitous rural police force (and ~a1d 
informers) which served to keep the population in check. The direct 
penetration of the state into many aspects of lo~al life cu~ the ~easant 
off from the local elite and vice versa. Even 1n the reg1ons hke the 
Alentejo where the political economy under the Constitutional Mon
archy and the First Republic permitted th~ development of patron
clientism (through a combination of votes, Jobs, and land), the peas
antry was completely cut off from access to the political arena. U~der 
the Estado Novo, even those rural elites who had enco~raged c~1e?t
ship saw less and less advantages to having followers s1nce the1r 1n
terests were accommodated by policies which provided a protected 
and stabilized economic environment (Cutileiro 1971:222, 241) . 

Thus vertical ties presented to us as characteristic of peasa~t 
sociopolitical organization-those enduring dyadic ~i~s and their 
emergent corollaries of networks, action sets, and coah.ti~ns-ceased 
to have any meaning or function for the peasant, w1th1n th.e Por
tuguese political system. Moreover, the Estad~ Novo spec1fically 
excluded interest-based party organizations, leav1ng the government 
to function without any form of local level participati~n except f~r 
acquiescence. Salazar 's corporatist authoritarian state d1d not substl-
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" 
tute ' 'party patronage'' for the ''patron-client '' system as posited by 
development~l models of southem European politics (Weingrod 
1968). ~cqu1es~~nce ~as enforced by a repressive, if not exceedingly 
oppress1ve, poht1cal chmate and the possibilities for emigration. Ad
ministration replaced politics for both the peasantry and the elite. 

If then, the process of inclusion of peasants in to the national 
Brazilian polity over time led to a radical transformation of interclass 
relationships , from patron-dependency to patron-clientship, to a short 
period of class-based conftict, the Portuguese peasantry, for the most 
part, experienced neither the reality nor the model. 

Conclusion 

Thus far , we ha ve not discussed the current regimes in Brazil and 
Portugal, nor have we suggested the possible effects that these 
regime~ might ha ve in the countryside. In relation to Portugal, the 
dramat1c events of the years since the April Revolution of 1974 make 
predictions unwarranted and highly speculative in any case. Else
where, Forman has discussed the apparent immediate result of the 
impositio~ of ~entral~zed, authoritarian rule in Brazil in 1964, noting 
that the . d1~ecti~n wh1ch the military regime was then taking pointed 
to certa1n 1dent1fiable outcomes in the countryside ( 1975). Namely, 
he .argued .that the discussion of elite competition through the nullifi
cat~on of s1multaneous and closely linked elections at local, state, and 
nat1onal levels, coupled with strict fiscal controls at the center and the 
consequent dissolution of the spoils system, militated against forms 
of local level competition which previously had resulted in wide
spread patron-clientism. 15 That process of extension of the adminis
trative state was dubbed the ''portugalization' ' of Brazil (Schmitter 
197 I b) .. To invert the analogy, within a few months of the Portuguese 
Revolut1on of 1974, there was a clear possibility that it could have 
undergone a process of ' 'Brazilianization. '' Direct mobilization 
around ?asic socio-economic issues and competition among varying 
party ahgnments and sectors of the military could have led to a new 
form of authoritarian response. 16 

It. is hardly the moment to engage in any form of academic op
portun1sm. Yet, the logical conclusion of this paper is to suggest that 
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the authoritarian political system of Brazil and the emergent political 
system of Portugal provide new opportunities for the analysis of peas
ant political participation (Forman 1977). As we have briefly shown, 
pat assumptions about peasants ' behavioral propensities (i.e., toward 
clientelism or dependence) or cultural " traditions " mask the com
plexities of the política! process in agrarian-based societies. The na
tion-state in these two cases did not encapsulate sorne previously 
closed local level political system. Rather, the state provided the sys
tem within which local participation could and did take place. The 
nature of the state political system, the position of that state within 
the world economy, elite interests, the structure of the local economy 
as well as local society are ali vital aspects for the study of local leve! 
politics. 

Anthropologists must be wary of reading the past from the eth
nographic present. We are perhaps most guilty of presenting a time
less ''traditional' ' cultural system which other social scientists now 
routinely feed into their developmental analyses as the antithesis of 
' 'modemization. ' ' Y et, in societies like Portugal and Brazil, peasants 
have not been out of step with the national political system. On the 
contrary, they have occupied an important position within the larger 
system, a position which is quite capable of change. Rather than 
studying the points of juncture between the local level and the larger 
system, the analyst of local level politics must begin to develop a set 
of tools which encompass both peasants and local elites within the 
framework of the larger polity over time. We must study conflict and 
power not merely in the limited arena of the endless ''factional'' 
disputes of Brazilian elites, for example , but within the broader struc
ture of resource dispersa} within the national ( or regional) political 
system. Perhaps the proper place f or anthropologists-to be gin their in
vestigation of politics might be to ask a set of interrelated questions: 

l. What are the " legitimate" political goals as derived from the domi
nant ideologies available within the system? 

2 . What modes of organization are possible, and how are they effected at 
various levels of the political system (thus relating land teñure, market 
products, and resource allocation to type of oligarchic structure)? 

3. What is the nature of demands on the system at these different levels 
and how are they met? 

4. If they are not met, what alternate forms of political expression are 
available and what forros do they take in action? 
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T~o much. of ".local. leve! " politics and particularly Brazilian pa
tron- chent/factionahsm hterature reads like the ''formalist ' ' Jiterature 
on .' 'prestige" economies of tribal peoples. Basically positivistic, the 
pohtical anthropology of ~eas~nt societies-like economic anthropol
o~y-has conc~ntrated pnmanly on exchange between patrons and 
C~Ients, e~phasizing the utilitarian and voluntaristic aspects of deci
s.Ion-maktng, even when the relationships involved are so asymmet
ncal as .to reduce almost entirely the element of significant choice. 
The subJect .ºf local level politics is not simply coterminous with pa
t~ons. and chents . Our analysis of peasant participation and mobiliza
tion In recent centuries in both Brazil and Portugal shows that the 
resources available to peasants in their relationships with local elites 
and to local elites in their quest for power vary as the larger political 
system operates to include or exclude the rural masses . In both cases 
~he variations .in the structuring of electoral poli tics was a key facto; 
In. understanding peasant poli ti cal organizational choices. y et, as 
Riegelhaupt has shown elsewhere (in press), the apathy of Portuguese 
peasants under the Salazar regime was not evidence of an inherent 
''apoliticalness '' of the rural masses, but an official demobilization of 
the ~eople . With the first post-Revolutionary elections in 1975, the 
prev1ous apathetic and ' 'politically incapable ' ' Portuguese electorate 
tumed out in record numbers. In fact, a full 93 .7 percent of the elec
torate voted. 

1 7
. Moreove~, from ali the reports, rural people voted in

dep~ndently w1th no ev1dence of votes being purchased, rigged, or 
man1pulated. 

Sti.ll, it shou~~ be obvious from the argument of this paper that 
~h~ subject ~f poh.t1cs cannot be reduced to voting and elections, and 
tt IS not º.ur 1ntentton to end on that kind of note . Rather , the point to 
be made is that only by combining an adequate understanding of the 
structure of the n~tional political system and the political economy of 
the state al~ng w1th .regional variations, will we be able to fully grasp 
the ~lternat1ves ava1lable to the rural populace. A series of careful 
stud1e~ at the gra~s~roots leve! which place an anthropological micro
analys1s of mun1c1pal power structures into an historical macro
analysis should pr?vide not. merely the evidence for comprehending 
t?~ ne~ effects of dtfferent kinds of regimes on forms of political par
tlc1pat1on but also the insights necessary to understand and compare 
the mo:e su~tl~ and elusive meanings of freedom, liberty, welfare, 
rep~~ss1on, JUSt1ce, and all of the other hallmarks of contemporary 
poht1cal systems. 
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Notes 

l. There is danger in this comparison of which we are well aware. Namely, that 
sorne analysts would argue that much of what we are going to discuss below is in 
f act a result of an all pervasive ''Iberic ' ' cultural tradition in which Brazil and Por
tugal both share. We find the use of the concept of culture in this sense by political 
scientists in their catchall phrase of " poli ti cal culture " incorrect, since it tends to 
parallel the "culture and personality " school 's attempts to psychologize about total 
systems. If any concept of culture is useful in a comparative political framework it is 
Geertz's view that culture refers to symbols and their meanings that inform behavior 
and not to the actual behavioral manifestations (such as patron-clientism, fac
tionalism, corruption, etc.) themselves. lf culture is viewed in this way, Euro
pean/Latin American comparisons can be highly instructive, in part because of the 
importance since the eighteenth century of similar political theories of the state . A 
Brazilian/Portuguese comparison is made even more interesting since Mediterranean 
European and Latín American polities have also experienced similar patterns of rela
tionship to Northern European states, as Wallerstein has recently described ( 1974). 

2. A series of community studies in the 1950s under the direction of Charles Wagley 
set the program for a decade of research. See, for example , Harris 1956, Hutchinson 
1957, Wagley 1953. Parallel work among Brazilian anthropologists is best repre
sented by Willems' earlier classic study of Cunha (1947) restudied by Shirley in the 
mid-1960s (1971). Leed's research on cacao pioneered subsequent localized histori
cal accounts of particular economic phenomenon (Leeds 1957). The community 
study approach also characterizes much of the anthropological work on Mediterra
nean Europe. For a discussion of these studies see Da vis 1977. 

3. A prime example of the anthropological study of the nation state is Wagley 's fine 
discussion of Brazil (1971). Epstein (1973) offers one of the few accounts of the in
tegration between community and state in bis study of Brasilia. 

4.- A recent attempt to modify this approach and collapse the macro- micro-distinc
tion into a single behavioral arena is to be found in Vincent 1977. 

5. Given the realities of the Brazilian polity (or polities) over the centuries, the best 
arena for anthropological inquiry is the município, the local administrative center and 
its surrounding hinterland. For it is actually over the disposition of resources among 
commercial (later industrial) and agrarian elites that the battle between the forces of 
centralism and localism is fought, and it is over control of these resources , once 
dispersed, that local política! struggles take place. lt is at this juncture, where elec
toral politics and spoils come together, that patrons and clients enter Brazilian ethnol
ogy. A focus on the município allows a $pecial vantage point, then, from which both 
the micro-level and the macro-system can be examined. 

6. For a discussion of the concept of ''política! culture' ' in the Brazilian context, see 
Forman 1977. 

7 . Forman was himself guilty of an evasion of 450 years of Brazilian poli ti cal his
tory when he wrote: 

"Traditionally, the Brazilian peasant participated only vicariously in the políti
ca! process by exchanging his vote for the favor of a patriio. He was insulated from 
the pressures of the outside world by the attitude of noblesse oblige of the plantation 
master . Communication was unidirectional, passed down along the rigid lines of the 
social hierarchy. Alternative courses of action for the rural masses were few. Griev
ances could only be aired to the patráo or through open rebellion." (1971:5) 
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Such a characterization fails both to describe the ''traditional'' system and the 
historical processes of change and integration. 

8. Detailed di scussions about the nature of Brazilian and Portuguese regimes have 
been made elsewhere individually (Forman 1975; Riegelhaupt 1976, in press). 

9. The outstanding study of municipal politics in Brazil is Leal 1948. For an in
teresting account of four recent coroneis , see Vila~a and Albuquerque (1965). A 
number of studies of local poli tics ha ve appeared in the Revista Brasileira de Estudos 
Políticos. 

10. Della Cava describes how local coroneis vied with one another for the privilege 
of supporting the state oligarchy in Ceará-which simply waited for a víctor to 
emerge-and to the víctor belonged all the electoral spoils. ( 1970:94-95; 142) 

1 1. lt seems to us , at a glance, that factionalism best describes the infighting be
tween rivals who recruit individuals into groups or units of a certain scale, but that 
social differentiation and the emergence of different "interest groups" may well 
produce a form of competition more akin to sectoral clashes that have gone unnoticed 
in studies of rural Brazil. 

12. Schmitter (197la:29-30) suggests that the system moved from semi-competitive 
(competition at the local level) to fully competitive (competition at the local and na
tional levels) during the Goulart regime. lt is at this juncture that the distinction be
tween "factionalism" as rivalry and sectoral competition should be explored. 

13. The anthropologist attempting to analyze nineteenth-century rural Portuguese so
ciety is working in very poorly understood terrain . Only in recent years has work 
been undertaken as evidenced in the writings of Serrao, Halpern Pereira, Vitor de 
Sá, Villa verde Cabra), Silbert and, in this country, Douglas Wheeler. 

14. In 1890, Portugal's population was 4.6 niillion (Serrao 1971:799); in 1940, it 
was 7 million. (Serrao n.d.:91) 

15. This does not mean that the government does not perrnit the continuance of 
rivalrous factions at the local level in sorne places as long as they pose no threat to 
the imposed administrative structures. This, in fact , may account for the disagree
ments between Forman and Gross ( 1973) . 

16. One need only mention the Spinolista attempt from the Right on March 11, J 975 
and the abortive Leftist activities of November 25, 1975. 

17 . In the elections of 1975, suffrage was extended to ali males and females over the 
age of 18. Registration was 6, 177,698, of whom 5,666,696 voted. In contrast, in 
the last election of the Estado Novo in November 1973, in which one list of can
didates was presented, only 2,096,020 were registered voters . (The franchise was 
limited by sex, age, and literacy requirements .) The actual number of votes cast was 
1,393,294 for a turnout of 66. 5 percent of the eligible voters. From one regime to 
another, the franchise was expanded by 66 percent and there was an increase of 75.4 
percent in the number actually voting (Instituto Nacional de Estatística 1974; see also 
" Os resultados oficiais das ultimas elei~óes ," O Seculo, November 11, 1973). 

• 

Glossary of Portuguese Terms 

agrópolís: 

agrovila: 

almo~o: 

ambiente: 
aviamento: 

bairro: 
barraco: 
biscateiro: 
branca: 
broca: 

caatinga: 
caboclo: 
cabos eleitorais: 
cachara: 
cazpzra: 
caridad e: 
carta patente: 

casa matriz: 
cerrado: 
chef e: 
cidade: 
cidade cogume/o: 

coa/hada: 
colégio: 

planned towns of about 300 people along the Trans
Amazon Highway. 
planned nucleated village settlement along the Trans
Amazon Highway. 
lunch, the noon meal. 
atmosphere. 
a system of trade in the Amazon Basin in which goods 
were exchanged for raw forest products, usually latex. 

neighborhood . 
wooden shack. 
someone who is marginally employed doing odd jobs. 
white, a white person. 
(Hypothenemus hampei F errari) a coffee pest which bur
rows into the beans. 

low, thomy scrub forest of the northeast interior. 
anyone of part lndian descent; a rustic backwoodsman. 
local ward heelers. 
a crude Brazilian rum. 
backwoods rustic, peasant. 
charity. 
a written document issued to Indian chiefs recognizing 
their authority. 
maternal home, home of orientation. 
" closed" savannah. 
chief, leader. 
city, town. 
literally "mushroom city "; a city that grows up very 
rapidly. 
curds. 
high school. 

401 
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colono: 

comadre: 

comarca: 
compadria: 
consulta: 
copa: 
coronel (pi. coroneis): 

coronelismo: 
cortií-·o: 
cruzeiro: 

delegado: 
deputado estadual: 
desconfianfa: 
despachante: 
drogas de sertdo: 

edilidades: 
elemento de cor: 
empanemado: 
entrancia: 
espera: 

espigóes: 
Espiritismo: 

Estado Novo: 

familia: 
farinha: 
farinha puba: 
/ave/a: 

fa zenda: 
fazendeiro: 
feira: 
filha (jilho) de santo: 

.filhos: 
forfa: 

worker paid on a monthly basis to care for a set number 
of coffee trees. 
~iterally "co-mother"; the relationship between a child's 
godmother and its parents. 
judicial di strict . 
godparenthood, also called parentesco. 
spiritual consultation. 
community kitchen. 
wealthy Iandowners who bought commissions in the na
tional militia during the Empire and Old Republic; local 
political power. 
rule by corone is . 
slum at the outskirts of a city. 
Brazil ian monetary unit. In 1978 one cruzeiro equaled 
about U.S. $0 .6. (U.S. 6 cents). 

head of the local police, delegate, representative. 
state representative. 
suspicion, mistrust. 
literally "dispatcher "; a bureaucratic middleman. 
literally "drugs of the backland "; refers to ali manner of 
wild forest products. 

Indian town councils created during the colonial period. 
color factor. 
having bad luck. 
career level. 
waiting point where hunters remain near plants known to 
be attractive to game animals . 
colloquialism for high-rise condominiums. 
Spiritism, also known as Kardecismo, a form of Spiri
tism derived from France. 
" new state"; refers to the Getulio Vargas regime. 

family. 
manioc ftour. 
coarse manioc ftour . 
a shantytown; often refers to the hillside shantytowns of 
Rio de Janeiro. 
a large landholding, a ranch. 
the owner of a fazenda. 
market . 
literally "daughter (or son) of the saint"; a medium in 
an Afro-Brazilian or Umbanda cult. 
sons, children. 
force, power. 

frequesia: 

guerras justas: 

homens de cor: 

igrejinhas: 

juiz de direito: 
juiz substituto: 
jurisprudencia: 

latifúndia: 
latifúndisra: 
laudos: 
lingua geral: 

madrinha: 
miie de santo: 

mais elevado: 
maloca: 
mata: 
mazombismo: 

mazombo: 
mediunidade: 
mestifo: 
minifúndia: 
mu/her: 

. , . 
mumczp10: 

oure verde: 

páe de santo: 

panema: 
parentela: 

parentesco: 
passe: 
patriio: 
paus finos: 
pesqueiros: 
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parish town established in the Amazon region during the 
Colonial period. 

lit . "just wars." 

men of color. 

little churches . 

judge of law, a professional judge. 
substitute judge. 
written court decisions. 

a large landholding. 
owner of a latifúndia . 
expert opinions. 
an in ter-tribal lingua franca based on Tupi-Guaraní. 

maid of honor in a wedding ceremony. 
literally "mother of the saint"; a leader of an Afro
Brazilian or Umbanda cult. 
of higher social status. 
communal lndian dwelling. 
forest; evergreen forest of the Amazon Basin. 
an attitude that denigrates all that is Brazilian and ad
mires ali that is European. 
individual with a mazombismo outlook. 
inherent potential mediumship. 
an individual of lndian-white ancestry. 
small landholding. 
woman, wife. 
county. 

lit. " green gold, " a euphemism for coffee during 
periods of high prices. 

Iiterally "father of the saint," the leader of an Afro
Brazilian or Umbanda cult. 
bad luck. 
large extended networks of kin related both consanguin
eally and affinally . 
godparenthood; also called compadria. 
a ritual cleansing in Umbanda ceremonies. 
employer, boss, patron. 
thin trunked forest growth. 
broad ecological zones of the ocean ftoor; particular fish
ing spots. 

' 
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pessoa de cór: 
ponto: 
potreiro: 
prefeito: 
preto: 
primo irmiio: 
professora: 
promotor público: 

redufiio (pi. redufoes): 
remoso: 
requeijáo: 
rurópolis: 

saveiro: 
sede de municipio: 
serta nejo: 
sessoes: 
sindicato: 

terra firme: 
terra roxa: 

terreiro: 
timbó: 

trampolín: 
travessií.o (pi. travessóes ): 
tropas de resgate: 

Umbanda: 

Umbandista: 
urucu: 

usina: 

usurário: 

vara: 
vinho: 
vogal (pi. vogais): 

person of color. 
Umbanda hymn. 
small enclosed pasture f or draft and saddle animals. 
mayor. 
black, a black person. 
lit. "brother cousi n "; first cousi n. 
teacher . 
public prosecutor. 

Jesuit mission. 
dangerous. 
homemade cheese. 
planned cities of 1,000 or more families along the Trans
Amazon Highway . 

fishing boat. 
county seat. 
a backlander; a native of Brazil 's arid northeast. 
U mbanda religious sessions. 
labor union. 

uplands away from the main rivers of the Amazon Basin. 
a deep red porous soil particularly well-suited to coffee 
cultivation. 
Umbanda cult centers; also called centros espirites. 
poisonous vine used to stupefy fish in the Amazon 
Basin. 
Jaunching pad. 
narrow di viding road . 
" rescue missions," a euphemism for slave raids during 
the colonial period. · 

a form of Spiritism with Afro-Brazilian and lndian ele
ments that has gained wide popularity in Brazil. 
member of an Umbanda cult. 
(Bixa ore/lana), a pigment used in body painting among 
many Brazilian Indians. 
a modern heavily capitalized sugar mili and, by exten
sion, the lands pertaining to it. 
money lender. 

literally, a rod or sceptre; a judgeship or judicial place. 
wrne. 
class representative in judicial proceedings. 
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